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ABSTRACT
BEYOND THE ACCOUNTABILITY-IMPROVEMENT DEBATE:
A CASE STUDY ANALYSIS OF INSTITUTIONAL RESPONSE TO ASSESSMENT
FEBRUARY 2005
KATHRYN DOHERTY, A.B., SMITH COLLEGE
M.B.A., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Ed.D, UNIVERISTY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Joseph B. Berger

The purpose of this study is to identify institution-specific variables that impact
assessment on campus and to determine the ways in which these variables influence
campus approach to assessment. The importance of this study lies in its ability to inform
assessment policy, to influence assessment practice, and to support assessment research.
Results from this study provide broader parameters within which to discuss assessment
beyond the traditional accountability or improvement model. Results also offer a
systematic three-step process for campus self-analysis using institution-specific variables
as a means of identifying campus response to assessment. This process facilitates focus
on those campus variables that promote or prevent effective assessment, while informing
potential changes in policy and practice tied to those variables, and providing an
opportunity for an intentional review of assessment to optimize institutional
effectiveness.
Research for this study was conducted using case study analysis of three
institutions to collect and classify data, to describe the data, and to make inferences about
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what the data reveal. From the results of this study it is fair to conclude that assessment
on campus is shaped and influenced by an interplay of variables unique to each college or
university. This research also suggests that a campus’s response to assessment is directly
impacted by the nature and focus of the interplay of these campus-specific variables. The
findings from this study point to significant policy and practice implications wherein a
campus may identify the forces that push the campus closer to accountability or closer to
improvement and develop interventions to make assessment more effective vis a vis the
institution-specific framework in which assessment evolves.
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CHAPTER I
ASSESSMENT IN HIGHER EDUCATION
Statement of the Problem
The effectiveness of higher education in the United States has been the subject of
an ongoing debate that remains at the forefront of discussions and decisions about higher
education policy and practice today. The extent of this attention is not difficult to
understand in light of the importance of higher education to society (Wellman, 1999).
Yet for all its prominence, higher education struggles amid concerns over quality, costs,
efficiency, student learning, and core curricula at colleges and universities across the
country. To address these concerns and answer critics, institutions have turned
increasingly to academic assessment as a means to both document improvement and
demonstrate positive outcomes.
Assessment can be used to evaluate the effectiveness of teaching and the extent of
learning or to identify and address areas of strength and weakness in campus programs,
or both. While the reasons that guide an institution’s decision to assess its programs
vary, most are shaped by three general forces: the context in which assessment occurs;
intervening conditions that impact assessment; and actions and interactions that occur in
response to or as a result of assessment. The extent to which these forces drive
institutional assessment defines the nature of assessment on campus. Prior research on
the topic of assessment has been framed in most cases by arbitrary distinctions between
assessment for accountability and assessment for improvement. Results from this study
demonstrate that there are many variables that factor into the shape and focus of
assessment on campus and that any one institution’s approach to assessment is different
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from another institution’s approach as impacted by the variation in these institutionspecific factors. These results suggest significant implications for policy, practice and
future research in higher education.
Building on the premise that an institution’s assessment policy is driven by one or
more institution-specific forces, this study explores the relationship among the forces and
the ways in which they impact assessment on campus. It also looks at the intersection of
these forces and argues that the point of intersection for any institution will vary, as each
arrives at its own balance in response to the internal and external variables that influence
this mix.
Key Definitions
Assessment means many things to many people and there are a variety of
definitions in the literature and in practice that reflect a broad understanding of
assessment yet may take on an institution-specific meaning that differs from campus to
campus. For the purpose of this study and to facilitate the forthcoming discussion, key
terms are used as follows:
Accountability is an internal or external mandate to “prove” that faculty are
teaching and students are learning and that campus units are performing according to
institutional standards, and to demonstrate progress against internal or external
benchmarks. Accountability focuses on the question “what are we doing wrong?”
(Banta, 1996; Cross, 1996; Ewell, 1996)
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Actions and interactions describe the campus response to assessment. This
includes the ways in which assessment data are used for decision-making, planning and
budgeting, self-evaluation and reflection, and institutional research (Peterson &
Augustine, 2000).
Assessment is the systematic collection and analysis of information to evaluate
campus process and procedures, practice and results. It most often refers to the
evaluation of academics and student learning but may also reflect an evaluation of nonacademic functions on campus. Within higher education, assessment typically centers on
the issues of accountability and improvement (Banta, 1991; Diamond, 1998; Nichols,
1995).
Campus community is made up of formal and informal groupings of individuals,
programs, departments, concerns, issues, interests and actions; i.e., the various
constituency groups that make up any part or whole of a group who interact on a regular
basis (Bolman & Deal, 1991; Loacker & Mentowski, 1996; Schneider, 1998; Young &
Night, 1996).
Context refers to the external events that shape the way a college or university
approaches assessment. These events include history, the push for reform of higher
education, and the ongoing external pressure for accountability and improvement
(Newton, 2000; Peterson & Augustine, 2000).
Culture is the institutional set of shared beliefs, values, expectations, and
experience that colors institutional attitudes toward and response to assessment (Bolman
& Deal, 1991; Loacker & Mentowski, 1996).
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Formative assessment is ongoing, in-process, allowing change and adaptation
along the way, and looking at results as they come (Farmer & Napieralski, 1997; Nichols,
1995).
Improvement grows from institutional self-evaluation or from accountability
requirements imposed from outside and focuses on answering the question “what can we
do better?” (Cross, 1983; Ewell, 1997).
Intervening conditions are the internal conditions and structure that impact the
framework of assessment on campus. These conditions include the reasons a college or
university conducts assessment, the institutional factors that influence assessment, and
the nature of the campus community and its attitude toward assessment (Peterson &
Augustine, 2000).
Institutional factors represent those forces, conditions, structure, and features of
any college or university that directly or indirectly impact the nature, form and result of
assessment on that campus (Mufo, 2001; Newton, 2000; Nichols, 1995; Watt, 1991).
Leadership is the formal or informal set of individuals who have direct or indirect
impact on the decisions, plans, actions, and direction of a college or university and the
ways in which assessment is evident on that campus (Bolman & Deal, 1991; Shein,
1992).
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Organizational structure is the formal or informal network of individuals,
departments, programs, groups, constituencies, functions, responsibilities,
communication, reporting, responsibilities, and administration on any campus (Bolman &
Deal, 1991; Volkein & Carbone, 1994; Weaver, 1989).
Proactive assessment is assessment initiated as a choice and not a response, and
can be for self-evaluation, introspection or change, or in anticipation of a requirement,
mandate or evaluation process (Wergin, 1995).
Reactive assessment is in response to internal and external mandate or
institutional requirements and is a reaction to a call for assessment data (Wergin, 1995).
Summative assessment is concluding, collected at specific points, and focused on
summaries and end products (Farmer & Napieralski, 1997).
Self-reflection refers to the extent to which a college or university is able to look
inward and describe, highlight, analyze, and respond to the context, intervening
conditions and actions/interactions that define the nature of assessment on campus
(Dodson, 1999; Wergin, 1995).
These definitions are provided to facilitate understanding of this study.
Definitions are specific to this study and should be used in combination with the
background information presented in the next section of this chapter as a foundation for
greater understanding of the research and analysis that follow in subsequent chapters.
Background
Assessment methods, models, and implementation strategies have been the topic
of countless articles and books from which a candy shop variety of approaches,
explanations and cautions may be drawn. Growing out of Dressel (1976) and Astin’s
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(1976) early work in the 1970s focusing on student satisfaction and campus climate, and
Banta (1991, 1996), Cross (1983, 1986), and Palomba’s (1997) benchmark research on
classroom and institutional assessment, researchers have built on the innovative work at
Alvemo College and other institutions at the forefront of the assessment movement
throughout the 80s and 90s to explore how successful assessment works and how it can
be duplicated at colleges and universities who struggle with design and implementation.
Much of the literature has focused on assessment for improvement or assessment for
accountability, with less written about the merger of the two and less that explores the
nature of assessment beyond this relationship. Three exceptions are the research that
addresses the ways in which improvement grows almost unintentionally from
accountability (Ruppert, 2000), Newton’s (2000) recent study on how to manage the
tension between accountability and improvement that suggests it is an institution-specific
mix of the two that may be most beneficial to today’s colleges and universities, and
Peterson’s work with Augustine (2000) and Grunlund (2002) that uses quantitative
research to examine the variables that impact assessment on campus. Newton’s study
remains locked into a common separation of accountability and improvement.
Peterson’s studies, however, begin to move away from the accountability-improvement
discussion to look at institution-specific factors that influence the nature and direction of
assessment.
This study builds from Newton’s suggestion of the importance of institutional
mix to demonstrate that assessment in higher education is not an “either-or” model and
from Peterson’s work to identify and measure institutional variables. This study
proposes that assessment is an open-ended response to institution-specific priorities and
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mandates that would benefit from a clearer understanding of the impact of these variables
on assessment policy and practice. Using case study research, this study seeks to shed
some light on the ways in which assessment is designed and implemented on college
campuses while attempting to avoid the rigid categorization (i.e., accountability or
improvement) that often limits this type of research.
Conceptual Framework and Research Questions
This study begins with the assumption that assessment is unique to individual
institutions and characterized by the institution’s campus-specific response to internal
and external variables that shape its assessment policy and practice. It is built from a
theoretical base that combines historical context, assessment in practice, and current
research in the field. This will be discussed more fully in Chapter 2 and developed into a
conceptual framework for this study in Chapter 3.
The central research question that is examined in this study is: Does the current
assessment framework that suggests an accountability versus improvement distinction
fully capture the reality of institutional responses to assessment? This question is
explored by looking at three areas of institution-based assessment: context, intervening
conditions and action/interaction. Sub-questions include:
1. How do internal and external events or incidents frame assessment on campus?
(Context)
2. How do campus conditions and structure impact assessment on campus?
(Intervening Conditions)
3. In what ways does a campus respond to, manage, and carry out this assessment?
(Action/Interaction)
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Purpose and Significance of the Study
The purpose of this study is to identify institution-specific variables that impact
assessment on campus and to determine the ways in which these variables influence
campus approach to assessment. This study identifies commonalties in assessment
practice among institutions (Banta, et al, 1999; Walker, 1999; Santiago, 1996) and the
effect of institution-specific variables on assessment (Ewell, 1995; Ewell & Wellman,
1996; Sewall, 1997; Sullivan & Wilds, 1999). The study’s overall intent is to broaden the
assessment discussion beyond the accountability-improvement model.
The two main contributions of this study are (1) an examination of institutionspecific factors that impact the assessment mix; and (2) the development of another way
to think about assessment that holds specific and important implications for assessment
policy and practice on campus. This study attempts to provide rich information about
institutional patterns and factors in the assessment mix as they relate to the three
institutions that will be examined, and to add to the growing body of literature on
institutional assessment. The methodology addresses the critique of previous research’s
“lack of [campus-] specific information” (Walker, 1997, p. 443) as well as the need to use
existing research as a base to examine how policies are being implemented at the
institutional level (Ruppert, 1999, p. 3). It is intended to increase our understanding of
assessment as it plays out on campus and to inform institutional policy and practice.
Assessment and higher education exist in a reciprocal relationship where
each shapes and defines the other. Some form of assessment data is collected on
virtually every campus. As Cross et al (1996) point out, the relationship between
assessment for accountability and assessment for improvement is really
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determined by “what is done with the results of the assessment” (p. 10) and this
study will argue that the lines between the two are even less distinct. Today’s
diverse higher education environment suggests that neither assessment for
accountability nor assessment for improvement exists in a vacuum and it becomes
important to look beyond these labels to increase our knowledge of this important
area in higher education research and practice. While acknowledging the demands
of accountability and the calls for improvement, this study describes the other
factors that impact the way in which assessment develops, is implemented and
evolves on campus.
Study Design
The chapters in this study review the pertinent literature, the methodology, and
the results of this research. This chapter has introduced the problem, suggested the
importance of the work, presented the research questions and described the chapters that
will follow. The literature review in Chapter II looks at the history of assessment in this
country, the practice of assessment, and the current research. Chapter III outlines the
methodology and introduces the data that have been collected and used in this study.
Chapter IV presents descriptive results and institutional data. Chapter V presents an
analysis and discussion of the results and Chapter VI offers a summary of results and
analyses as well as suggests directions for policy development and future research.
This study addresses the need for more data to inform assessment practice and
policy, as discussed in this chapter. The next chapter of this study reviews the pertinent
literature as a basis for this research.
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
Introduction
This chapter describes the foundation for this study by reviewing the literature
and current research on assessment in higher education. First, it provides an overview of
the external events that impact how assessment evolves at individual institutions through
a brief review of the history of higher education and assessment in the United States,
emphasizing the push for reform that became a driving force at colleges and universities
in the 1980s and the subsequent emergence of “accountability” and “improvement” as
defining parameters in the assessment movement in the late 20th century. Second, it
looks at intervening conditions that affect assessment on campus, offering a summary of
the reasons an institution assesses, the factors that emerge in the literature as impacting
and shaping assessment on campus, and the campus community that ultimately decides
how effective an assessment program will be. Finally, it explores the actions and
interactions that shape campus response to assessment within a discussion of the use of
assessment for planning and budgeting or for self-reflection, and at the current research
that is being conducted in this area. These three components—context, intervening
conditions and actions/interactions—set the foundation for the conceptual framework
that will guide this study
External Events
j

To begin to build the conceptual framework within which this study has been
developed, it is important to understand the context of higher education and assessment
by looking at the history of assessment in higher education, the push for reform in higher
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education, and the pressure for accountability and improvement in higher education. The
next section of this chapter examines each of these in turn.
History of Assessment in the United States
Assessment in the United States is colored by the traditional base from which
higher education has grown in this country, the rapid diversification and expansion
brought about by industrialization and the war/post-war years, a rising concern over
quality and quantity that has shaped much of the discussion in the last fifty years, and the
calls for reform that began most strongly in the 1980s and continue today.

This study is

shaped by the history of assessment as it builds from this context to look at the role of
assessment in the 21st century and how it plays out on college and university campuses
across the country. In reviewing the history of higher education, three areas emerge as
important to the development and growth of assessment: the impact of state mandates
and policies; the influence of internal and external constituencies, and the power of
public perceptions. Each of these areas is discussed on the following pages.
The historical foundation for this study begins with a traditional base as
documented in the literature. This tradition stems from what Charles Beard (1933/1999)
described as “a time in Western Civilization when the term university had a rather
definite connotation: a university was a place where young men learned a little Greek,
Latin, mathematics, and New Testament literature and prepared for the professions of
law, medicine or religion” (p. 572). Acknowledging that higher education was never
really so simple, he added that “somewhere near the center lay the substance of the
universities.” In some ways, today’s university is much like its ancestors. Webb, et al
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(1996) remind us that “of all the institutions that have survived from medieval times to
the present, with the exception of the Catholic church, the university bears the closest
resemblance to its ancient ancestors” (p. 77).
The tradition of higher education in this country began in the mid 17th century
with the founding of Harvard College (Green, K. C., 1999). Other colonial colleges were
established in the Harvard model. Many eventually “specialized; some even mutated in
response to a changing American environment” (p. 11). Over the years, new kinds of
colleges emerged, “expanding the definition, the mission, and the clientele of the
educational and social institution known as the American College.” The birth of the
land-grant colleges in the 19th century marked a significant point in this evolution as did
the early 20th century emergence and postwar expansion of community colleges.
Technology-based distance learning in the early 21st promises to move higher education
in this country in equally dramatic directions. Across the years, this expansion has been
characterized by periods of rapid growth coupled with ongoing evolution of the system.
While acknowledging the traditional base from which higher education has
evolved, it is impossible to ignore its transition from tradition to diversification, a
transition that shaped public expectations and demands and fed into a growing push to
demonstrate results and prove value. Although retaining many traditional characteristics,
after almost 400 years the structure and nature of American higher education have
diversified to the extent that today’s university branches out in directions very different
from the early days of higher education in this country: “During the five decades of
growth and expansion that began with the federal GI Bill.. .policy was centered primarily
on growth, expansion and institution building” (Callan, et al, 2001 p. 15).
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This rapid growth posed its own challenges. Lee Bolman and Terrence Deal
(1991) write that “change affects more than roles and skills; it alters power relationships
and undermines existing agreements and pacts; it intrudes upon deeply rooted symbolic
agreements and ritual behavior” (p. 375), particularly within an organization as
entrenched in past practice and expectations as a college campus. As with any
organization at midlife, these institutions must maintain themselves “through some kind
of continued growth and renewal process” (Schein, 1992, p. 314). Higher education s
response was slowed growth and increasing focus on efficiency and effectiveness as
institutions faced increasingly tight resources and limited budgets in the 1970s after the
rapid growth spurt that characterized the decades following the second world war
(Grunlund, 1996). During this time, concern increased over the quality and value of
higher education in the United States, giving birth to the assessment movement as we
know it today.
This study derives from and is guided by the impact of historical concerns over
quality and value in higher education, and ongoing requirements to “prove” that teachers
are teaching and students are learning. The literature shows the assessment movement is
one in a series of reform efforts in higher education that began with the earliest musmgs
about the nature of education and continues through today’s debate over quality and
effectiveness. School evaluation and accountability are often pointed to as the driving
factors behind the growth of the assessment movement in this country. Several theories
have been described in the literature to explain the development of assessment in the
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United States within an historical context. These theories support the historical
importance of three key developments: increasing state mandates, vocal internal and
external constituencies, and changing public perceptions.
In the first theory, Mazzeo (June 2001) divides the assessment movement into
three periods: the examination period (1850-1930), the student guidance period (1920late 1960s), and the accountability period (1960s to the present). Each of the periods was
shaped by the time in which it evolved, the policy and practices in education and society
evident at the time, and the changing expectations from the public about what education
could and should be (p. 372). The examination period grew out of concerns among that
academic community that students were advancing in education without adequate
preparation. This period saw a focus on state-level testing of student readiness for
advanced education. Results were used primarily for promotion to high school, as well as
to allocate state educational resources, shape teaching and learning in the lower grades,
and “reform” education. The examination model was replaced with the guidance model
in the first quarter of the 20th century, sparked by newly-available standardized
achievement and ability tests promoted as being able to place students in “appropriate
academic programs. State policies contained rigid statements of student “ability”
benchmarks that were used to “guide” students in their education. The accountability
movement that arose in the second half of the 20th century was “rooted in the working
theory that information would help local educators and state officials detect educational
problems at the school level” (Mazzeo, p. 375). The historical impact of state mandates
and policies on campus assessment was and continues to be important and helps establish
the context for this study.
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A second theory describing the growth of assessment in this country was
developed by Anderson, et al (1994), who point to evaluation and accountability as
driving forces, writing that “early in the history of American education, a variety of
institutions sprang up, some of which were of dubious quality (p. 5). Questions over
that quality led to the beginning push for accountability and assessment. “ In 1905, the
north Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools began regional
accreditation of secondary schools, and in 1913 extended the practice to colleges and
universities” (p. 5). Today there are six regional accrediting associations: New England
Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools, Middle States Association of Colleges
and Secondary Schools, Southern Association of Colleges and Schools, North Central
Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools, and the Western Association of Schools
and Colleges. Anderson, et al 1975) go on to say that “the development and acceptance
of accreditation procedures... were paralleled by similar activity by professional
associations” and that by 1949 the National Commission on Accrediting was created ‘to
oversee these agencies.. .and to improve their standards and procedures of operation (p.
6). This growing concern resulted in a push at the federal and state levels—as well as
from public and institution-based critics—to assess student learning in higher education.
Growing from this, the early years of the 21st century have witnessed increasing emphasis
from both internal and external constituencies on both accountability and improvement as
the calls for reform continue. The growing influence of these internal and external
constituencies on assessment adds to the historical framework upon which the context for
this study is based.
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A third theory that is important to this study is the nature and force of public
perceptions and expectations on the development and evolution of assessment, as put
forth in public pronouncements and policy statements. The contemporary postsecondary
assessment movement began in earnest in 1985 with some early state mandates and the
American Association of Higher Education’s (AAHE) first Assessment Conference
(Callan, Doyle & Finney, 2001, p. 51). In the last two decades, public perceptions of
American higher education have changed, becoming more critical of academic and
program quality and more skeptical about student learning outcomes (Osterlind, 1994).
As Suskie (1998) writes, “higher education today faces many rising expectations: for
student learning, institutional effectiveness, accountability...and delivering programs of
outstanding quality and public credibility in a time of constrained resources (p. v). By
the 1980s, the post-World War II era of growth in enrollments and access was ending and
issues such as accountability, quality and productivity in undergraduate education took on
more importance amid declining resources and increased government oversight (Gaither,
1996). During this time, much was written about the poor quality of American education
and its graduates (Boyer, 1986). There was rising public interest in the quality of
undergraduate education, and these years witnessed the release of numerous studies
documenting the “sad condition” of American colleges and universities. The power of
public perceptions and expectations on assessment is a third historical variable that helps
to establish the context for this study.
State mandates, internal and external constituencies, and public concern over
quality in higher education continues to dominate the assessment movement today, as
evidenced by a review of the history of higher education and assessment. These factors
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impact each college or university in different ways because “the nature of American
higher education [today] is the vastness of the enterprise, its great diversity, with each
institution defining the American experience in higher education in its own way” (AAC
Report, 1999, p. 5). While we celebrate our differences and foster diversity, a loss of
community and “an absence of common standards and expectations (p. 5) has
accompanied this rapid diversification. As Gaff (1990) writes, “although many positive
things can be and have en said on behalf of collegiate community, intellectual isolation,
disciplinary fragmentation and minimal interaction among faculty and students are still
facts of life at many America colleges and universities” (p. 32). Amid this perception of
fragmentation, concern has increased over the quality and value of higher education in
the United States. The next section of this chapter looks at the push for reform that has
brought the assessment movement in this country to where it is today and that has
generated the questions that guide this study.
The Push for Reform in Higher Education
A second area that helps define the context for any discussion of assessment in
higher education is the push for reform that sparked increasing debates over the quality of
higher education in this country. An Association of American Colleges report (1990)
asserts that “higher education shares with other institutions - the school, organized
religion, media, and the professions - a responsibility for how we as a people will meet
and shape the future” (p. 7). The importance of this study lies in the importance of higher
education to society and the need to more effectively understand its impact and
contribution, beginning with an understanding of the push for reform that has colored the
evolution of higher education over the last fifty years. Public sentiment that the system
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was not meeting this responsibility sparked increasingly vocal calls for accountability and
reform at the close of the 20th century as today’s university, shaped by its rapid growth
and expansion, and was forced to respond to a growing number of internal and external
constituencies. Assessment has evolved from this push for reform in different ways on
different campuses. It is during this period that accountability and improvement emerge
as dominant and well-defined themes in the assessment movement. To understand
assessment as it plays out today, it is critical to understand the push for reform that has
spurred its growth within the emergence of increasingly vocal calls for accountability and
improvement in higher education.
Calls for accountability and improvement have been and still are widespread and
ongoing. In spite of—or perhaps because of-- massive diversification, colleges and
universities have been challenged by calls for curricular reform and demands for
effectiveness and accountability. Response, as Dorothy Perkins (1993) writes, came in
the form of “a growing effort to engage students more deeply and thoughtfully in subject
matter learning” and to make connections “between life and subject matter, better
principle and practice” (p. 28). A Boyer Commission report (1997) on redefining
undergraduate education echoed this, recommending inquiry-based learning with
“renewed emphasis on a point strongly made by John Dewey a century ago. learning is
based on discovery guided by mentoring rather than on the transmission of information”
(p. 3). This redefinition is witnessed by renewed calls for reform.
Many of those who want to reform education continue to question how we know
higher education “really” works. Institutions respond to this question in different ways.
Calls for educational effectiveness have played out on campus in different ways, but the
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literature shows that most document the quality and impact of the student experience.
Since the 1990s, education reformers have called on colleges and universities to focus
their energy and resources on improving student knowledge and skills by developing
goals and desired outcomes for student learning and assessing them on a campus-wide
and classroom level in terms of expected outcomes (Albone, 1996). Banta (1991) asserts
that assessment is the answer to how higher education can prove it is doing what it says it
will do, leading to significant improvements in curricula, instructional strategies, and
educational quality as educators look to describe and evaluate student learning
experiences. She adds that “significant gains in community and identity, revitalized
curriculum and increased academic satisfaction will also result (p.204). Assessment
since the mid 1980s has been under an accountability mandate from public and private
constituencies that asks institutions to measure what they are accomplishing.
Improvement has taken on a similar importance and the two—accountability and
improvement—often merge in the discussion and the practice. This study suggests that
the most effective assessment looks beyond accountability and improvement toward an
institution-appropriate blend that includes not only accountability and improvement but
other institution-specific variables as well. The next section of this chapter explores the
ways in which accountability and improvement impact assessment on campus.
Accountability and Improvement
The third area that frames the context in which this study evolves is the pressure
for accountability and improvement that most colleges and universities face. Two views
dominate the research. In the first, assessment is described is guided by a “superficial,
compliance-oriented view...as an activity that’s required but has no meaning, no
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integrity, no connection to anything the institution values, such as deep learning or
institutional transformation” (Wright, 1997, p. 49). In the second, there is an “effective
conceptual framework [that] flows from the institutional or departmental mission,
identifies goals, links specific outcomes, notes who will be assessed and what will be
assessed” (Walker, 1999, p. 441). While Wright and Walker suggest clear distinctions,
the reality is that assessment looks very different on each campus. Sewall (1996) points
out that “the state of assessment is the state of each individual [college or] university,
department and faculty member as each defines and redefines” what to do and why to do
it (p. 332). Peterson and Augustine (2000) have shown that “internal dynamics appear to
be the driving force ... to student assessment” but point out that “how exactly these
dynamics work on campus clearly requires further research” (p. 477).
Throughout the evolution of assessment, and growing from the foundation set out
by the impact of state mandates and policies, the influence of internal and external
constituencies, and the power of public perceptions, accountability and improvement
emerge in the literature as defining terms for assessment in higher education.
Two-and-a-half decades of internal and external pressure arising from the
perceptions of diminishing quality, rising costs and reduced value have contributed to the
accountability-improvement challenge in higher education today. As the literature
demonstrates, these struggles are not unexpected, and internal versus external pressures
are critical to understanding and describing assessment on campus. Callan, Doyle and
Finney (2001) write that “this state of development [may be seen] as the maturation of
the higher education industry'...largely built out and characterized by high fixed costs and
problematic institutional adaptability” (p. 15). They assert that “the primary goal for
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higher education policy in this era is not to increase capacity in traditional ways but to
address public needs and priorities - accountability, costs and prices, efficiency and
effectiveness” (p. 16). Linn and Grunlund (2000) add that “accountability demands;
state, national, and international assessment programs; national content and performance
standards; and global competition all contribute to increased demands for...assessment
(p. 1).
External pressure for assessment includes political, economic and fiscal factors.
Federal and state mandates requiring accountability, performance funding that matches
results to budgets, and increasingly diverse and sophisticated consumer demands for
quality of service and product have driven the assessment movement increasingly to the
forefront of the debate over how to reposition higher education in the 21 century
(Callan, et al, 2001). Political and economic pressures often merge, particularly in public
institutions, with societal pressures not far behind. An external economic and political
climate is forcing fundamental structural changes in the relationship between higher
education and government (Wellman, 1998; Callan, et al, 2001; Wergin & Swingen,
1995) while public needs are also increasingly powerful forces with more calls for quality
and results. Internal pressure may come top down, from administrators and department
or program heads, or bottom up, from students seeking improved outcomes to faculty
looking at ways to improve teaching and learning on campus. Internal requirements
driven by self-study or accreditation needs are equally important, as are grass roots
efforts to improve the student experience on a given campus.
Continuing the accountability-improvement discussion in the literature, Anderson,
Bally, Murphy and Associates (1974) write that there are “two perennial themes in
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American education... [that] may sometimes conflict” - efficiency and quality. They go
on to explain that on the one hand there is “a quest for efficiency” while on the other
hand there is “a quest for quality” (p. 1). In this context, “accountability represents
acceptance of responsibility for consequences by those to whom citizens have entrusted
the public service of education” or, in other words, efficiently providing the service and
results that the public expects and demands (p. 2) while improvement implies selfevaluation and a determination to build on strengths and address weaknesses, or, a focus
on not only value in the pubic eyes but on a high level of quality in the end product.
However, accountability is not only an external force. Accountability may also represent
a response to internal constituents with equal emphasis on department and course quality
and productivity, student success, and related outcomes, playing an equally important
role in shaping assessment on campus.
As much as accountability drives assessment, the issue of assessment for
improvement also fills the literature. While Wellman (1998) writes that “in the age of
consumerism and public transparency, accountability is necessary for preserving the
compact between higher education and society” (p. 47), Sewall (1996) argues that
mandated accountability alone is not enough “to recapture the essence of higher
education” (p. 332). Wergin and Swingen (1996) agree, adding that “many colleges and
universities have permitted an erosion of the culture of professional accountability by
which they have traditionally assured the quality and standards of their academic
programs and degrees” (p. 2). Wellman argues, however, that improvement is built
intrinsically into accountability: “Most higher education accountability systems are
designed to provide an empirical accounting of institutional performance for three
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purposes: to motivate internal improvement, to encourage state goals, and to deregulate
higher education by strengthening consumer information about institutional performance”
(p. 46).
In this environment, it becomes important to look beyond rigid definitions and to
begin to see the assessment picture as a mix of many factors and influences and not solely
directed by calls for accountability and a push for improvement. As Sewall (1996) puts
it, “assessment [must]...focus on both process and product” (p. 332), on both
improvement and accountability. Efficiency and quality, or accountability and
improvement, are not mutually exclusive but are often in play together on any campus on
any day. A key to understanding effective assessment is based not on an ability to
identify accountability over improvement, or vice versa, but on an ability to see how the
two mix in day-to-day higher education practice and policy. While some favor
accountability over improvement, and vice versa, there is consensus in the literature that
for colleges and universities to achieve a workable mix of both, the driving forces behind
assessment must change their focus and direction.
The assertion that a workable mix of accountability and improvement is key to
any successful assessment program is supported by one of the early public statements
about assessment in higher education at the institutional level from the National
Association of State Universities and Land Grant Colleges Council on Academic Affairs
in 1988 (Mufo, 2001) that calls for a focus on effectiveness, incentives, collaboration
among constituency groups, flexible and campus-specific assessment programs, and links
to strategic planning.
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How to achieve the “best” blend of accountability and improvement in assessment
is suggested in a variety of ways by statements of “principle” developed by higher
education professionals, by researchers, and by practical experience in the field. One
such set of recommendations was released by the American Association of Higher
Education in 1996 under the title “Best Practices in Assessment.” These
recommendations highlight effective assessment as a vehicle for education improvement
that requires an understanding of learning, a process as well as a product, a program
requiring constituent involvement, a representation of what people really care about, a
part of a larger set of conditions that promote change, and a way to meet responsibilities
to students and to the public. Banta, et al (1996) suggest an addition, asserting that
effective assessment “requires an environment characterized by effective leadership,
administrative commitment, adequate resources, faculty and staff development
opportunities, and time” (p. 97)
The principles illustrate the focus in the literature and in practice on
accountability and improvement as they play out in higher education today because they
illustrate limits of the discussion. This discussion, however, is focused too narrowly on
the issues of accountability and improvement and does not address the other factors that
might impact effective assessment on campus. Banta’s addition to the AAHE ‘ Best
Practices in Assessment” extends their reach by pointing to environmental characteristics
that impact assessment practice and policy and provides a base for the intended research
focus of this study and its examination of institutional factors that influence assessment
on campus, factors that are demonstrated in the history and supported in the literature as
key to assessment practice and success.
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From a review of the context in which assessment evolves on campus, the next
section of this chapter looks at the internal conditions and structure that impact the
direction, development and content of assessment. The next section of this chapter
presents a brief overview of the reasons an institution chooses to assess.

It explores the

institutional factors (culture, leadership, organizational structure, accreditation and selfstudy and state mandates). Finally, it describes the role the campus community plays in
the outcomes assessment process on any campus.
Internal Conditions and Structure
In reviewing the internal conditions and structure that impact assessment at
colleges and universities as described in the literature, it is clear there are many reasons to
assess, a range of institutional factors that affect the nature and tone of assessment, and a
varied campus response that bring additional challenges through diverse priorities and
varying levels of cooperation with and interest in assessment. This finding is supported
by the literature that demonstrates there are as many reasons to assess and as many forms
of assessment as there are campus communities to respond to the assessment (Banta,
1991, 1996, 2000; Lund, Black, & Oblander, 1996; Amiran, Schilling & Schilling, 1996;
Johnson, McCormick, Prus, & Rogers, 1996; Nichols, 1995; Cross, 1983, Anderson,
1995; Walvoord, 1996; Peterson and Augustine, 2000). The reasons institutions choose
to assess and the consequences of this choice are explained in greater detail in the section
that follows.
Reasons to Assess
Institutions assess their programs for a variety of reasons. The literature groups
these reasons under assessment for accountability, assessment for improvement, or both.
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Walker (1999) points out that “institutions undertake assessments to improve what they
are doing or to make decisions about resources, institutions, programs, faculty or
students” (p. 441). Accountability and improvement are generally discussed as closely
linked driving forces behind the assessment movement in higher education. Assessment
in higher education is important because it can provide institutions with feedback to
improve and develop students, departments, programs and institutions (Walker, 1996),
but when narrowed to include only a discussion of accountability or improvement, as is
often the case in the literature, it is limited in its ability to describe and explain
institutional outcomes.
External Pressure
The literature asserts that pressure from external constituencies continues to be a
primary reason institutions implement assessment programs. As Ruppert (1994) writes,
“higher education’s client base can be broadly interpreted to include...the federal
government, granting and contracting agencies, alumni associations, the media, public
schools, state government, and the local community” although “state legislators, students
and employers” remain the most important primary customers (p. 5). Some of the most
effective work in assessment occurs in those disciplines that experience substantial
external pressure from practitioners and accrediting associations, pressure that “has
played a very important role in stimulating faculty involvement in assessment at the
outset and in sustaining that interest over time” (Banta, 1996, p. 10).
Institutional Curiosity
As important as external forces are, however, they may be only one reason an
institution chooses to assess. Maki (1999) writes of “institutional curiosity where
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colleges and universities seek answers to questions about which students learn, what they
learn, how well they learn, when they learn, and explore how pedagogies and educational
experiences develop and foster student learning” (p. 1) and asserts that when institutional
curiosity drives assessment “assessment becomes a collective means to discover the fit
between institutional expectations and student achievement” (p. 1). Following from this.
Cross et al (1997) state that as the assessment movement matures, “attention turned ... to
the uses of assessment to improve the quality of education,” embodying “the idea that the
purpose of assessing student learning is to provide a basis for improving instruction,
rather than keeping score or allocating blame” (p. 8). Writing of a “new accountability,
Ruppert (1998) describes “a gradual shift in public policy purposes linked institutional
accountability more closely to demonstrated improvements in teaching and learning” (p.
4). Ewell (1996) supports this assertion, adding that “for institutional effectiveness
initiatives [at the state level] the improvement strategy suggests a primary intent to
stimulate institutions to create their own local change processes by mandating an
assessment process [of some sort] and publicly reporting the results (p. 211).
Two Criteria
Whether an institution assesses in response to external accountability or to learn
more about ways to improve teaching and learning, Shupe (2001) suggests that
institutions are guided by two criteria in deciding why to assess: The first is the extent to
which assessment efforts will be able to answer the questions “how well prepared are
students for the world they are entering?” empirically, with data that are clear, specific,
and objective. The second is the extent to which “assessment initiatives acknowledge the
breadth, depth, richness, complexity and variety of the academic environment” (p. 6). In
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practice, these criteria should be used to broaden the conversation beyond accountability
and improvement and to consider the factors that impact assessment beyond the
accountability-improvement framework. The next section of this chapter looks at how the
literature describes the institutional factors that impact assessment.
Institutional Factors that Impact Assessment
There is a strong focus in the literature on institutional factors that impact
assessment. A number of key variables emerge: culture (Walker, 1999; Sullivan &
Wilds, 2001; Volkein, 1994; Maki, 1998); leadership (Banta, 1996; Dill, 1999, Ewell,
1996, Walvoord, 1996); organizational structure (Banta, 1996; Maki, 1998; Shupe, 2001;
Santiago, 2001; and Sewall, 1996); accreditation and self-study, (Banta, 2002); and state
mandates (Banta, 1996; Nichols; 1995, Schilling & Schilling, 1998; Cross, et al, 1996;
Mufo, 2001; and Yogan, 1997). These factors impact the way assessment "plays out on
campus and the direction and results of campus assessment programs. The following
sections of this chapter briefly discuss each.
Culture
Of all the institutional factors that impact assessment on campus, culture may play
the most influential role (Peterson & Augustine, 2002). To be effective, an assessment
program “must be consistent with the educational values, assumptions, and principles that
inform the curriculum” (Banta2,1996, p. 10). The culture of an organization derives
from its mission and values, from its leadership, from its structure, and from the focus of
its work (Bolman & Deal, 1991). However, even as culture is derived from the
foundations of an institution, it simultaneously shapes and molds the way in which the
day-to-day and long term events within the organization play out.
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A culture based on

accountability that is driven by external constituencies will support assessment in a much
different way than a culture that emphasizes improvement and development (Ewell,
1996, p. 167). Organizational or institutional culture is the vehicle through which the
myths and stories of the institution are shared and interpreted and within which programs
thrive and grow or wither and die. Assessment grows out of and becomes part of the
culture that shapes and defines it. As Banta et al write, “The coherence of the system
rests on articulating and interrelating educational mission, values, assumptions,
principles, theory, and practice” (p. 20). Cross (1996) adds that assessment “must
become an integral part of the institution... clearly stated in the college s mission and
emphasized as a part of ensuring student success” ( p. 43).
On campus, culture defines and is defined by—among other things-the role of
faculty and administrators; the emphasis on students and student learning; the focus on
professional versus liberal arts programs, or vice versa; the pressure from external and
internal constituencies; the availability of resources; the methods of and lines for
communicating across campus; and the nature of the institution itself.

Culture can be

read from campus documents and publications; mission statements, goals and objectives;
syllabi and course descriptions; majors and programs; reporting mechanisms and
organizational flow; and the face that the campus presents to the outside world. Each
element of the institution must understand the purpose and direction of the campus and be
prepared to contribute in a positive way to its success. For assessment, this means “that
to be truly effective—from an institutional perspective—in improving that which is
important, institutional agents including trustees, administrators, faculty, staff, students
and outside publics must first have a shared conception as to what the institution is, what
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it values and what it aspires to be” (Banta, et al, 1996, p. 4). Culture derives from the
philosophical base of the institution. Leadership, as discussed in the next section,
determines the extent to which culture is a positive and effective player in the
institutional mix.
Leadership
Assessment is often driven by external constituencies, particularly when
accountability and performance requirements are presented as mandate. Leadership, in
this context, is typically the state’s political leadership, primarily the state legislature that
drives the push for assessment from outside the institution (Ruppert, 1994, p. 1). Those
institutions that rely to large degree on public funds must address the concerns of this
external leadership and many assessment programs are founded as a result of this push to
identify and evaluate outcomes (Ewell, 1996, p. 204). The extent to which this external
leadership push is able to accommodate institutional mission, goals and culture when
mandating the program is open to debate. This type of leadership may create the aura of
assessment as imposed from above, thereby instilling unnecessary resistance to any
program.

Internal leadership is equally important to the ways in which assessment will

be developed and received. Campus leaders determine what to assess and when to do it.
Under some circumstances, they may also identify how to do it. The shape, direction and
ultimate success of the assessment program must be factored into any internal leadership
decisions.
To be effective, assessment also must have the support of the internal
administration and leadership of the institution. As McCormick, Prus, and Rogers (1996)
write, “to implement a successful program to assess...ther6 must be a strong
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administrative commitment to implement a high-quality institution-wide program...” (p.
164).

There is, as Newton (2000) adds, “a requirement for effective leadership and

communication in support of the system” (p. 11).

Effective leadership takes into

account culture, constituencies, organization, policy, and context when designing,
supporting, implementing and evaluating an assessment program.

Weak campus

leadership can be devastating to assessment on campus. Shupe (2001) writes that “many
assessment efforts have been caught in an either or decision,” (p. 6), unwilling to find and
maintain an assessment position that will hold up under institutional and constituent
scrutiny and possible attack. Banta, et al (1996) adds that “symbolically, a campus
indicates to the faculty, students and others what is important by what it chooses to
monitor” (p. 31), whereby “effective assessment depends on an institution’s leadership’s
continued emphasis on high academic standards and continuous improvement, frequent
use of assessment information, and creation of vehicles for faculty-administrator
conversations grounded in the data” (p. 32). Culture shapes the focus of assessment and
leadership chooses the emphasis and direction. Structure then shapes the way in which
assessment is conducted and how results are analyzed and presented.
Organizational Structure
Structure and organizational connections of an assessment program are as
important as culture and leadership in determining the direction, scope and effectiveness
of the program. Structure grows out of campus culture and is shaped by institutional
leadership. The way in which the assessment program connects to both the academic and
administrative services of a college or university impact the extent to which assessment
will focus on accountability or improvement, be proactive or reactive, or offer a mix of
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each. Mufo (2001) writes that “there is a need for strong cooperation between
assessment, institutional research and planning, and faculty/staff development in order for
[the program] to be successful” (p. 74). Some in higher education believe that
assessment is best attached to institutional research, others to the business office and still
other to academics. Cross (1996) asserts that “fundamental to assessment practices are
the organization and location of institutional research” (p. 41). Sullivan and Wilds
(2001) argue that “no matter the wording, the most important purpose of an institution of
higher education is to educate students” and go on to stress assessment’s close
connection to measure the impact the institution has on the knowledge base of students,
thus linking it to the academic side of campus. Ewell, on the other hand, describes the
extent to which statewide planning and institutional performance indicators play out in
the assessment process and suggests close linkages between the assessment office and
those on campus that plan and administer the budget (p. 215).
While the organizational location and structure of assessment offices vary from
campus to campus, each is valid in the sense that it fits the institution s interpretation of
the role of assessment. However, each location also directly influences and defines the
direction of assessment, with academics seeing closer ties to classroom and program
review, while links to institutional research may suggest more of an institution-wide
“numbers” focus on assessment. Finally, budget connections will work well in those
cases where there is emphasis on the accountability factors. Thus, understanding and
identifying the way assessment is structured into the institution is key to understanding
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the role in which assessment plays on that campus. Equally important to this
understanding are the types of data that are collected and the ways in which the data are
used.
Accreditation and Self-Study
The extent to which assessment is used in response to accreditation and self study
requirements provides the researcher with many details about assessment practice and
policy on that campus. As with climate, leadership and structure, data collection for
accreditation and self study is both defined by and defines the assessment program on
campus. As discussed earlier, most colleges and universities collect a combination of
these data. Collection and use of accreditation and self study data vary by institution and
an examination of the purpose, content and methodology can facilitate an understanding
of assessment on any campus.
Accreditation is often a driving force behind assessment in higher education at all
levels of the campus community. Banta (1991) writes that “internal ...mechanisms are
[often] not sufficient to ensure that assessment of student learning will be used to guide
change in academic programs” (p. 3). Regional and professional accreditation mandates
require colleges and universities, and their programs, to collect, analyze and respond to
outcomes data on student learning in order to qualify for accreditation or reaccreditation.
Programs and campuses may choose to pursue initial areas of professional accreditation,
thus initiating the assessment on their own within a proactive structure that focuses on
accounting to the accrediting body for the performance of their programs, faculty and
students. They may also seek reaccreditation from these professional organizations or be
mandated to achieve regional accreditation and thus design and implement assessment
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program as a reaction to this mandate and in order to account for their performance.
Similar foci for assessment are seen at the program and classroom level when an
institution prepares for accreditation or re-accreditation. As Banta (1991) reminds us,
“the external pressure from [accreditors] has played a very important role in
stimulating....assessment at the outset and in sustaining that interest over time” (p. 10).
Accreditation represents one part of the external call for performance. State mandates are
an equally critical role.
State Mandates and Performance Indicators
State mandates and performance indicators continue to be driving forces in the
assessment movement on campus today. While Mufo (1991) asserts that “states and
institutions should rely primarily on incentives rather than regulations or penalties to
effect student outcomes assessment and foster improvement” (p. 62), in reality many
states have in place requirements that colleges and universities demonstrate they are
meeting minimum established requirements. Ruppert (1994) writes that “by 1997, 37
states reported they had in place accountability policies which required public colleges
and universities to assess their performance according to a set of qualitative or
quantitative measures or indicators” (p. 1). As Ewell (1996) describes it “state-mandated
assessment programs.. .strongly resembled one another in their desire to fuse in a single
process the dual agendas of improving instruction at the institution level and
demonstrating accountability on a statewide basis” (p. 204). Banta (1996) states that “the
most contentious principle of assessment is accountability” (p. 56) yet Cross et al (1996)
add that power resides in the accountability model “with experts who design the
assessment and in the legislators and administrators who reward the performance (p. 10-
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11). According to Ruppert (1994), performance indicators are tools for state higher
education policy” that, while restricting colleges and universities to the mandate for
outcomes assessment, can nevertheless result in stronger support for their programs if
they are able to demonstrate success or achievement (p. 4). In this way, state mandates
and performance indicators, when approached proactively, can protect institution
interests while providing required data. In the reactive perspective, these assessment
factors can, at a minimum, require institutions to comply with baseline requirements by
providing data vis-a-vis performance benchmarks and, at best, provide the institution
with meaningful data that can be beneficial to the campus in spite of its mandated origin.
State mandates and performance indicators impact assessment on campus at all
levels. To connect reasons an institution chooses to assess and the institutional factors
that impact assessment to the ways in which assessment is shaped by the internal
conditions and structure on campus, it is important to identify the nature, scope, focus
and goals of that campus community.
Campus Community
The nature and composition of the campus community within which an
institution’s assessment program evolves and is implemented color the tone, content,
direction and effectiveness of the program. A supportive, responsive community can
foster and nurture an assessment program that is vital, flexible, responsive, and effective
while a suspicious, resistant community can hinder or prevent the program from meeting
its established purpose and goals. Many campuses are a mix of both. The relationship
between assessment and community is reciprocal, and just as a hostile community can
shape an ineffective program, an ineffective program can generate hostility within the
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community. For assessment to succeed, however “success” may be defined at individual
colleges and universities, key constituencies on campus must be encouraged to participate
and invest in successful assessment of student learning.
An assessment community on any campus is made up of the external
constituencies that play into the assessment mix as well as administrators, faculty, staff
and students. Banta et al (1996) write that “of all groups, faculty members play the most
important role in assessment” yet go on to say that “faculty are going to resist assessment
and identify it with accountability” (pp. 36-37). Most institutions have a core group of
faculty who do assessment because it interests them and it is of value to them in their
teaching but, for the most part, “involving faculty in assessment is a significant problem”
(Yogan, 1996, p. 7). As Nichols (1996) puts it, “a major source of faculty resistance to
the assessment movement in higher education is a perceived threat to their academic
freedom” (p. 14). He adds that “the primary challenge will be developing some sense of
faculty ownership and willingness to use the resulting data” (p. 17). Achieving faculty
buy-in to academic assessment is imperative to the success of any campus assessment
program, but is often difficult to accomplish. Frye (1998) suggests “an institutional
commitment to student learning...and faculty development” (p. 6), while Walvoord
(1996) reminds us of the importance of completing the feedback loop in assessment and
giving results to those who can use them in their classrooms. Often, administrators are
perceived as interfering with the completion of this loop by intercepting the data before it
is returned to the faculty. Without faculty, the assessment process is impossible. Their
relationship with administrators is equally important.
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The role of administrators in the campus community as it relates to assessment is
two fold: first, to respond to external constituencies vis-a-vis state mandates and
accreditation requirements and, second, to support an assessment program that provides
incentives not punishments, supports not barriers. Within assessment, there is often a
negative relationship between administration and faculty; suspicion on one hand and
distrust on the other (Banta, 1996; Frye, 1998; Cross, 1996; Gaff, 1999). Moving
beyond this negativism is imperative to effective assessment. According to Banta, et al
(1996), the role of administrators in assessment is to focus on the educational vision and
mission of the institution, emphasize the importance of the faculty’s role in teaching and
learning, and inject energy into a system reluctant to change” (p. 11). Santiago (2001)
adds that “the criteria for exemplary assessment plans included.. .the support and
collaboration of faculty and administration” (p. 141). This collaboration begins with
“substantial agreement... about definitions of quality and the measures that make them
real” (Ewell and Wellman, 1997, p. 39).

Cooperation between administrators and

faculty and support of faculty efforts in assessment by administrators is clearly
documented in the literature as one of the most vital components of successful
assessment planning and implementation (Walvoord, 1996; Banta, 2001; Nichols, 1996,
Frye, 1998). The role of students in this process is shown to be equally imperative.
Walvoord (1996) states that the primary role of any institution is to educate its
students. Palomba and Banta (1999) assert that the key question of assessment “is
whether or not students have acquired the knowledge, skills, and values characteristic of
graduates in their field” (p. 272.). Viewed together, these statements point to the
importance of the role of students in the campus community that defines and shapes an
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institution’s assessment program. Involving students in assessment is key, as pointed out
by Palomba and Banta, who write that “of all the important factors in creating a
successful assessment program, none matters more than widespread involvement of those
who are affected by it” (p. 53). Assessment can also impact students, as Wright (1991)
points out: “for students, ...assessment has increased interest in learning and changed
attitudes and behaviors...[as students become] more involved and self-reflective
learners” (p. 585). Student investment is critical to the effectiveness and value of
assessment; if students do not take the assessment efforts seriously, their lack of
commitment will skew the validity of any assessment instruments or measures in which
they are asked to participate.

Student-faculty interaction and cooperation can produce

successful, effective, meaningful assessment data. Getting to this, however, requires
careful planning, curricula and course structuring, and adequate explanations about and
feedback on the institution’s assessment program. Faculty, administrators and students
must work together within the campus community for assessment to be most effective.
College and university staff must also be informed of the process, included in its
implementation, and privy to its results.
College and university staff are perhaps the least visible constituency in the
assessment process. Staff may range from institutional researchers to student service
workers to student support services workers. Assessment may not directly impact their
working lives, particularly if the campus focus is on academic assessment. Some regions,
such as the Southern Region accredited by SACS do require ongoing assessment of nonacademic units and in such cases assessment has more impact in these areas than in other
regions where this type of assessment is not mandated. Either way, student services may
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have direct correlation to student retention, satisfaction and other performance indicators,
but it may be more of a stretch to determine how the finance and accounting areas feed
into academic outcomes assessment. How a campus approaches this issue is in large part
determined by the extent to which their regional and professional accreditors require this
type of assessment and whether their states mandates these reviews as well. Of all areas
of assessment, there is perhaps more variation in this area than in others. Looking at the
ways in which and the extent to which a college or university designs and implements
assessment plans for its non-academic units can tell the observer quite a bit about the
assessment mandates that drive instructional planning in that area. However they are
structured to fit into the campus assessment plan, college and university staff
nonetheless play an important role in the extent to which their performance and efforts
impacts the total experience for students and graduates.
Administrators, faculty, students and staff all comprise the internal campus
community. Campus community, as with culture, leadership, structure and data
collection, directly impacts the shape and direction of the campus assessment program.
Any effective study of assessment in higher education must consider these factors within
both past and current assessment practice as well as within the reasons why and the ways
in which an institution chooses to assess. Research in these areas is discussed in the next
section of this chapter.
Campus Actions and Reactions
External events and internal conditions and structure establish two parts of the
foundation for this study. Campus response to assessment adds the third. Campus
response to assessment is relevant to this study in three ways: 1) it demonstrates the
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extent to which assessment is used for planning and budgeting purposes; 2) it shows the
ways in which assessment is used for improvement and self-reflection; and 3) it provides
examples of current practice and impetus for future research that is related to the nature
and form of assessment in higher education. The next sections of this chapter look at
each of these three areas.
Planning and Budgeting
Campus response to assessment for planning and budgeting purposes is directly
linked to institutional strategic planning initiatives, regional and professional
accreditation, and state mandated performance indicators. A growing area of assessment
in higher education, assessment for planning and budgeting has its origin in the
accountability models that developed during the 1980s (Ewell, 1996, p. 220).
Assessment for planning and budgeting can grow from the state level or derive at the
institutional level, or both. Public institutions must, by nature, be more responsive to
state level mandates, while private institutions may be driven by accreditation or
institution-based requirements. Ewell (1996) writes that “beginning in the early 1980s,
state policy increasingly began to emphasize themes of return on investment... [with]
policies evolving in the form of addition to base and incentive funding mechanisms”
(p.204). Response to the impact of planning and budgeting on the assessment process on
any given campus can grow from the need to react to accountability mandates or from the
desire to connect resources to outcomes in a proactive-improvement based way. A
second campus response to assessment is in its use for institutional improvement and
self-reflection, as discussed in the next section of this chapter.
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Improvement and Self-Reflection
Assessment specialists might argue that improvement and self-reflection are the
most important data collected and used for campus assessment programs (Banta, 1996;
Cross et al., 1996; Diamond, 1996; Schilling and Schilling, 1998), and certainly the
basis for effective assessment is determining what we can do and what we can do better.
Mufo (2001) writes that “the greatest challenge within most institutional assessment
offices is getting people to listen and cooperate” (p. 84) yet a focus on assessment for
improvement and self-reflection often can open minds and ears. More effort in recent
years has turned to the use of assessment data to improve the quality of education. As
Cross et al (1995) write, “The assessment-for-improvement model embodies the idea that
the purpose of assessing student learning is to provide a basis for improving instruction,
rather than keeping score or allocating blame” (P. 8). Banta, et al (1996) add that “one
the most important benefits of assessment is the data’s ability to raise critical
questions...to assist an institution in identifying problem areas and in monitoring
programmatic improvement” (p. 29). Indeed, Sewall (1999) asserts that ‘ assessment
should not be viewed as a reporting requirement but as an active mechanism for
instructional improvement” (p. 332). Yet, even in this context, assessment data for
improvement and self-reflection may be reactive for accountability or proactive for
improvement, depending on the driving forces behind the effort, the focus on the campus,
and the internal and external constituencies to which the program must respond. It is
easy to envision assessment data collected to identify areas of success and areas that need
work being used to justify budget increases and cuts or to document self-study
requirements for accreditors. It is equally clear that assessment data collected for
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improvement can be used at the classroom level to shape teaching and learning in a way
that directly impacts students in that course or at the program level to benefit both majors
and graduates in that field. In this way, as with accreditation, state mandate and
performance indicators, and planning and budgeting, assessment data collected and used
for improvement and self-reflection is ultimately both proactive and reactive and
addresses both accountability and improvement issues and requirements. Current
research on assessment on campus shows that it is more often a mix of each that directs
the assessment effort on any given campus and that to identify one or the other as “better”
is to not understand the role of assessment today. The next section of this chapter
reviews a sample of this research.
Current Research
Much of what is studied and written about assessment practice, policy and impact
is limited to descriptive work by supporters of assessment and assessment practitioners
and is primarily concerned with historical and current context, reasons and approaches
for assessment, and factors that impact the assessment program on any campus. There is
a less written in the literature, however, that specifically looks at the ways in which
individual campuses respond to assessment. Banta et al (1996) conducted a study on and
produced a book about assessment in practice at a handful of colleges and universities but
this research looked at specific programs and methodology rather than at the institutions
as a whole. Ewell (1996) explored the impact of state mandates and performance
indicators on higher education but from a systemic perspective rather than campus-by¬
campus, and Gaff (1999) addressed the issue of general education assessment using
examples from a sample of campuses across the country. Beyond this , there has been
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less written that provides the assessment professional with examples from individual
campuses that look at the forces and factors that impact assessment. There is also less
/

research available on the ways in which assessment programs are developed and
implemented and how assessment programs differ from one another.
While much of the literature focuses around method and practice, two recent
studies have looked at the impact of institution-specific variables on assessment programs
and the campus-specific factors that define the nature of assessment on that campus. The
first study, by Peterson and Augustine (2000), uses quantitative research to provide
systematic evidence on the ways in which institutions support and promote assessment in
an effort to determine what institutional variables impact the extent to which and the
ways in which assessment data is used on campus. The study surveyed 2,524
postsecondary institutions and received responses from 1,393, looking specifically at the
impact of assessment on academic decision-making. Results showed only a marginal
impact that varied by institutional type. Several significant predictor variables did
emerge, however, related to institutional studies about assessment, the use of assessment
to improve internal performance, the extent and scope of assessment, and the number of
professional development opportunities related to assessment that were offered to campus
constituencies.
The second study, conducted by Grunwald and Peterson (2002), explored the
relationship among factors that support faculty involvement in and satisfaction with
assessment. Faculty investment in assessment is widely cited in the literature as one of
the key influences on the success or failure of assessment activities at any school
(Walvoord, 1996; Nichols, 1996; Banta, 1996; Walker, 1995) yet the difficulty in
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involving faculty is equally well-documented (Schilling & Schilling, 1998; Peterson,
2000). Grunwald and Peterson surveyed faculty from seven institutions of varying type
and looked at internal and external influences on faculty satisfaction with assessment and
the level of their involvement in the assessment process on their campus. Survey results
highlighted assessment purpose, administrative support patterns and the impact of
assessment on faculty instruction as significant predictors of faculty satisfaction. Faculty
perception of assessment and faculty involvement in professional development activities
related to assessment emerged as significant predictors of the level of faculty
involvement in assessment.
These two studies offer a base for additional explanatory research into assessment
on campus but only begin to look at institution-specific assessment. As Peterson and
Augustine write, “additional research is needed to explore the complex reasons that
institutions decide to emphasize and use differing approaches to ... assessment" (p. 477).
Efforts to expand this research will generate data for increased understanding of the ways
in which assessment is unique to each campus and begin to move educational researchers
away from a too-narrow boilerplate approach to assessment.
Boilerplate Assessment
Assessment as it is most often written about in the literature and research today is
clumped in broad categories of accountability or improvement. Within those categories
other delineators such as summative or formative assessment or assessment that is in
response to internal or external pressure further broaden a definition of assessment that is
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too often poorly matched to the reality of what occurs on individual campuses across the
country. The one-size-fits-all assessment model leaves many questions unanswered and
limits the scope and value of current research in the field.
To effectively understand assessment, assessment must be placed within an
institution-specific model that, while sharing common features with other models,
remains unique to that institution. While it is possible to fit one institution’s assessment
design into a boilerplate model, understanding of the role of assessment on any given
campus is then limited by the extent to which it fits or does not fit the template. The
conceptual framework upon which this study is based allows for greater flexibility in
establishing an institution-specific model of assessment. The foundation for this
framework, as established in the previous sections of this chapter, looks at the external
events, the internal conditions and structure, and the campus response to assessment on
an individual campus to allow for greater flexibility in defining, and thus in
understanding, assessment in higher education. The next section of this chapter explores
in greater detail the conceptual framework on which this study is based.
Conceptual Framework
Accountability and improvement have been the traditional framework for research
on assessment as demonstrated by the review of the literature in this chapter. The
traditional accountability-improvement framework uses the commonly accepted
definitions and descriptions of accountability and improvement as they relate to
assessment at any college or university, applying external criteria over the institutionspecific configuration that is in place on any campus at any one time. While this approach
provides a good baseline for analysis, individual characteristics and implications of
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institution-specific assessment may be masked. This study, however, suggests an
alternative method of exploring assessment while acknowledging the importance of
accountability and improvement as an overarching reality of assessment in higher
education. This alternative approach asserts that consideration of institutional factors
enrich the data gathered through a polarized accountability-improvement approach and
bring it more in line with what is, in reality, occurring with assessment on campus.
Using a conceptual framework that envisions assessment as a continuum that is
defined by assessment for accountability and assessment for improvement, this
framework suggests that there are institution-specific factors that influence the position of
individual colleges or universities along this continuum. Specifically, three components
have been identified that broaden the traditional accountability-improvement framework:
context (external events); intervening conditions (internal conditions and structure); and
actions/interactions (campus response). Each of these components contributes to creating
a new conceptual framework for assessment that at once acknowledges the importance of
accountability and improvement factors while also recognizing the need to address the
institution-specific variables. Figure 1 presents a visual representation of this framework.
Figure 1 shows assessment on an individual campus as occurring at some point
along the continuum between accountability and improvement. Location on this
continuum is determined by the input variables of context, intervening conditions, and
actions/interactions. As described earlier in this chapter, the ways in which each variable
impacts assessment is important in any discussion about assessment, either historically, in
the literature, or as part of the current and ongoing research in the field. The ways in
which these variables shape the conceptual framework of this study are reviewed below.
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Context
The first input variable for the conceptual framework is context. Context is
established by the external events that impact a college or university. These events
include history, the push for reform, and the pressure for accountability and
improvement. As discussed earlier, the history of assessment in the United States is
colored by the traditional base from which higher education has grown in this country,
the rapid diversification and expansion brought about by industrialization and the
war/post-war years, a rising concern over quality and quantity that has shaped much of
the discussion in the last fifty years, and the calls for reform that began most strongly in
the 1980s and continue today.

This push for reform sparked increasing debates over the

quality of higher education in this country and led to growing calls for accountability and
improvement. The pressure for accountability and improvement continue to structure
today’s assessment movement and factor into the ways in which institutions respond to
assessment. The ways in which history, the push for reform, and the pressure for
accountability and improvement develop and shape the context of assessment on campus
impact the location of the institution along the accountability-improvement continuum, a
location that is unique to the college or university within which it evolved.
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Figure 1: Conceptual framework of study illustrating the external events, internal conditions, and campus response that impact

Intervening Conditions
A second input variable for the conceptual framework of this study is intervening
conditions. Intervening conditions refer to the internal conditions and structure that are
specific to an individual college or university. These intervening conditions include the
reasons a campus assesses, the institutional factors that impact that assessment, and the
campus community in which assessment develops and plays out. In reviewing the
internal conditions and structure that impact assessment at colleges and universities as
described in the literature, it is clear there are many reasons to assess, a range of
institutional factors that affect the nature and tone of assessment, and a varied campus
response that bring additional challenges through diverse priorities and varying levels of
cooperation with and interest in assessment. As discussed earlier, institutions assess their
programs for a variety of reasons. The literature groups these reasons under assessment
for accountability, assessment for improvement, or both. Equally important are the
institutional factors that impact assessment and the campus community within which
assessment will play out. These factors include culture, leadership, organization
structure, accreditation and self study, and state mandates and performance indicators.
The extent to which one or more impact assessment is, again, unique to each campus, and
reflective of the ways in which assessment will evolve on that campus. Finally, any
consideration of assessment on campus must look at the way in which the nature and
composition of the campus community color the tone, content, direction and
effectiveness of the assessment program, much as do the reasons a campus assesses and
the institution-specific factors that drive that assessment and contribute to campus
placement along the accountability-improvement continuum.
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Campus Response
External events and internal conditions and structure establish two variables
within the conceptual framework of this study. Campus response to assessment adds the
third. Campus response to assessment impacts the conceptual framework in three ways:
1) it demonstrates the extent to which assessment is used for planning and budgeting
purposes; 2) it shows the ways in which assessment is used for improvement and self¬
reflection; and 3) it provides examples of current practice and impetus for future research
that is related to the nature and form of assessment in higher education. Campus
response includes the use of assessment data for planning and budgeting, for self¬
reflection, and for research and is—as with context and intervening conditions—unique
to the campus on which it occurs. Campus response impacts an institution’s placement
along the accountability-improvement continuum in the same way, both influencing and
influenced by external events and internal conditions and structure.
Each of the three variables that define the conceptual framework for this studycontext, intervening conditions, and actions/interaction

has the potential to push

assessment toward one end of the accountability-improvement continuum or the other,
with each institution placed at individual points based on the varying degrees of force
each of these variables exerts.

By using this framework to allow for greater flexibility

in describing and explaining assessment on campus, more meaningful data can be
collected about assessment on that campus. This in turn is expected to create a greater
understanding of assessment on that campus, providing greater understanding of
assessment beyond a simple accountability-improvement description. Within a rigid
accountability-improvement framework, other variables that impact and describe
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assessment on campus may be overlooked or ignored. It is this concern that drives this
study. Using the conceptual framework illustrated in Figure 1, this study looks at the
ways in which colleges and universities respond to assessment and suggests that a
“bipolar” accountability-improvement approach to assessment is may be too limited in
scope to most fully understand the diverse ways in which institutions plan, develop,
implement and evaluate academic assessment. The next chapter discusses the
methodology for this study, the rationale for the methods selected, and the ways in which
the data will be analyzed and interpreted.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
Overview
The purpose of this study is to examine assessment at three institutions and to
look at whether the current assessment framework that suggests an accountability versus
improvement distinction fully captures the reality of institutional responses to
assessment. The purpose of this chapter is to explain the design of the study, including
conceptual framework, research methods and outcome measures.
Using qualitative methods, this study explores the factors that influence
assessment at three schools and how each school approaches institutional assessment.
Case study analysis is used to collect and classify data, to describe, and to make
inferences about what the data reveal. The intent is to develop the foundation for a
grounded theory of institutional assessment based in the data collected from this study
and derived from the evidence in the research, the categories that are generated by the
evidence, and the concepts that emerge from the categories (Glaser & Strauss, 1996, p.
23). A grounded theory approach allows the “flexibility and freedom to explore”
assessment on each of the three campuses in this study. Working “within the assumption
that all of the categories pertaining to” assessment have not yet been identified (Strauss &
Corbin, 1986, p. 37), this approach facilitates examination of the institutional factors
identified as relevant to this study outside the usual accountability-improvement
framework. It also leaves open avenues for further research on this topic at other colleges
and universities. The case study method supports this approach.
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Case study analysis was chosen as the primary method for this study because, as
Merriam (1994) writes, “case study is a particularly suitable design if you are interested
in process” (p.67). It allows for an examination of the “assumptions and beliefs of the
participants within the organizational culture in which they form and occur” (Braunstein
& McGrath, 1992, p. 191) as well as the process through which participant institutions go
when developing, implementing and evaluating a campus assessment plan.
The design of this study allows for an emphasis on in-depth descriptive research,
with a focus on providing a descriptive background within which the research questions
are examined. This emphasis leads to recommendations for further analyses of other
institutions and for future research. It allows the beginning of a grounded theory that
looks at the impact of institution-specific factors on assessment, as well as provide one
context in which assessment may be explored on college and university campuses. The
next section of this chapter looks at the conceptual framework that was developed for this
study and that guides this research.
Conceptual Framework and Research Questions
This study uses qualitative data collection and a grounded theory approach within
an institution-specific context to offer a snapshot—a moment in time—of what is going
on in assessment. A two step process is planned; (1) analysis of documents to provide a
grounded base for the study and (2) research through interviews to support the base of the
data. The primary research question for this study is:
Does the current assessment framework that suggests an accountability versus
improvement distinction fully capture the reality of institutional responses to
assessment?
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This question is explored by looking at three factors that impact institutional
assessment, as identified from the literature and discussed in Chapters I and II of this
study: context, intervening conditions, and actions/interactions. Sub-questions include:
1. How do external events or expectations frame assessment on campus?
(Context)
2. How do campus conditions and structure impact assessment on campus?
(Intervening Conditions)
3. In what ways does a campus respond to, manage, and carry out this
assessment? (Actions/Interactions)
Peterson and Augustine (2000) and Grunland and Peterson (2002) have looked
specifically at external and faculty-related factors and their impact on assessment. This
study builds from that work and look at other influences that affect assessment. Much of
the research in higher education frames institutional assessment within the defining
parameters of accountability and improvement.

This study suggests that the framework

for assessment is broader, and defined by the three assumptions that guide this study. To
support this suggestion, this study looks at assessment on different campuses, explore the
influence of accountability and improvement, and add a consideration of proactive and
reactive assessment vis a vis institutional response to assessment within the factors
identified in the literature as important. Of particular interest are the ways in which
assessment can be framed outside the traditional accountability and improvement
discussion.
To answer the research questions that guide this study, within the conceptual
framework described in Chapter II that acknowledges the impact of accountability and
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improvement but seeks to achieve a broader description of assessment, this study
explores assessment on three campuses. The next section of this chapter presents the
research design of this study.
Research Design
The design for this study is a combination of descriptive and explanatory research
through case analysis using a grounded theory approach. Descriptive research is “a type
of investigation that measures the characteristics of a sample or a population on pre¬
specified variables” or a “detailed portrayal of one or more cases” (Gall, et al, 1996, p.
757). This provides a basis from which to move into explanatory research, the second
part of this study. Explanatory research is framed by theory, or an “explanation of a
certain set of observed phenomena in terms of a system of constructs [variables].. .that
relate these concepts to each other” (p. 8). Theoretical constructs “identify
commonalities in otherwise isolated phenomena...and enable us to make predictions and
to control phenomena” (pp. 10-11). The usefulness of these constructs will be tested in
future research. Gall, et al, (1996) give two advantages to theory-based research on
educational questions: (1) the theory focuses the direction of the research; and (2) a
theory can provide a rational basis for explaining or interpreting the results of research.
To develop theoretical constructs, this study uses a grounded theory approach that
“involves deriving constructs.. .directly from the immediate data that one has collected
rather than from prior research and theory” (p. 10), though prior research is used as a
basis for discussion. Grounded theory is “the discovery of theory from data—
systematically obtained and analyzed” (Glazer and Strauss, 1996, p. 1). It is a
“qualitative research method that uses a systematic set of procedures to develop an
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inductively derived grounded theory about a phenomenon” (Strauss and Corbin, 1986, p.
24). The phenomenon is assessment on campus; the set of procedures are the research
methods used in this study; the process involves collecting data “for generating theory
whereby the analyst jointly collects, decodes and analyzes the data” then decides what
data to collect next and where to find the data “in order to develop theory as it emerges”
(Glaser and Strauss, 1996, p. 45). Answers for the research questions are explored
through development of a grounded theory. This theory is developed within a five point
analysis of the phenomenon: what conditions exist within the institution, what does the
phenomenon (assessment) look like, in what context does the phenomenon evolve, what
actions/interactions occur as a result of the phenomenon, and what consequences arise
from these actions. The primary research method for this study is case analysis. Data is
collected through document analysis and interviews.
Gall, et al, (1996) describe case study analysis as “the in-depth study of instances
of a phenomenon in its natural context and from the perspective of the participants
involved in the phenomenon (p. 545). They go on to list four characteristics of case study
research: “the study of phenomena by focusing on specific instances; an in-depth study
of each case; the study of the phenomenon in its natural context; and the study of the
emic perspective of the case study participants” (p. 545). This research looks at specific
instances of institutional assessment at three institutions, broadens its scope to look at the
campus wide assessment plan as a whole for each school, observes the assessment
process within the institution-specific context of each campus, and interviews participants
to learn more about campus reactions to the assessment process.
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Merriam (1992) lists seven styles of case study: realistic, impressionistic,
confessional, critical, formal, literary and jointly told (p. 243). This study employs a
realistic style, presenting a descriptive narrative in Chapter IV and interpretive analysis in
Chapter V. A multiple case study design is used, first describing and analyzing the data
within each of the three individual cases, then performing a cross-case analysis of the
data for each site.

Each case is “first be treated as a comprehensive case in and of itself

(Merriam, 1992, p. 194), then a “qualitative, inductive multi case study” seeks to “build
abstractions across cases” and “attempt to build a general explanation that fits each of the
individual cases even though the details of the cases vary” (p. 195). Selection of cases
for this study is discussed in the next section of this chapter.
Case Selection and Sampling
By exploring the research questions outlined herein, this study looks at whether
there are notable and consistent characteristics about and differences in the ways in which
colleges and universities design and implement assessment. Theoretical sampling, as
defined by Glaser and Strauss (1996) and Strauss and Corbin (1986), is used to select the
institutions for the study and the data that is collected through this analysis. The
theoretical sampling method has been modified to include convenience sampling and
ease of access. The selection of the sample for this study looks at what institutions offer
the best opportunity for relevant data collection and toward what research purpose
(Glaser and Strauss, p. 47) these data apply.
The sampling procedure for this study begins by identifying the target population
"which includes all members of a real or hypothetical set of people, events, or objects to
which researchers wish to generalize the results of their research" (p. 220), or, as Fink
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(1995) puts it, "the universe to be sampled" (p. 1). For the purposes of this study, the
population was identified as institutions that conduct visible and documented assessment
and that provide data in response to the research questions that guide this study.
Theoretical sampling identifies those cases that prove relevant to the research questions
and that offer data that are "deemed significant because they are repeatedly present or
notably absent" (Strauss and Corbin, 1986, p. 176) in the sample. Convenience sampling,
or selecting cases based on their proximity and availability, allows ease of access to the
data necessary for this study and is used to narrow this list to colleges and universities on
the East Coast. Purposeful sampling, a sampling method that Gall et al, (1996) define as
"the process of selecting cases that are likely to be information-rich with respect to the
purposes of a qualitative research study" (p. 767), is used to further narrow the sample.
Patton (1990) identifies fifteen variations on purposeful sampling. This study employs
one variation: criterion sampling, or selecting cases that satisfy important criteria.
For this study, institutions were selected on the basis of three criteria: (1) they
demonstrate the internal and external demands identified for this study as impacting
assessment; (2) they offer the opportunity to gather rich data through website and paper
documents; and (3) they exhibit an assessment mandate through formal institutional
assessment programs, requirements or examples. The sample was narrowed to those
institutions to which the researcher has ease of assess, offering both convenience and
greater facility in accessing data. Due to the in-depth nature of the case study method
and the fact that this type of research is not intended to generalize beyond the sample in
the study but to provide rich information about case-specific phenomena, the size of this
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sample was limited to three institutions. Data was collected from this sample through
document analysis and interviews. All attempts have been made to reduce sampling error
and to increase the validity and reliability of the sampling process.
An effective study begins with a defensible sample. Fink (1996) writes that “a
good sample is an accurately and efficiently assembled model of the population” but adds
that “no matter how proficient you are.. .sampling bias or error is inevitable” (book 6, p.
25). According to Fink, “sampling errors arise from the selection process” (p. 27). These
include imprecisions in the definition of the target population, inclusion criteria and
exclusion criteria; non-response; and an ineffective or poor process. “All samples
contain errors (p. 28) but an effective researcher hopes to keep these errors to a
minimum. Error in this study is acknowledged as resulting from the limitations of the
sample selection procedure and the extent to which the sample was selected based on
convenience. This error is mitigated through attention to the selection criteria and
emphasis on information-rich sites. The theoretical sampling method inherent in the
grounded theory approach also contributes to the strength of the sample as the sample is
chosen on the basis of its relevance to the study. Thus, in these ways, the sample—while
not error-free—is based on application of consistent selection criteria and attention to the
level and quality of data each site provides.
Document Analysis
To add to the base of knowledge developed from the literature review, document
analysis is the first method of data collection for this case study. Document analysis is "a
research technique for the objective, systematic, and quantitative description of the
manifest content of communication" (Gall, et al, p. 357). Weber (1985) describes it as a
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method "to classify the words of a text into content categories" (p. 11). For this study,
written regional and state-level assessment mandates and campus assessment documents
were collected via internet, e-mail, and campus visit, and analyzed to provide data on the
internal and external requirements and factors that impact assessment at the sample
institutions. Specifically, documents were identified that are relevant to the research
problem and reviewed within the context of the research questions. These documents
include the following:
•

Institution mission and vision statements and campus-wide goal statements

•

Strategic planning reports and documents

•

Regional accreditation requirements and campus plans

•

State assessment mandates, requirements and reports

•

Institutional assessment program, plans and reports

•

Institution-based assessment office websites and related sites

•

Program assessment plans and reports

•

Classroom-based outcomes assessment documents and projects

Anderson, et al, (1995) define document analysis as a "general technique by which
complex phenomena (e.g., children's compositions, adults' conversations, chemistry
textbooks) can be reduced to simpler terms (e.g., word-frequency count, categorizations
of the content of conversations, readability scores)" (p. 82). Gall, et al, (1996) define it as
"the study of particular aspects of the information contained in a document, film, or other
form of communication (p. 756). Merriam (1998) writes that documents are "particularly
good sources for qualitative studies because they can ground an investigation in the
context of the problem being investigated," leading to contextual richness (p. 126). In
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this study, documents were used to identify themes, categories, approaches and attitudes
toward assessment at each of the campuses, with a particular focus on moving away from
issues of accountability and improvement toward a broader characterization of
institutional assessment. Methodology includes standard document analysis procedures
combined with those specifically designed for development of a grounded theory.
A category-coding procedure was developed to segment the document data into
categories. Data were analyzed using this coding and interpreted within the "theoretical
and conceptual framework of the study" (Gall, et al, p. 360); i.e., the extent to which
these documents contain data that reveal the approach, method and impact of assessment
at each site. This analysis is used to look at the ways in which these documents
demonstrate and track the requirements for, development and implementation of, and
consequences of the specific assessment mix at each of the sample schools, as well as
regional, state-level and institution-specific demands and requirements and the areas that
these demands impact. Guided by the research factors upon which this study is based
(culture, leadership, assessment model, data collection, and campus community) this
methodology requires
•

determining common themes and trends across the documents,

•

identifying areas in which the documents are similar and different

•

labeling themes and trends with codes indicative of each category

•

coding the data according to identified categories

.

compiling coded data to develop an overall framework within which to interpret the
data

•

analyzing the data within this framework
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Using the six steps that Gall, et al, (1996) suggest when doing content analysis (p.
757), this study first conducts a broad search for assessment-related documents that affect
each of the three institutions. This includes state higher education policy documents;
regional and disciplinary accreditation standards; and institution specific mission and
goals statements, assessment plans and models, and other relevant documents. Next, the
research questions outlined in this chapter are reviewed, and adjusted as appropriate to
best analyze the research problem this study addresses. The third step is to select the
sample of documents to be analyzed. Primary documents are used in this review. Due to
the small size of the sample for this study (three institutions), a majority of documents
related to the purpose of this study are analyzed to provide more in-depth analysis in this
area. The fourth step is to develop a category-coding procedure to analyze content. In
this process, "units of data (bits of information) are sorted into groupings that have
something in common" (Merriam, 1998, p. 179). Next, the actual analysis of content is
conducted, using the categories established in step four and interpreting the data, first
compressing data and linking them together, then using inductive analysis to determine
what the data reveal relevant to the research questions.
Within the general guidelines for document analysis, the grounded theory
approach tailors the nature of the analysis to the development of a grounded theory. Data
analysis through grounded theory development includes theoretical sampling of data,
developing codes for the data to give them “conceptual labels placed on discrete
happenings, events and other phenomena” (Strauss and Corbin, 1996, p. 61); classifying
concepts into categories, coding the data by “breaking down, examining, comparing,
conceptualizing, and categorizing data” (p. 61); integrating the data by systematizing and
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solidifying connections and identifying patterns; and applying the results from the data
to additional data collected for the study. The document search was guided by theoretical
sampling, much as the selection of institutions was in the initial phase of this study.
Those documents were chosen that demonstrate relevance to the research questions for
which data are to be collected. Constant comparison (Glaser and Strauss, 1996, p. 103)
of data with questions further drive the selection of the documents as some are discarded
and some chosen based on research needs and gaps. Documents were selected on the
basis of theoretically relevant concepts, with the content driving selection and the
documents serving simply as the means to collect the data (Strauss and Corbin, 1986, pg.
193). Analysis of the documents involves grouping similar data together and giving the
data conceptual labels based on the relationships suggested by the data. Research
questions became more narrow and focused as data emerged. Analysis then moved on to
data coding through open coding, axial coding and selective coding.
Document analysis, alone or in combination with grounded theory development,
is an effective and common form of data collection in research studies. Advantages of
document analysis include ease of data collection as many of these documents are
readily available on line or from the school; ease of analysis in the sense that the
documents are generally in the researcher’s possession and can be reviewed, coded and
analyzed over multiple sessions and referred to again, if needed; breadth of information
due to the variation in type of document, purpose, and content; and great opportunity for
information-rich data collection. Tomsen and Disinger (1990) point to documents for
content analysis as “complementary information sources used in concert to enhance
understanding of the data gathered and to increase the credibility of conclusions” (p. 11).
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Braunstein & McGrath (1994) point to category development and analysis as the
researcher progresses through the document analysis as useful to identify and understand
certain themes and patterns in the data based on findings in the related literature, the
responses of the participants, the observations of the researchers, and the documents of
the College” (p. 193). They add that “in contrast to the analysis of quantitative data
where information is analyzed after collection, the category analysis of qualitative data
takes place on an ongoing basis during and after the collection process” (p. 194). Gall
(2000) agrees, stating that “data collection is emergent” in document. What the researcher
learns from data collected at one point in time often is used to determine subsequent data
collection activities” (p. 559).
Document analysis produces relevant and informative data. However, Merriam
(1992) lists several limitations to document analysis. First, documents are not produced
for research purposes and therefore data may not be in a form that is useful to the
investigator. Also, what the researcher chooses to use or considers important is very
subjective, thus researcher bias must be taken into account when collecting and
interpreting the data. Merriam does, however, outline several advantages to using this
method. Documentary material is stable and may often be the only means of studying
certain problems or questions (p. 126). For this study, understanding the policy mandates
and procedure statements associated with institutional assessment at each of the sample
campuses is crucial to establishing the context of and framework for this study. It is
important that this foundation come from the primary documents themselves and not
from campus-based interpretation of what they say. First, however, it is important to
provide a more objective basis from which to begin more in-depth research. To this end,
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while what the researcher chooses to use may be subject to researcher bias, the actual
content of the documents is very objective and not altered by the presence of the
investigator, as interviews and observations might be.
Other limitations to document analysis include institutional bias (you see what
we want you to see), possible limited access to documents, and inconsistencies in the type
and amount of documents available.

In addition to these limitations, error is almost

inevitable for the following reasons. First, documents are collected that are not
representative of a defined population. Second, alternatives means of a particular
document are not considered. Third, Validity and reliability are not considered (p. 365) in
traditional document analysis. Careful attention to research methodology and practice
and awareness of these potential mistakes can decrease the occurrence of error.
Additionally, the use of grounded theory development in conjunction with document
analysis allows for a greater attention to validity and reliability.
This study takes into account both the limitations of this methodology and the
potential for error, as described above, and addresses both through careful attention to
research methodology and practice, and awareness of potential mistakes to decrease the
occurrence of error. Triangulation of data collection methods also works to support the
integrity of the research (Gall et all, 1996). The next section of this chapter looks at the
second research method for this study, interviews.
Interviews
The second research method that is used in this study is participant interviews.
Anderson et al (1975) define an interview as “a conversation wherein the interviewer
tries to obtain information from - and sometimes impressions about - an interviewee” (p.
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214). Gall et al (1996) add that “interviews typically involve individual
respondents...[who] typically speak in their own words, and their responses are recorded
by the interviewer, either verbatim on audiotape or videotape, through handwritten or
computer-generated notes, or in short-term memory for later note taking” (p. 289), and
assert that “the major advantage of interviews is their adaptability” (p. 289).

Uses for an

interview include as a measurement technique to evaluate a person; to help make
decisions related to employment or education, or to review performance or evaluate a
program (Anderson et al, 1975, p. 214). In this study, interviews is used to learn about
assessment programs and the members of each campus community who design,
implement and respond to these programs.
Face-to-face interviews were conducted with key assessment personnel as well as
with participants in the assessment process at each of the three sample sites included in
the study. For the purpose of this study, the interview protocol was a pyramid structure,
beginning with the Director of Assessment, or comparable individual, then broadening
and backtracking to include those with less direct but still important involvement with
assessment on that campus.
Interviews were selected because face-to-face interviews have a high probability
of success in reaching all members of the identified sample, high control over sample
selection, and a high response rate (Dillman, 1978, 2000). There are low personnel
requirements and low costs, with high success in avoiding no response. This method
lends itself well to items of higher complexity and open-ended questions, allowing the
research to delve more deeply into the themes and practices identified through survey
and document analysis. Care was taken at the interview to avoid interviewer distortion
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and social desirability bias; i.e., offering socially desirable answers (pp. 74-75). Data
was analyzed using qualitative methodology and a category system developed from the
interview transcripts and in conjunction with the previously-identified document analysis
categories, using a grounded theory approach that derives the categories from the data
collected in this study (Gall et al, pp. 565).
Interviews are used in a grounded theory study “to open up the data: think of
potential categories, their properties and dimensions, and to ask who, when, where, what
how, how much, and why” (Strauss and Corbin, 1986, p. 77). Questions produce
responses that are translated by the researcher into data. Further questions arise from the
data through analysis of a word, a phrase or a sentence. Analysis is through
interpretation of possible meanings and through assumptions about what is being said.
As with document analysis, interview data are linked and categories developed by asking
questions, making comparisons, and asking questions again. Data collected in the
interview are compared against data from both the analysis of the literature and the
document analysis. This process lessens the limitations of this methodology but these
limitations must still be acknowledged.
Limitations of the interview include difficulty in standardizing the interview
situation to minimize influence and a lack of anonymity for respondents (Gall et al,
1996, p. 290). Uses for an interview include as a measurement technique to evaluate a
person; to help make decisions related to employment or education, or to review
performance or evaluate a program (Anderson et al, 1975, p. 214). The interview is more
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commonly used in qualitative research “because it permits open-ended exploration of
topics and elicits responses that are couched in the unique words of respondents” (p. 290)
but may also be used in quantitative studies.
Assessing validity and reliability of interview instruments is as important as in
other methods. For qualitative analysis, triangulation may be used to determine validity
and reliability of interview data. For this study, qualitative findings from the interviews
are supported or corroborated using data from the document analysis and from what is
known in the literature from past research. Meanings are validated in interviews by
asking the speakers what is most important in what they have said. Generative questions
open up a cycle of data collection through a pattern of question-response, questionresponse. The constant comparative method of data collection and validation is applicable
to interviews as well as to other methods. Strauss and Corbin (1986) write that the
concepts and relationships derived from the data analysis “must be verified over and over
again against actual data” (p. 112). In this way, validity and reliability of the data are
increased and a basis for developing the grounded theory established. As discussed,
document analysis and interviews are the primary data collection methods for this study.
The next section discusses the outcome measures and institutional factors that are
explored through this research.
Institutional Factors, Grounded Theory, and Data Analysis
As described in Chapter II of this study, there are five recurring institutional
factors that are discussed throughout the literature: culture and climate, leadership,
campus constituencies, data collection and use of results, and the campus community.
Each of these factors impact the way assessment plays out on campus and the direction
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and results of campus assessment programs. Because of the importance of these factors,
they are the focus of the research data collected for this study. Documents were
identified and interviews arranged that are most relevant to learning more about each
factor and its relationship to assessment on each campus and analysis focus on learning
more about each within the institution-specific context, intervening conditions and
actions/interactions from which they emerge.
Institution-specific factors, as described in detail in Chapter II, include:
•

Culture

•

Leadership

•

Assessment Model and Structure

•

Data Collection and Use

•

Campus Community

In looking at these factors, it is important to remember that culture derives from
the philosophical base of the institution. Leadership determines the extent to which
culture is a positive and effective player in the institutional mix. Culture shapes the focus
of assessment and leadership chooses the emphasis and direction. Institutional structure
defines the way in which assessment is conducted and how results are analyzed and
presented. Understanding and identifying the way assessment is structured into the
institution is key to understanding the role in which assessment plays on that campus.
Equally important to this understanding are the types of assessment data collected and the
ways in which the data are used. Collection and use of data results vary by institution
and an examination of their purpose, content and methodology can facilitate an
understanding of assessment on any campus. Campus community, as with culture,
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leadership, structure and data collection, directly impacts the shape and direction of the
campus assessment program. This study explores these factors within both past and
current assessment practice as well as within an analysis of each institution-specific case.
Using case study research and a grounded theory approach, data were collected on
each of these five factors. The data were analyzed and applied back to the context in
which they were collected based on adjustments to the research purpose and questions
arising from a continuous process of reapplication and a review of relevance. In this
way, the study (1) sets the foundation for a grounded theory of assessment, (2) addresses
the research problem and questions it raises, and (3) remains flexible to the story that is
emerging from the evidence. Evidence is in turn be applied back to the sample, tested,
and revised for future data collection and application.
Reliability and Validity
Increasing reliability and validity and reducing error and bias are key to any
research study. This pertains equally to sample selection, methodology, analysis and use
of results.

Low reliability and validity, high error and bias, or both, may very seriously

impact the effectiveness and value of the study. In addition to the method-specific
reliability and validity considerations discussed in the previous sections of this chapter,
overall reliability and validity for this study focuses on cross-checking data and
comparing analyses to campus realities during and after this study. Follow up research
after the conclusion of this study also is used to test findings. Reliability is the extent to
which research findings can be replicated in another situation or at another site. There
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are two types of validity: internal and external. Internal validity refers to how well the
research findings match the reality of the situation under investigation. External validity
refers to how well the research findings generalize beyond the study.
Merriam (1992) argues that in qualitative research, the question “is not whether
the findings are found again but whether the results are consistent with the data collected”
(p. 205). Reliability for this study is enhanced by thorough explanation of assumptions
and theory underlying the study, by triangulation of data collection, and by leaving an
audit trail. Triangulation refers to the use of multiple data collection methods to provide
supporting evidence for research findings. An audit trail refers to a careful
documentation of research methods and results during the process of a qualitative
analysis.
Altheide and Johnson (1994) list four areas of concern for increasing validity in
case study analysis: usefulness of the data, contextual completeness of the description,
researcher positioning, and reporting style. Gall, et al, add seven additional procedures:
triangulation, member checking, audit trail, outlier analysis, pattern matching, long-term
observation, peer checking, and coding check using inter-rater reliability. This study
relies on triangulation of data collection, member check, peer check and coding check to
address and mitigate concerns over reliability and validity.
Validity and reliability in grounded theory development are addressed in a
number of ways, including validating the theory against the data, using the constant
comparative method of analysis, and maintaining the integrity of the research process.
Strauss and Corbin (1986) write that “a well-constructed grounded theory meets four
central criteria forjudging the applicability of the theory: fit, understanding, generality,
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and control” (p. 23). Grounded theory development builds from analysis of the literature
then verifies this analysis in the field by applying it.

Validity and reliability are further

increased by the systematic use of comparisons to “break out from patterns of thinking”
and to allow “exploration of other avenues of thought” (p. 89-90). There is a constant
give and take, back and forth, between the data and the concepts that are embedded in the
data, and between the concepts and the phenomena that produce the data that drives the
development of conceptual theory. Relationships among the data are validated by
application to practice. In the end, a grounded theory study is judged by “the validity,
reliability and credibility of the data, the adequacy of the research process, and the
empirical grounding or research findings” (Strauss and Corbin, 1986, p. 252). This
process addresses the potential for error inherent in any research study. However,
limitations to this methodology still exist and are discussed in the next section of this
chapter.
Limitations
Qualitative studies are limited in ways that are unique to this particular method of
research and due to the fact that the researcher is intimately involved in the collection and
interpretation of data. The first area of concern is the sensitivity and integrity of the
researcher (Merriam, 1992, p. 42), as the researcher is the primary instrument of data
collection and analysis. A second concern with case study research centers around the
issue of ethics. An unethical case writer could select from available data to illustrate
almost anything. A third limitation is the generalizability of case study findings, due to
the small sample size and the focus on the specific institution and sample. These
limitations are addressed below.
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The role of the researcher in case study analysis is very closely connected to both
the data and the data collection. The researcher both carries out data collection and
becomes involved in the phenomena being studied and uses empathy, intuition and
judgment to both record and interpret findings. Few data collection procedures were
standardized or specified in advance of the research. Because of these concerns, the
researcher must carefully consider the extent of interaction with participants, the degree
to which personal feelings and views were shared with participants, and the processes and
procedures that are be used. In this study, interaction is limited to observer-participant
status, as discussed earlier, sharing of personal feelings and views are kept to a minimum,
and data collection procedures are standardized to the extent possible to support
consistency and accuracy in the data collection process.
A second concern with qualitative research is the issue of ethics in data collection
and analysis. This arises from the researcher’s own biases about the subject, from the
researcher’s emotions or other psychological responses that arise in the course of the
study, and from the personal beliefs that the researcher holds prior to beginning the work.
David Flinders (1992) outlines four types of ethics that the researcher may use to guide
case study research: utilitarian ethics, where researchers judge the morality of their
decisions and actions by considering the consequences; deontological ethics, where
researchers judge the morality of their decisions and actions by referring to absolute
values; relational ethics, where researchers judge the morality of their decisions and
actions by the standard of whether these decisions and actions reflect a caring attitude
toward others; and ecological ethics, where researchers judge the morality of their
decisions and actions in terms of the participants’ culture and the larger social system so
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of which they are part (in Gall, et al, 1996, pp. 555-556). For the purpose of this study, a
deontological perspective is used and researcher decisions and actions are guided by
absolute values commonly accepted in the society in which the study is being done (i.e.,
21st century American society), including honesty, justice, fairness and respect for others.
Generalizability of results is a third limitation of qualitative studies that is subject
to much debate. Some researchers claim that case study results do not generalize beyond
the cases they specifically describe, and that any constructs or theory developed from
these analyses should be later tested through quantitative studies (Hutchinson, 1988).
Others suggest that case study findings can be generalized if the study is designed in such
a way as to increase the probability that the findings apply to other cases. This design
can be developed by either selecting a case that is typical of the phenomenon being
studied, or by placing the responsibility for generalizing the results on the reader or user
of the data (Wilson, 1979; Cronbach, 1975). To address the issue of generalizability, this
study follows the recommendations of Gall, et al (1996) and “provide a thick description”
of the case so readers have ample data should they choose to apply it to their own
situation, as well as demonstrate that the cases selected for this study are representative of
the general phenomenon that is being investigated in this study. Cross-case analysis also
is used to demonstrate the extent of generalizability within the cases being studied (p.
579). The grounded theory approach complements this, as an important feature of this
approach is its applicability “to” a situation as well as “in” it (Glaser and Strauss, 1996,
p. 231). In these ways, each of the methods used for this study address the limitations,
support the research, and encourage application beyond the current study.
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The Sample
Using the selection criteria discussed earlier in this chapter, three school were
selected for this study. To maintain the anonymity of the campus and individuals who
were interviewed for this study, the three schools included in this study are identified as
Campus One, Campus Two and Campus Three throughout this paper. Campus One is
located on 320 acres in a suburban area of a mid-Atlantic state. The university’s mission
is to prepare students in the academic disciplines. It is accredited by the regional
accrediting body and a number of professional and national accreditation councils and
boards. The campus is also accountable to the state Board of Higher Education and the
state Legislature and is guided by eleven strategic goals related to excellence, teaching,
learning, delivery systems, and outreach. Priorities for the 02-03 academic year included
technology infrastructure, academic programs, the teaching and learning environment,
and academic and professional outreach.
Campus One is the second largest university in its state, enrolling more than
16,000 students, including international students from 100 countries. 10,000 of these
students are full-time and over 2,800 are part time. 2,000 students are enrolled in
graduate programs. More than 40 majors and 60 concentrations are offered through 40
academic majors leading to the bachelor’s degree. There are six academic groupings:
Liberal Arts, Natural and Mathematical Sciences, Fine Arts and Communication,
Education, Health Professions, and Business and Economics. Twenty-six master’s
programs are offered through the Graduate School. Campus One opened in 1866 as a
“normal school” dedicated to preparing public school teachers and joined the state
university system in 1988.
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Campus One is governed as part of the state university system and guided by a
campus President. Vice presidents report to the president in the areas of Academic
Affairs, Finance, Information Technology, and Student Services. A Provost is the Chief
Academic Officer. Academic Divisions are led by Deans and departments are overseen
by department and program Chairs. The Director of Assessment reports directly to the
Provost. There is a standing University Assessment Council that reviews programs and
provides guidance for the assessment process as a whole. The assessment office on this
campus is staffed by one full time professional staff member and a part time graduate
assistant. The office is located within the Provost’s office and is supervised by the chief
academic officer of the campus.
Campus Two is a medium size public two-year institution located in a suburban
area of a mid-Atlantic state. The college enrolls 5,000 students each year in a variety of
academic programs that lead to either transfer to four-year institutions or employment
after graduation. There are an additional 12,000 who take courses for personal or
professional development. Conveniently located between two major metropolitan areas,
the 120-acre wooded campus enrolls about 43% of all area high school graduates and is
recognized as an institution offering a high-quality education at reasonable cost. The
college is accredited by the regional accrediting body and by professional associations
relevant to the individual academic disciplines. The campus is also accountable to the
state Board of Higher Education, the state Legislature, and the county governing board of
the county in which it is located and from which it receives a large portion of its funding.
Campus Two was founded in 1966 and began classes in 1970. The college offers
a wide range of academic pursuits and extra-curricular activities. It bills itself as a
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dynamic, creative learning community that provides innovative solutions to a diverse
student population. With a mission of inspiring learning and the lifelong pursuit of
personal and professional goals, the campus places emphasis on education, students,
employees, staff, community, fairness and freedom. In the spring of 2003, Campus Two
enrolled 5,800 credit students with 32% full time and 68% part time. There were 3,454
students enrolled in six transfer programs and 1,346 in sixteen occupational (career)
programs. Eighty-three percent of these students were returning or readmitted students,
and there was a 63% retention rate (returning from Fall 02).
Campus Two is guided by six strategic initiatives: learning community, access,
economic and workforce development, partnerships, organizational excellence, and
growth. As a public institution, the campus is led by a President who reports to an
independent Board of Directors. There are four Vice Presidents who report to the
President as well as an Executive Director of Planning, Research and Organizational
Development, a Director of Public Relations and a Director of Legislative and Business
Development. Four areas of the organization report to the Vice Presidents: Academic
Affairs, Finance, Student Services, and Information Technology. There are seven
academic divisions (Arts and Humanities, Business and Computers, English and World
Languages, Health Sciences, Mathematics, Science and Technology, and Social
Sciences), as well as distance learning, continuing education, and international education.
The Coordinator of Assessment reports to the Executive Director of Planning, Research
and Organizational Development. The assessment office on this campus is staffed by one
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full time professional staff member, one part-time employee, and a part time student
worker. The office is organizationally within the Vice President for Academic Affairs
area but is supervised by the President’s Office.
Campus Three is a medium-sized, private denominational four-year college
located in a suburban neighborhood in a southern state It is a comprehensive,
coeducational university located just minutes from a major metropolitan area. The
mission of Campus Three is to combine a liberal arts tradition with career preparation and
to foster the intellectual, moral, spiritual, social, cultural and physical development of its
students. The university is guided by seven strategic initiatives: academic excellence,
denominational identity, enrollment and retention, student life, university advancement,
fiscal and operational management, and the campus master plan
Campus Three was founded in 1950 by a denominational order as a two-year
women’s college offering the associate degree. It became a four-year college in 1973
offering 20 bachelor’s degree programs. Male students were admitted in 1972 and
master’s degree programs were added in 1979. University status was granted in 1986.
The university currently offers 38 undergraduate majors, 28 master’s degree programs,
and 22 certificate options through five academic clusters: Arts and Sciences, Business
Administration, Health Sciences, Math and Computer Science, and Social Sciences. In
the 02-03 academic year. Campus Three enrolled 3,751 students, with 2,204
undergraduates and 1,547 graduates. Forty-three states and 86 countries were
represented. Total on-campus residents were 663.
Campus Three is accredited by the regional accrediting body and by a number of
professional and program-based accreditation associations. As a private institution,
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Campus Three is led by a President and a Board of Trustees selected by the
denominational order under whose philosophy the campus grew and evolved. Four Vice
Presidents report to the President and the combined Office of Institutional Research and
Assessment reports directly to the Vice President for Academic Affairs. The assessment
office on this campus is part of the Office of Institutional Research and is staffed by one
full time employee and a part time graduate student. The office is within the Vice
President for Academic Affairs area and is supervised by the campus chief academic
officer.
In looking at each of these three campuses, the similarities and differences are
clear. Two are public and one is private. One is large, one medium, and one small. One
is denominational and formerly single-sex. Two are four-year universities and one is a
two-year college. Two are in the mid-Atlantic states and one is in the South. All are
diverse and two have large international populations. Two offer bachelor and master
degrees and one offers associate degrees. All three are led by a Board and a President
and each has organizational levels representing main units on campus. All have separate
assessment offices but two report to academic affairs while one reports to research and
planning. The similarities and differences among these three schools will be explored
through the research questions that guide this study.
Summary and Conclusion
The purpose of this study is to identify institution-specific variables that impact
assessment on campus and to determine the ways in which these variables influence
campus approach to assessment. Using qualitative methods, this study explores
differences in the factors that influence assessment on campus and how individual
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colleges and universities approach institutional assessment. Case study analysis is used to
collect and classify data, to describe, and, later, to make inferences about what the data
reveal. The grounded theory approach provides the opportunity to both increase relevance
and broaden applicability of the data and the results. Triangulation of methodology is
used to increase validity and reliability of the data and the study, with particular emphasis
on document analysis and interviews. Data was collected to answer the specific research
questions of this study within the assumptions on which this study is based. Analysis of
data looks for trends and patterns, with a focus on collecting baseline, descriptive data
through document analysis and expanding these data with rich descriptive and
explanatory data from the interviews.
This chapter has presented the methodology for this study and has introduced the
sample. The results of the document analysis is presented Chapter IV. Using these
results Chapter V presents and analyzes interview data. Finally, Chapter VI examines
institution-specific factors that emerge from the data collection and analysis as
institutional factors that impact assessment at each school, summarizes the findings of
this study and discusses implications for future research.
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CHAPTER IV
DOCUMENT ANALYSIS
Introduction
This chapter presents the methodology and results of the document analysis
conducted for this study. As discussed in Chapter III, document analysis adds to the
research base developed from the literature review. This analysis provides a data
foundation for this study from which to conduct interview research and forms the
second leg of a triangulated data collection process that includes the literature review
and one-on-one interviews. This chapter begins with a brief review of document
analysis and a description of the document selection criteria used in this study. It then
presents an overview of how the document analysis was conducted, how the resulting
data were analyzed, and examines the findings from each of the three institutions in
the study. Finally, it summarizes the data findings, discusses the implications for the
study and the research, and begins to prepare the foundation for development of a
grounded theory of institutional assessment from which to move into the interview
data presented in Chapter V.
Document Analysis
Document analysis is ua research technique for the objective, systematic, and
quantitative description of the manifest content of communication” (Gall, et al, p.
357). For this study, regional, state-level and campus documents were collected via
internet, e-mail and campus visits. These documents were then analyzed to provide
data to support the conceptual framework upon which this study is based and coded
according to their relevance to the external events, intervening conditions and
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actions/interactions that impact assessment on campus. Specifically, documents were
identified that could be linked to the research problem and were reviewed within the
context of the research questions.
Advantages of document analysis include ease of data collection as many of
these documents are readily available on-line or in hard copy from the campus; ease
of analysis in the sense that the documents are generally in the researcher’s
possession and can be reviewed, coded and analyzed over multiple sessions and
referred to again, if needed; breadth of information due to the variation in type of
document, purpose, and content; and great opportunity for information-rich data
collection. Limitations to document analysis include institutional or researcher bias,
possible limited access to documents, and inconsistencies in the type and amount of
documents available (pp. 359-362).

The benefits, limitations and potential for error

inherent in document analysis were discussed in greater detail in Chapter III.
Document analysis is the second phase of the triangulated data collection
process used in this study. To begin this phase of the research, documents were
selected that both take advantage of what document analysis can offer the researcher
and mitigate the limitations inherent in this process. Document analysis contributes
to the development of a grounded theory to explore the impact of institution-specific
factors on assessment. The next section of this chapter looks at the selection criteria
for documents included in this study.
Document Selection Criteria
Analysis of document content begins with selection of the documents.
Documents were selected for this study using three general criteria to ensure that the
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data collected from the documents are relevant to this study. These criteria include
the document’s (1) ability to support the conceptual framework of this study; i.e.,
relevant to the context, intervening conditions and structure, and actions that impact
assessment on campus and the institution-specific factors (culture, leadership,
organizational structure, data collection and use, and campus community) identified
in the literature review and inherent in that framework; (2) linkage to the research
questions and assumptions that guide this study; and (3) ease of access for the
researcher in obtaining the documents. Each of these criteria is described in the
sections that follow.
Documents That Support the Conceptual Framework and Institutional Factors
To address criterion one for document selection, documents were identified
for this study that provide conceptual data (i.e., documents related to external events,
intervening conditions, and/or campus actions and interactions related to assessment)
about each institution. The intent is to identify constructs that are both grounded in
the data and that emerge from them (Merriam, 1998, p. 190). Grounding these
constructs in the data became important in validating the assumptions on which this
study is based as well as in answering the research questions it poses. In selecting
documents, primary sources were chosen over secondary.
Primary sources are “those documents written by an individual who actually
conducted the research study, developed the theory, witnessed the events or
formulated the opinions described in the document” (Gall, et al, p. 767).

Secondary

sources are those documents “written by an individual who did not actually do the
research, develop the theories, witness the events, or formulate the opinions described
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in the document” (p. 769). The nature of this study required that primary sources be
used to collect data through document analysis due to the intent to evolve grounded
theory from the data and not from other researchers’ interpretation of the data. Some
documents, however, may have allusions to other documents (i.e., assessment
documents that address state mandates published through the state Boards of Higher
Education or Legislature) within their content. Such cross-referencing is
unavoidable, however, due to assessment’s role as a response to internal and external
calls; efforts have been made to exclude documents containing the commentary,
opinion or interpretation common to many secondary sources. Table 1 in the
Appendix illustrates the types of primary documents that have been identified as
important to support the conceptual framework for this study.
The extent to which documents were relevant to the context, intervening
conditions and actions/interactions of assessment on campus and provided data
related to the institution-specific factors identified as important to this study
determined their selection under Criterion One. Criterion Two requires linking these
documents to the research questions that guide this study. In this way, a two-layer
cluster of document analysis emerges, providing both data-rich research and clear
connections to the intent of the study. Criterion Two is described in the next section
of this chapter.
Documents That Link To Research Questions
Document analysis can be used to identify and analyze data that address
research questions and demonstrate relationships (Tamai & Bos, 1999, p. 657).
Criterion two for identification of documents for this study requires document linkage
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with the questions and assumptions that guide this research. As discussed in Chapters
I and III, the central research question that this study addresses is:
Does the current assessment framework that suggests an accountability versus
improvement distinction fully capture the reality of institutional responses to
assessment?

Research sub-questions include:
1. How do external events or incidents frame assessment on campus? (Context)
2. How do campus conditions and structure impact assessment on campus?
(Intervening Conditions)
3. In what ways does a campus respond to, manage, and carry out this
assessment? (Action/Interaction)
Under Criterion Two for document selection, documents were identified that would
provide relevant data to answer the research questions that guide this study.

Table 2

in the Appendix illustrates how the documents selected under Criterion One link to
the research questions that drive this study.
As seen in Tables 1 and 2, documents have been identified that meet two of the
three selection criteria: they provide conceptual data about the campus and they can
be linked to the research questions upon which this study is based. A third criterion
remains: the extent to which these documents are easily accessible to the researcher.
Documents that Provide Ease of Access
To meet criterion three, documents used in this study are public documents and
accessible in website or hard copy format. Publicly accessible documents were
selected both for ease of access and because information on the type and intent of the
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document, authorship, and target audience were more clearly defined. This
information is important to ensure validity of the research (Al-Saleh, B. A., 2000).
However, two areas of concern are inherent in criterion three: bias embedded in the
public image an institution chooses to present and bias inherent in the fact that the
documents are easily accessible to the researcher (i.e., limiting sample size and
selection). First, these documents also represent the “public face” of the institution
and thus how the college or university wishes to portray itself through this media,
making identification of underlying themes or issues less obvious. Follow-up
research through one-on-one interviews addressed this concern and looked more
closely into the connection between “persona” (as represented in the documents) and
“reality” (or sense of reality, as represented through interview and observation data).
Second, there is a level of bias that is inevitable both in documents that are selected
by an institution for public release and documents that the research views as easily
accessible. This bias is acknowledged here as unavoidable due to the nature and
constraints of the study design and methodology but are addressed through
triangulation of data collection and periodic peer checking and review. Table 3 in the
Appendix lists the documents that were selected under Criteria One and Two and
provides the level of access through which they are available (Criterion Three).
As illustrated in Tables 1, 2, and 3, and within the conceptual framework and
research questions that define this study, documents were identified that fit the three
criteria defined in the previous sections of this chapter to provide data relevant to the
purpose and intent of this study. The next section of this chapter describes the
process used to select and categorize these documents.
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Document Selection Process
Using the pre-determined document selection criteria discussed earlier, the
document selection process began with a review of both on-line and hard copy
documents. Documents that were selected for this study were those that would
provide an overall internal and external view of each campus and those that would
offer a more specific view of assessment on that campus. This search involved three
steps: 1) on-line search; 2) hard-copy search; 3) interview search. The on-line search
was the first and easiest step in this process. On-line copies were accessed through
institutional websites and related links (legislatures, Boards of Education, etc). Many
relevant documents were readily accessible and the search yielded a solid bounty of
documents that would provide valuable information to the study. The second step, a
hard-copy search, involved contacting admissions, academic affairs, student affairs,
institutional research, and institutional assessment offices on each of the three
campuses. Material that was collected included admissions and marketing material,
fact books and statistics, available student services and resource directories, and
assessment handbooks and how-tos. The third step, document request during
interviews, added the final piece to this particular part of the study. This step
produced documents that were selected by interviewees on each campus as important
and relevant to the assessment conversation and to the research for this study. Some
of the documents that the interviewees provided had already been selected during the
online search in step one. Using this three step process helped to ensure the validity
and reliability of the process and to minimize the limitations of documents analysis.
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Multiple search methods were also used to access multiple sources, thereby
expanding the number and type of available documents and reducing bias in
document availability and selection.
In keeping with the conceptual framework that guides this study, three types
of documents were selected during the document selection process: contextual,
impact, and action/interaction. Contextual documents were selected to provide an
overview of the external events that shape and impact assessment on campus. These
events would include campus history, the push for reform, and the pressure for
accountability and improvement. After identifying documents that provide a context,
the study looked for impact documents that would offer information about the
intervening conditions that impact assessment on campus. These documents would
include documents that addressed the reasons a campus chooses to assess, the
institutional factors that impact assessment, and the role of the campus community in
assessment. Following context and impact, action/interaction documents were sought
next. These documents would address the use of assessment on campus, the use of
assessment for planning and budgeting and the role of self-reflection in assessment
as well as provide insight into current research on campus and in the field. Each
document selected through this three step process had the potential to provide
valuable data for the study. Table 4 in the Appendix offers a list of the documents
selected through this process. The next section of this chapter looks at grouping these
documents and developing categories within which to cluster, evaluate, and begin to
use the data.
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Review and Analysis Process
The preliminary review and analysis process followed identification and
selection of documents. This process, developed specifically for this study, consisted
of a review and analysis of documents by category; a review and analysis of
documents by conceptual framework; and a review and analysis of documents by
research questions. Using this process, each document was reviewed three times;
first from a perspective of category development and coding, second for the purpose
of collecting data in support of the conceptual framework of this study, and third to
begin to answer the research questions that guide this study. This process was
designed to support development of a ground theory by looking at assessment on
campus as put forth in print at each of the three institutions. Specifically, this was
accomplished by looking at the conditions that exist, what assessment looks like, the
context in which assessment evolves, the actions and interactions that occur and the
consequences of these actions and interactions. The next section of this chapter looks
at part one of the process: document analysis by category.
Documents by Category
As discussed earlier, initial selection of documents resulted from a document
search process that involved identifying publicly accessible institutional documents
and selecting those with the potential to provide data about the context, intervening
conditions and actions/interactions that impact assessment on campus. In reviewing
documents selected for this analysis, three categories of documents emerged: (1)
documents that describe; (2) documents that present examples; and (3) documents
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that respond (to intemal/extemal constituencies, to campus requirements and systems,
or to campus mission, goals and stated purpose). For the purpose of this study, the
three categories of documents are defined in the following paragraphs.
Describing Documents
Describing documents provide the reader with information about the college
or university that helps the reader “see” and understand the campus. Such documents
might include admissions material, catalogs and course schedules, campus guides, or
enrollment statistics. These documents provide a description of the campus as well as
an answer to the “what do we assess” question and are used on each campus as a
vehicle for spreading the word to the campus community about what is going on in
assessment.
Explaining Documents
Explaining documents offer the reader some insight into the processes,
structures, and decisions at a college or university by presenting goals, strategies,
processes, methods, systems, and organizations, and might include the campus
strategic plan, assessment plans, program guidelines, or how-to handbooks. These
documents offer an explanation of how the campus works and provide an answer to
the “how do we assess” question. They are used on each campus to define a structure
for the community to follow in keeping with standard processes and systems.
Responding Documents
Responding documents show what the campus does in response to the “what”
and the “how.” They illustrate actions, reactions, choices, decisions, and response.
These documents include sample assessment plans and reports, examples of best
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practice, lists of assessment methods and resources, or criteria for “excellence
awards.” Responding documents add to the conversation an answer for the “why do
we assess” question and help to demonstrate to the community campus response to
assessment.
Further consideration of these document categories revealed that they each
provide answers to three important assessment questions—what will we assess, how
will we assess it, and why are we assessing. From this perspective, the categories
also support the case study design by providing the means to examine institutional
process through monitoring and explaining, wherein monitoring is “describing the
context, discovering the intent, and providing feedback” (i.e., what does assessment
look like) and explaining is “discovering or confirming the process” (i.e. what does
assessment do and what does it do it?) (Gall et al, p. 362). This study adds a third
support for the case study: responding, with responding defined as the actions,
reactions, and interactions resulting from the process (i.e. what happens when
assessment occurs?).
Using the categories as defined above, each of the documents was reviewed
and sorted into categories by campus. Table 5 in the Appendix shows the breakdown
of documents by campus by category.
Coding
After the preliminary analysis and categorization of the documents, a more
focused review was conducted to look at content and meaning. The constant
comparative method (Hurst & Wilson, p. 72) was used during the in-depth review
by referring back to the initial categories of documents (describing, explaining, and
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responding) to determine the relationship between words, patterns and category as the
analysis progressed. In this way, “units of data (bits of information) are literally
sorted into groupings that have something in common” (Merriam, 1998, p. 179).
This involved:
•

Highlighting and coding words that were relevant to the study and that occurred
repeatedly within the documents

•

Sorting words by count, by document type, and by campus.

•

Identifying patterns among the words, within the documents, and by type of
document.

•

Outlining findings by word count, by document type, by campus, and in total.
Words were determined to be relevant to the study if they were words that

were commonly used in the assessment literature and would be contained in a
glossary of assessment terminology. A list of these words is contained in the
Appendix. Patterns were identified as themes around which words may be grouped.
This grouping was again guided by the assessment literature, by the ways in which
relevant words are used in the literature, and by the groupings that occur through this
usage; i.e., based on the literature, what groupings of words make intuitive sense as
patterns. Selecting words and developing patterns is common in content analysis as a
way to organize data and make the data useful to the study. Merriam (1998) asserts
that “coding is nothing more than assigning some...designation to various aspects of
your data” in order to “easily retrieve” and use these data (p. 164). Codes are then
“clustered together” by natural groupings and patterns, “setting the stage for data
analysis” (p. 195). Using this coding methodology as a guide, three pattern groupings
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were identified: (1) words that relate to external or internal pressure for
accountability, improvement or reform; (2) words that relate to internal conditions,
structures, resources, and supports; and (3) words that illustrate campus actions,
position, reflection, and interactions.
After relevant words had been identified and patterns among the words
marked out, the data were sorted. In the first round, words were simply sorted
according to most frequent occurrence. Words were then sorted by document type,
with a secondary sort on the most frequent occurrence. Finally, words were sorted by
campus, with a secondary sort by document type and most frequent occurrence. In
the second round, the primary sort was by pattern using the three pattern groupings
discussed earlier. The patterns were then resorted by document type, with a
secondary sort on the most frequent occurrence. Finally, the patterns were resorted
by campus, with a secondary sort by document type and most frequent occurrence.
Document Analysis bv Word Count and Patterns
With the identification of word patterns within each category of document and
across all documents, the first phase of the document analysis was complete. At this
point, a member check was performed on the data by two individuals knowledgeable
both in the field of assessment and in the area of qualitative research. Member checks
are used in qualitative research to test data, analytic categories, interpretations, and
conclusions with members of those stakeholder groups from whom the data were
originally collected. Member checks occur continuously throughout qualitative
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research studies (Hurst & Wilson, p. 69-70) and are a recognized method to increase
the validity of the research. These checks were used at each of the three document
review stages and later in the analysis and interpretation of data.
At this point in the document review, analysis of documents by categories was
complete. Codes had been developed and concepts categorized toward grounded
theory development. The next step would be to review the documents by conceptual
framework variables, with special attention to the institution-specific factors (culture,
leadership, organizational structure, data collection and use, and campus community)
identified through the literature review and inherent in each of the components of the
framework. In keeping with grounded theory development, the data were broken
down, examined, compared, and fit into the conceptual framework of this study. This
review is discussed in the next section of this chapter.
Documents by Conceptual Framework and Institution-Specific Factors
After completing the first review of documents in this study to develop
categories through which to organize the data, the next step was to review the
documents to collect data in support of the conceptual framework and previouslyidentified institution-specific factors relevant to this study. As discussed earlier, the
conceptual framework consists of an accountability-improvement continuum along
which three variables are located according to the institutional factors that shape the
influence of these variables. The first variable is context, or the external events that
impact the extent to which assessment sits closer to accountability or closer to
improvement along the continuum. These external events include institutional
history, the push for reform on campus, and the pressure for accountability and
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improvement. The second variable is intervening conditions, or the internal
conditions and structure that determine the location of assessment along the
continuum. These conditions include the reasons an institution chooses to assess, the
institutional factors that affect assessment, and the nature of the campus community
in which assessment is developed and implemented. The third variable is
action/interaction, or the campus response to assessment. This response may be the
use of assessment, the role of assessment in planning and budgeting, the relationship
between campus self-reflection and assessment, or the level of campus-based research
on assessment. Within each of these three conceptual framework variables,
institution-specific factors (culture, leadership, organizational structure, data
collection and use, and campus community) can be identified that also impact the
location of assessment along the accountability-improvement continuum.
Using the conceptual framework as a guide for document analysis opened
another level of analysis that began with category development and coding. At this
point, documents had been placed in one of three categories (describing, explaining,
or responding) and coded according to assessment-relevant words and patterns. The
conceptual framework phase of document analysis gave depth to the analysis by
adding “meaning;” i.e., by looking at where these documents fit in the framework
within which this study was developed.
To begin the second phase of document analysis, documents were reviewed
and sorted into those that were related to context, those that were related to
intervening conditions, and those that were related to actions/interactions. As with
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category and type, documents sometimes fit into more than one variable of the
framework and were placed into both.

Criteria for matching a document to a

conceptual framework variable follow:
To fit under context, the content of a document had to relate to the external
events that impact campus direction. These events might relate to the history of the

institution, the push on or off campus for reform in educational quality and
effectiveness, or the call for accountability and improvement. Documents selected
under context would include an introductory message from the president of the
institution; accreditation regulations; legislative or Board of Education mandates; or
external reporting requirements.
A document selected to illustrate intervening conditions would pertain to the
internal conditions and structure of the institution. Examples would include the
reasons an institution chooses to assess, the institutional factors that impact
assessment, and the role of the campus community. Documents selected under
intervening conditions would relate to campus governance and organizational
structure; mission statement, vision and goals; campus quick facts and fact books;
self study documents; or assessment goals and objectives.
The action/interaction variable of the conceptual framework refers to the ways
in which a campus responds to assessment. Action/interaction would relate to the
ways in which a campus used assessment, the role of assessment in the planning and
budgeting process; whether a campus self-reflects and reports on that reflection; and
the extent of on-campus scholarly research into assessment. Documents selected
under the actions/interactions variable would be strategic plans, assessment program
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documents; budget documents; performance review documents; and recognition
program documents. Using these criteria for selection, documents were reviewed and
sorted by their relevance to one of the three conceptual framework variables. Table 6
in the Appendix presents the results of this second round of review.
After initial coding of documents into conceptual framework categories, the
constant comparative method was used once again to tie the first part of the
document analysis (documents by category) to the second part (documents by
conceptual framework). This ensures that the second part of the analysis is connected
to the first part and that relationships among the data are established. Comparing
back to the original data also increases the validity of the findings by checking that
the data and the analysis remain consistent both to the research design as well as the
conceptual framework of the study. A cross-tabulated analysis adding part one data
to part two data is illustrated in Table 7 in the Appendix.
A word pattern review was the next step in this phase of the document
analysis. Relevant words were identified, highlighted, and counted as in the first part
of the analysis. Patterns that emerged in the word count were identified and were
matched against patterns that emerged in the earlier count (in the documents-bycategory review). Similar patterns of words emerged that relate to how a campus
defines assessment; how a campus uses assessment; and what assessment means to a
campus. Word patterns were applied to each of the documents linked to each variable
of the conceptual framework to determine if documents coded under one of the
conceptual framework variables contained more words from one pattern grouping
than another. Matching word patterns to conceptual framework variables was
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important to the study because it would begin to establish the importance of the
different variables on each of the campuses in the study. Table 8 in the Appendix
illustrates this relationship.
Following analysis by word pattern and conceptual framework, documents
were reviewed for data related to previously-identified institution-specific factors.
Table 9 in the Appendix summarizes these data. Institutional factor data were then
analyzed in relationship to document category. Table 10 in the Appendix summarizes
these data. Finally, data related to institution specific factors were analyzed in
relationship to the conceptual framework, as summarized in Table 11, also in the
Appendix.
At this point in the analysis, the constant comparative method was used again
to contribute to the validity of the data by providing a means for cross-checking
categories and coding, and by offering a continual comparison of new data to old.
Member check was also used here to determine the extent to which the analysis was
remaining relevant to current thinking in the field. After this round of comparison
and checks, documents were re-read for content relevant to the framework and
previously-identified institution institution-specific factors and data were selected and
recorded for analysis. Emphasis was placed on text-based examples from the
documents to support the conceptual framework variables and previously-identified
institution-specific variables. Samples of text were selected on the basis that they
offered clear support to illustrate the conceptual framework of this study and provide
information about institution-specific factors in support of developing a grounded
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theory of assessment on campus. Following selection of text-based data samples, the
third stage of document review began with a review of the documents in terms of
their relevance to the research questions of this study.
Documents by Research Questions
At this stage in the research, two parts of the document analysis were
complete. First, documents had been reviewed and placed into categories. From
these categories, word patterns emerged and were used to begin to link the categories
to the conceptual framework of the study. A second review matched these documents
to the three variables of the conceptual framework, which were then connected
through cross tabulation to the word patterns that came from the first part of the
analysis. Next, text-based examples were extracted from the documents to
demonstrate the documents’ fit with both the categories that emerged from the first
part of the analysis and the conceptual framework variables. In this way, a clearer
understanding of the phenomenon of assessment derives from this research in terms
of categories and concepts. Once the first and second reviews were complete, the
third review of documents began. The intent of this review was to answer the
research questions from which this study was developed. As presented earlier, there
are three research questions that this study seeks to answer:
1. How do external events and expectations frame assessment on campus?
2. How do campus conditions and structure impact assessment on campus?
3. In what ways does a campus respond to, manage, and carry out
assessment?
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In the first part of the document review, documents had been sorted and coded into
categories (documents that describe, documents that explain, and documents that
respond). In the second part of the document review, documents were then coded by
their relevance to the conceptual framework of the study (context, intervening
conditions, and actions/interaction). For the third part, the research questions were
used to sort and code the documents, while still retaining the first and second levels of
categories. The relationship among the documents and the three levels is illustrated
in Table 12 in the Appendix.
Establishing interconnections among the documents at each level of document
review contributed to continuity of analysis and allowed for cross-checking of data at
each level, with ongoing reference back to each category and code, and generation of
new coding that was consistent with the codes that had previously emerged. These
interconnections supported the validity of the data and increased the strength of the
research design as analysis of the data grew out of previous reviews. These
connections also allowed for more in-depth analysis as examples that suggested
answers to the research questions were sought, marked and coded accordingly.
With the review, coding and sorting of the documents, analysis of the data
collected through this review expanded from preliminary selection of relevant data
from the documents to in-depth analysis of the data at each level, across all three
levels, and in summative form as a whole, setting the foundation for development of a
grounded theory of institutional assessment. Results, analysis and this theory are
described in the next section of this chapter.
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Analysis of Results
Document analysis for this study generated data in four areas: (1) background
information about each of the three institutions in this study; (2) data that describe the
five institution-specific variables (culture and climate, leadership, organizational
structure, data collection and use, and campus community) identified through the
literature review conducted for this study; (3) data that position each campus within
the conceptual framework of this study; and (4) data that begin to answer the research
questions that guide this work. These areas contribute to a grounded theory,
establishing relevance of the data to the problem as well as providing a vehicle to
identify the need for additional data. The methodology for the document analysis was
discussed in the previous sections of this chapter. The next sections look at results
from each of the four data areas to complete this phase of the research.
Background Information
To understand the context in which the documents analyzed for this study
were written, it is important to be familiar with basic background information on each
of the three campuses included in this study. Background information includes both
demographic information and category information. Demographic data relate to type
of institution, classification, degrees offered, enrollment, programs, diversity,
location, organizational structure, history and mission as well as to the nature of the
assessment office on each campus and the function and role of this office within each
campus. Category data look at the ways in which each campus represents itself
through its documents, providing parameters within which to understand both the
demographics of the campus and the nature of assessment on that campus. These
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data have been collected, decoded and analyzed with specific categories, and labeled
as to particular events and occurrences relevant to each campus. Document analysis
contributes to the first step in the grounded theory development process: coding and
identifying conceptual labels and classifying into categories. Both demographic
information and information about the public face presented through documents have
been collected as part of this document analysis and are summarized below.
Category data.
Results of the document analysis by category produced two levels of data:
category coding of data and word count patterns. As discussed earlier, preliminary
review of documents selected for this study yielded three categories of documents:
(1) documents that describe; (2) documents that explain; and (3) documents that
respond (to intemal/external constituencies, to campus requirements and systems, or
to campus mission, goals and stated purpose).

This review determined that 53% of

documents included in the analysis—across all three campuses—were describing
documents, 27% were explaining documents, and 38% were responding documents.
Of these, 18% crossed one or more categories (i.e., describing and explaining, etc.).
Campus Two yielded that largest percentage of describing documents at 58%, and
Campus One generated the lowest, at 49%, with a 9% point spread between highest
and lowest. The following excerpt from a Campus Two document illustrates the
campus description of assessment:
The college has been in the vanguard of the learning
outcomes assessment effort since the college's
inception...The need to provide accountability has been
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recognized and facilitated by such processes as
institutional planning, instructional evaluation
techniques, and curricular development and review
(Campus Two Assessment Handbook. 2003, p. 22).
Campus Two also had the highest percentage of explaining documents, at
30% and Campus One had the lowest, at 26%, with a range of only 4 percentage
points from highest to lowest. The following quote from a Campus Two document
illustrates the way in which this campus explains assessment:
Yearly the assessment of learning trends in our nation
grows in importance and complexity. While the focus
of the scholarship of assessment changes with
educational trends, [Campus Two’s] commitment to
objective outcome assessment remains a top priority
(Campus Two Assessment Handbook, 2003, p. 17).
Responding documents produced the widest range of high-to-low, with Campus One
at 66% and Campus Three at 19%--a range of 47 percentage points. As written in a
Campus One document, the school approaches assessment ensuring that "all best
practices in assessment meet and surpass the characteristics in [Campus One's]
'Guiding Principles for the Assessment of Student Learning' (Campus One "Best
practice methods," p. 2).
Overall, Campus Two produced the highest number of describing and
explaining documents, while Campus One had the lowest number. The following
selection from a Campus Two document demonstrates both describing and explaining
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the academic environment in which assessment will take place: "The college will
offer a wide variety of high quality programs and learning opportunities that will help
build a vibrant community, and will help students to discover their unique strengths
and to achieve their goals" (Campus Two "Strategic Initiatives," p. 12). However, for
responding documents, Campus One yielded the highest percent at 66%, and Campus
three the lowest, at 19%--a spread of 47 percentage points. These results suggest that
Campus Two is more likely to describe and explain assessment—at least in public
record—while Campus One is more likely to respond to assessment. Table 13 in the
Appendix summarizes document data by category by campus.
Institution-Specific Factors
Institution-specific factors are the second area of data collected for this study
and provided information about the ways in which each campus responds to and
approaches assessment. Institution-specific factors are especially relevant to
development of a grounded theory of institutional assessment for this study as it is the
impact of these factors on assessment that is propelling the research questions that
guide this study. Five institutional factors were identified through the literature
review conducted for this study and discussed in Chapter II and Chapter III. These
factors include culture, leadership, organizational structure, data collection and use,
and campus community. Initial review determined that 47% of documents included
in the analysis of all three campuses related to campus culture and climate, as
exemplified in this excerpt from a Campus One document:
[Campus One] is on a course of change in terms of
student mix of undergraduate to graduate, new
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academic programming at the undergraduate and
graduate levels, a strong commitment to technology,
and renewed support for creating a teaching and
learning environment for its students, faculty and staff.
(Convocation Address, 2003, p. 1).
Thirty percent of documents related to campus leadership as this statement from a
Campus Two document demonstrates: “Governance is the process of involving
employees in defining and benchmarking the organization’s core work, in developing
the strategic goals and objectives, and in formulating administrative policies and
procedures” (Governance Handbook, 2002, p. 3). Thirty-one percent pertained to
organizational structure:
The assessment office works to support the campus
mission of excellence by promoting and encouraging
active and ongoing assessment activities across campus
and by managing the campus’ unit review and
assessment program within an environment that fosters
self-reflection and a focus on improvement and
institutional growth (Campus Three, Assessment Office
website, 2003).
Sixty percent presented data collection and use, as illustrated in the following excerpt
from Campus One: Assessment results are used appropriately. Assessment is a
developmental, not punitive activity. Assessment findings influence but do not
dictate decisions (Assessment Handbook, 2002, p. 5). Finally, 35% were tied to
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campus community: “The college’s courses, its highly qualified faculty and staff, and
its cultural arts programs will make the campus a major positive force in the life of
the community” (Campus Two “Strategic Initiatives” p. 37).
By campus. Campus One produced the most documents related to data
collection and use of results, Campus Two produced the most related to data
collection and use of results, and Campus Three produced the most documents about
data collection and use of results, indicating a strong commitment to and involvement
with data. As an example from Campus Two states, “the college’s outcomes
assessment is an integral part of the instructional processes at the college”
(Assessment Handbook, 2002, p.7). The following quote from a Campus One
document also illustrates data collection and use of results:
There are two basic reasons why this campus expects
all program to be assessed regarding how effectively
they are achieving their goals for student learning. The
first is that the campus is required to do so in order to
stay accredited. The US Department of Education, the
[regional accrediting] Commission on Higher
Education, and the [state] higher education commission
all require that we engage in systematic, ongoing
assessment. The second and more compelling reason is
the campus's renewed commitment to helping students
achieve deep, lasting learning (Campus One
Assessment Website, 2003).
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Campus One had the lowest number of documents relevant to organizational
structure, Campus Two had the lowest number of documents on campus community,
and Campus Three had the lowest number of documents on leadership. This suggests
that Campus One places less importance on organizational structure while Campus
Two places less on campus community and Campus Three places less on leadership.
Analysis Of Results By Category And Institution-Specific Factors
In the context of this study, and as seen from the document excerpts in the
previous sections of this chapter, assessment plays a key role on each campus. As
such, it is particularly important to explore what assessment looks like at each
institution to develop a campus-specific picture of assessment and the weight and
importance of the five institution-specific factors on each campus. These results
demonstrate the overall emphasis these three campuses place on describing
organizational structure and data collection and use of results while placing relatively
less emphasis on describing leadership. Documents were more likely to explain data
collection and use of results and less likely to explain leadership, as shown in this
quote from a Campus Two document: “The college’s learning outcomes assessment
projects are also important as part of our accountability to the state higher education
commission and to the college board of trustees’ (President s Letter to Faculty, 2002,
p. 1). Across each campus in this study, greater attention was paid in print to
responding to data collection and use of results while less was paid to campus
community. By campus, Campus One produced more documents describing
organizational structure, explaining campus community, and responding to campus
community. For example, as this document illustrates,
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The campus s relationship to

external cultural, education, health, business, and governmental institutions will be an
essential agenda for the future” (Campus One “Strategic Plan,” 2003, p. 9). Campus
Two had more documents describing data collection and use of results, explaining
data collection and use of results, and responding to data collection and use of results,
as this document shows: “Outcomes assessment is an integral part of the instructional
process at the college. Although the formats and specifics may change, the
underlying goals are constant. We use the results to report on our progress in
instruction, to measure change, and to improve learning” (Assessment Handbook.
2002, p. 22). Campus Three placed more emphasis on describing campus
community, explaining data collection and use of results and responding to
organizational structure. This emphasis is demonstrated in the following selection
from a Campus Three describing document: "[Campus Three] is dedicated to
academic excellence. Our faculty are scholars and practitioners in a wide array of
fields; but above all else they are committed to excellence in the classroom"
(Campus Three "President's Welcome Letter," 2003). Table 14 in the Appendix
summarizes institutional-specific factors.
As these document analysis results demonstrate, each of the institutionspecific factors identified for this study contribute to the role and impact on
assessment on campus. This impact is different on each campus, however, supporting
the thesis that assessment is most effectively described not by generalities and
boilerplate models (accountability or improvement, to name two) but by the impact of
“institution-specific” factors identified and explored in the context of the institution
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itself. Understanding the role of institutional factors on each campus generated data
that contributed to the development of a grounded theory of institutional assessment
applicable to each of the three campuses in the study.
Document Analysis by Conceptual Framework
Another key area of importance in developing a grounded theory of
assessment for this study is examining the context in which assessment evolves on
each campus, what actions and interactions occur as a result of assessment and what
events arise from assessment. Toward this end, after completing the first review of
documents in this study to develop categories through which to organize the data and
the institution-specific factors within which to develop a more complete
understanding of each campus, the documents were then reviewed to determine their
relevance to the conceptual framework of this study. This analysis moves the
development of a grounded theory of institutional assessment for this study toward
the second step in the process: integrating current data into the conceptual framework
of the study. As discussed earlier, the conceptual framework consists of an
accountability-improvement continuum along which three variables—context,
intervening conditions, and actions/interactions—are located according to the
institutional factors that shape the influence of these variables. In reviewing the
documents as a whole, 28% related to the context (external events) that shapes
assessment on campus; 54% related to the intervening conditions (internal conditions
and structure) that impact assessment; and 73% illustrated the actions and
interactions that play out on campus in relation to assessment.
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In looking at the data by campus, Campus One produced fewer contextdocuments and more action documents. An example from an action document points
to the emphasis this school places on assessment action: "Principles of assessment
have been updated to reflect new regional accreditation standards and current
thinking by experts and scholars in the field" (Campus One, Faculty Council Minutes,
2002, p. 1). Campus Two had less context documents and more intervening
conditions documents. Campus Three had less context documents and more action
documents. These results suggest that Campus One and Campus Three place more
emphasis on responding to assessment as a practical approach and less on
understanding the impact of external events, as the following Campus Three example
illustrates: "Dr. D's portfolio assessment project is an exemplary model of reflective
assessment and offers the added benefit of career and real-world relevance" (Campus
3, Assessment Newsletter, 2002, p. 2). Campus Two also places less emphasis on the
role of external events but places more on internal conditions and structure: "The
campus values academic freedom, freedom of speech, and the free exchange of ideas;
academic integrity and honesty; equal rights, equal access, and equal treatment; and
the celebration of diversity" (Campus 3 "Values and Beliefs," p. 1). These results
suggest that Campus One and Campus Three devote more time and resources to
developing a response to assessment while Campus Two focuses on the structure that
supports, implements, and maintains assessment.
Finally, in comparing the three campuses together. Campus One had the
highest percent of context-related documents, at 34% while Campus Two had the
lowest, at 20% —a range of 14 percentage points. Campus One also had the highest
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percent of intervening conditions documents, at 74% with Campus Three
demonstrating the lowest at 37% -a range of 37 percentage points. Campus One
produced the highest percent of action/interaction documents at 97% and Campus
Two had the lowest, at 43% -a range of 54 percentage points. These data suggest
that Campus One was the most likely to produce documents which discussed
assessment in terms of external events, internal conditions and institutional actions
that impact assessment’s role on campus. This is illustrated in the following example:
"The campus now has a sophisticated master plan to guide growth in the future and
the 1999 [regional] self-study that analyzed every aspect of the campus academic,
administrative, student, and outreach functions" (Campus One "Strategic Plan," 2003,
p. 22). Campus Two was less likely to produce documents that illustrated the context
or the institutional actions that impact assessment. Campus Three was less likely to
address the internal conditions within which assessment evolved.
Document Analysis Results Bv Category And Conceptual Framework
Following analysis of results by category and by conceptual framework, the
next step involved looking at both together. Overall, the highest percentage of
descriptive documents (an average of 70%) related to an institution s context, or the
external events that impacted assessment at the school. This was followed closely by
intervening conditions, with an average of 64% of descriptive documents related to
the internal conditions and structure that affect assessment on any campus. Fifty-nine
percent of descriptive documents were found in the actions/interactions category.
Overall, the largest percentage of total documents was in the descriptive category and
the lowest percentage of total documents was in the respond category. These results,
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followed by lower averages for explaining and responding documents, suggest that
each of the three institutions in this study was more likely in print to describe the
external events, internal conditions and structure, and campus response that impact
assessment than they are to explain or respond.
By campus, Campus One was more likely to describe the context of
assessment and less likely to describe the campus response to assessment. The
following quote from a Campus One document illustrates one of the ways in which
this campus describes the context in which assessment has developed: "[Campus
One] is a premier, metropolitan comprehensive institution, nationally recognized for
quality and value, focused on teaching and committed to providing a broad range of
opportunities for undergraduate education" (Campus One "Mission Statement,"
2003). Campus One was also more likely to explain campus response to assessment
and less likely to explain the internal conditions and structure that impact assessment
on that campus. Finally, Campus One was more likely to respond to campus actions
and interactions around assessment and less likely to respond -at least in print— to the
external events that impact assessment. In contrast, Campus Two was almost evenly
likely to describe the context, intervening conditions, and campus
actions/interactions. Campus Two was also more likely to explain the context of
assessment and respond to campus actions related to assessment while less likely to
*

explain the internal conditions and structure or respond to the external events that
impact assessment. Campus Three, like Campus One and Campus Two, was more
likely to describe the external events that impact assessment and less likely to
describe the campus response to assessment:
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[Campus Three] is accredited by the [regional
accrediting body,] the Association of Collegiate
Business Schools and Programs, the [state] Division of
Teacher Education, the National Council for
Accreditation of Teacher Education, the National
League for Nursing Accreditation Commission, and the
[state] Board of Nursing" (Campus Three Course
Catalog, 2003, p. 47.
Campus Three was also more likely to explain and respond to campus actions related
to assessment while less likely to explain the internal conditions and structure or
respond to external events.
When comparing the three institutions, Campus One was more likely to
describe the context of assessment, with Campus Two less likely. Each of the three
was also less likely to describe the campus response to assessment. Campus One and
Campus Three were more likely to explain campus response and Campus Two was
more likely to explain the external events. All three schools were less likely to
explain the internal conditions and structure that relate to assessment. Campus One,
Two and Three were more likely to produce documents that respond to campus
actions around assessment and less likely to respond in writing to external events that
impact assessment. Excerpts from responding documents from each campus follow:
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Proposed fellowships that are most likely to be funded
will aim to develop and implement new or refined
assessment tools/strategies that are closely aligned with
the course or program’s key learning goal (Fellowship
Announcement, 2003, Campus One).

In 1992, the Board of Trustees asked that faculty
develop a more formal assessment of student learning
to answer questions related to teaching and learning
(Campus Two Assessment Handbook, 2002, p. 11).

The assessment office recently began to publish a series
of research briefs to highlight innovative research and
assessment projects being conducted by faculty on
campus (Campus Three Assessment Office website,
2003).
These results suggest that response to assessment across the three campuses is related
to internal events and stimuli, such as a Board of Trustee decision, a campus
recognition and funding program, and actual assessment activities occurring on
campus.
Document Analysis Results By Word Pattern And Conceptual Framework
As discussed earlier, word pattern analysis reveal three clusters across each
institution: what is assessment, how do we do assessment, and what does assessment
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mean. When examining these patterns by overall conceptual framework variables
and by institution, the highest percentages of documents are found in the intervening
conditions (internal conditions and structure) variable of the conceptual framework
across each of the three pattern groupings. In looking at the documents clustered
under the word pattern “what is assessment?” an average of 46% of documents
related to the internal conditions of structure of the three campuses while only 15% of
documents would connect to the context, or external events, that shape assessment.
Within the word pattern “how do we do assessment?” the highest percentage of
documents again connected to intervening conditions, with an average of 50% of the
documents. Context was again the low variable with only 16% of documents falling
under this word pattern. This held true for the “what does assessment mean?” pattern,
where 40% of documents in this pattern related to the intervening conditions variable
of the conceptual framework and only 28% related to context.
By campus, Campus One produced the most documents with the “how do we
do assessment” pattern in the intervening conditions variable and the lowest
percentage of documents in the “how do we do assessment” pattern within the context
variable, as an example from a Campus One document shows:
The purpose of the Majors Assessment Resource
Subcommittee is to help faculty design and implement
assessment programs, guide the collection of
information on major program assessment activities,
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and help Campus One share and celebrate best practices
in the assessment of major programs (Campus One
MARC guidelines, 2002, p. 2).
Campus Two produced the most documents in the “how do we do assessment”
pattern within the intervening conditions variable and the lowest number of
documents in the “what is assessment” pattern within the context variable:
Institution-wide assessments include standardized
nationally-normed course evaluations, an academic
profile administered every 3-4 years, portfolio surveys
of writing intensive courses, and external professional
certification and accreditation (Campus Two “Campus
Facts,” 2003, p. 3).
Campus Three also produced the most documents with the “how do we do
assessment” pattern within the intervening conditions variable of the framework for
this study and the lowest percentage under the “what is assessment” pattern of the
context variable:
The assessment office works with administrators,
program directors, department chairs, and individual
faculty members and staff to design, implement and
evaluate assessment strategies and plans (Campus
Three Assessment Handbook, 2000, p. 7).
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These results suggest that campus conditions and structure impact the shape and role
of assessment on campus at the three institutions in the study more than the context of
assessment, or the role of external factors and forces.
In comparing the three institutions, each is high in intervening conditions
documents and low in context documents across all three word patterns. Percentage
points of intervening conditions documents illustrate only a minor spread from one
campus to the next. All are high in intervening conditions and low in context.
Actions/interactions fall in the middle for each campus. Following the grounded
theory development process, at this point data has been collected and is now analyzed
by campus and applied back to the context in which each set of data were collected.
These data indicate that while emphasis may shift from campus to campus, as
illustrated in the discussion about document category and conceptual framework, the
way in which these campuses use the language of assessment is similar across each,
as illustrated below:
Assessment fellows may aim to strengthen assessment
of student learning in an individual course, a cluster of
courses, an academic program, a general education
requirement, or a cohort-based program that has goals
for student learning or development (Campus 1
“Fellowship Announcement,” 2003, p. 1).
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[Campus Two] continually strives to improve its
instructional programs and better serve the educational
needs of students... to improve curriculum and teaching
methods (Campus Two student survey, 2002, p. 1).

[Campus Three] believes that effective general
education assessment can generate a variety of benefits
for the campus as well as allow the campus to more
effectively respond to.. .improvement in undergraduate
education (Campus Three Assessment Office website).
Overall, 28% of documents reviewed for this study related to the context
(external events) that shapes assessment on campus; 54% related to the intervening
conditions (internal conditions and structure) that impact assessment; and 73%
illustrated the actions and interactions within which assessment plays out on campus.
Campus One was low in context-oriented documents and higher in action/interaction
documents. Campus Two was also low in context documents with more intervening
conditions documents. Campus Three joined One and Two with fewer context
documents and was similar to Campus One with more action/interaction documents.
These results may indicate a greater focus by Campus One and Campus Three on
responding to assessment and a greater focus by Campus two on the structure of
assessment. Campus One more often presented assessment in terms of external
events, internal conditions and institutional actions, presenting a more balanced
picture of assessment in print. Campus Two was high in documents that related
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internal conditions to assessment while Campus Three was higher in external event
documents and action/interaction documents, suggesting, for Campus Two, an
internal focus on assessment, and for Campus Three more of an external focus.
When looking at results by conceptual framework and word pattern, “what is
assessment” was most likely contained within documents related to the internal
conditions or structure of each campus. “How do we do assessment” was most often
found in documents connected to the internal conditions or structure of the campus, as
were those documents relevant to “what does assessment mean.” Each of the three
campuses was more likely to produce documents with word patterns related to the
“how do we do assessment” word pattern within the intervening conditions variable
of the conceptual framework. Each campus is high in intervening conditions and low
in context documents across all three word patterns indicating that the language of
assessment is similar across all three schools. Document analysis results by
conceptual framework are summarized in Table 15 in the Appendix.
Document Analysis Results by Research Questions
As discussed earlier, there are three research questions that this study seeks to
answer: (1) How do external events and expectations frame assessment on campus;
(2) how do campus conditions and structure impact assessment on campus; and (3) in
what ways does a campus respond to, manage, and carry out assessment. Finding
answers to these questions moves the study into the third phase of grounded theory
development. Document analysis reveals that 19% of documents in this analysis
provide data for the first research question; 44% of documents address the second
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research question, and 37% of documents in this study support the third research
question. These data support the results from the category analysis and the word
pattern analysis discussed earlier in this chapter.
Breaking the analysis down by campus, Campus One had the most documents
that provided data for Question Three (how does a campus respond to assessment)
and the least in support of Question One (how do external events and expectations
frame assessment). As a document from Campus One demonstrates,
Best practice learning outcomes in Environmental
Science and Studies includes applying knowledge of
the environmental sciences and the scientific method to
assess new information as it becomes available
(Campus One Assessment Report, 2002, p. 3).
Campus Two had the most documents supporting Question Three and the least for
Question One:
[The campus] is a community that embraces a culture
of experimentation, communication, and commitment
to bold change and accountability for the enhancement
of lifelong learning for all constituents and for the
campus faculty, staff and trustees (Campus Two
Governance Handbook, 1999, p. 6).
Campus Three had the most documents for Question Two (how do campus conditions
impact assessment) and the least for Question Three:
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The Assessment Office provides support for researchbased decision-making at all levels of the institution
(Campus Three Assessment Handbook, p. 1).
Table 16 in the Appendix summarizes the document analysis data that support each of
the three research questions.
These data indicate that, for these three schools, response to assessment is
related more to on-campus conditions, structures, actions and interactions than to the
external events that might influence assessment. Analysis reveals that a little under
20% of the documents generated data for the first research question, almost half of
the documents provided data for the second research question, and about a third
added data to support the third research question. By campus, Campus One and
Campus Three produced the most data for question three (how does a campus
respond to assessment), and Campus Three had the most documents supporting
question two (how do campus conditions impact assessment. These results point to
more emphasis on campus response for Campus One and Campus Two and greater
emphasis on campus conditions and structure on Campus Three.
Summary and Implications
The three institutions included in this case study analysis offer similarities and
differences that provide an arena for contrast and comparison of assessment on each
campus. The purpose of this study is not to address the impact of these similarities
and differences but to look at the impact of assessment on each campus—i.e., what
can we tell about assessment on each campus within the context of the institutionspecific factors, conceptual framework, and research questions that guide this study.
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The interrelatedness of these three data groupings is illustrated in Figure 2.
Institutional response to the factors, conditions and questions that surround
assessment—tempered by individual campus background and history- pushes the
campus to the left or right along the accountability-improvement continuum line. To
facilitate understanding of the relevance of each data grouping (background and
categories, institutional factors and conceptual forward, and research questions) to
this study and how these groups contribute to campus location along the
accountability-improvement continuum, results from these groupings are discussed in
the next section of this paper.
Document Analysis and a Grounded Theory of Institutional Assessment
At this point in the study, documents have been reviewed by category, by
conceptual framework and institution-specific factors, and by research questions.
Figure 3 illustrates how each of these reviews fits into development of a grounded
theory of assessment. As discussed earlier, at the first level of document analysis,
review by category, grounded theory development looks at codes, conceptual labels,
and classification into categories. At the second level of document
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Figure 3: Development of a grounded theory of institutional assessment using document analysis.

analysis, review by framework and institution-specific factors, grounded theory
development adds in examining, comparing, conceptualizing, and matching the
document analysis data from level one to the conceptual framework of the study and
to the institution-specific factors identified in the literature review (Chapter II). At
the third level of document analysis, review by research questions, grounded theory
development begins integrating data, making connections, applying results, and
identifying the need for additional data. Each step in the grounded theory
development process is discussed in the next sections of this chapter.
Grounded Theory Development And Review By Category.
'

Beginning the initial stage of both document analysis and grounded theory
development generated three categories of documents coded by content and intended
application. This analysis yield documents coded into describing, explaining and
responding categories. Campus One documents were found to describe and explain
assessment, explain the campus approach to assessment and respond to the impact of
assessment and the results of assessment. These data indicated an “overlay” vision of
assessment on campus, wherein assessment was applied to the campus much in the
way a layer of varnish is applied to wood. Campus Two documents described
programs and community, explained the role of assessment and the relationship
between the institution and the state, and responded to assessment through campus
leadership and by addressing program needs. These data suggested an “integration”
focus of assessment in the sense that assessment became part of the workings of the
institution and was incorporated into college processes, structures, and relationships.
Campus Three documents described campus climate and program assessment,
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explained assessment processes and requirements and the role of assessment, and
responded to assessment through the use of examples of assessment in practice. This
configuration pointed to a “compartmental” view of assessment in that assessment
had a defined, and well-outlined role on campus within the specifications and
limitations of that role. These three coded concepts of assessment on each campus
(overlay, integration, and compartmentalization) formed the first level of a grounded
theory of assessment. As a result, it is possible to conclude at this point that
assessment on a given campus is shaped by the role and position assessment holds on
that campus.
Grounded Theory Development And Review By Institution-Specific Factors And
Conceptual Framework
Document analysis continued through the next level of grounded theory
development (examining and comparing) by collecting data on the five institutional
factors identified in the literature review of this study. Results demonstrated that
Campus One has:
•

a cultured around which the college community is focused,

•

an established leadership

•

an organizational structure based on hierarchy and ranking

•

a tendency toward accountability in assessment with some focus on
improvement

•

a campus community with a smaller inner core and a larger outer circle

Campus Two documents revealed
•

an organic culture
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•

a flexible leadership

•

a horizontal organizational structure

•

a balanced accountability-improvement emphasis in assessment

•

an expanding community circle

Campus Three data presented
•

a culture that emphasized outreach to the campus community

•

a traditional leadership

•

a vertical organizational structure

•

a focus on accountability in assessment with improvement secondary

•

a small and semi-closed campus community circle

This comparison across institutional factors provided initial conclusions about each of
the three campuses in the study, data for the second phase of grounded theory
development, and led into the conceptualizing and matching phase through
examination of data related to the conceptual framework of the study.
Using the category coding developed for this study, analyzing the documents
within the context of the literature that serves as a basis for this study and drawing
from the researcher’s knowledge of and background in assessment, review of
documents for relevance to the conceptual framework of this study generated the
following conclusions.
(1) Campus One exists within the context of external focus, intervening
conditions that were structured and ordered, and actions and interactions that
emphasized proactive response.
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(2) Campus Two has an extemal/intemal context, process-oriented internal
conditions and structure, and formative actions and interactions.
(3) Campus Three puts forth an external focus, a structured internal foundation,
and a reactive set of actions and responses. These data contributed to the
conceptualize/match phase of grounded theory development and provided a
path through which to analyze and organize document data related to the three
research questions that guide this study.
Grounded theory development and review by research questions
In collecting data to provide answers to the research questions that guide this
study, Research Question 1 (How do external events and expectations frame
assessment on campus) generated differing data from each campus. Campus One,
with a focus on aligning constituencies, commitment to a master plan, guidance by
the regional self-study, emphasis on being a premiere institution, and broad support
for teaching an learning, suggested a framework that was structured and well-ordered.
Campus Two, emphasizing contribution to the community, vibrant external
partnerships, the role as a model of excellence, input from external groups and a
desire to be a positive force in the community, offered an illustration of an organic
and evolving framework. Campus Three, presenting documents related to regional
and professional accreditation, external reporting requirements, peer institution
benchmarking and comparison, and emphasis on national data had a clear external
framework orientation.
Data for Research Question 2 (How do campus conditions and structure
impact assessment on campus?) suggested that Campus One was focused on a cycle
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of assessment with a clearly outlined program for assisting faculty and staff with
assessment, a well-delineated structure for assessment, emphasis on a “climate” of
assessment, a strong shared governance, a formal committee to review assessment
and assertions of stakeholder involvement in assessment. Campus Two,
demonstrating institution-wide assessment and classroom assessment, emphasizing
the “scholarship of assessment,” defining the importance of benchmarking and
continuous quality improvement, and striving for bold improvements, suggested a
structure for assessment that was focused on performance and improvement. Campus
Three, highlighting students first, academic excellence, assessment support and
resources, an assessment cycle with feedback, and a cycle of annual review,
represented an internal structure for assessment that was focused on performance and
accountability.
Document analysis directed at Research Question 3 (In what ways does a
campus respond to, manage, and carry out assessment?) also yielded varying data
from each campus. Campus One produced a do-review-acknowledge-reward-andbegin again response to assessment, with emphasis on best practice, reward and
acknowledged, review and evaluation, campus-wide standards, and a systematized,
ongoing process. Campus Two demonstrated a support-do-implement-improve-anddo it over response, looking at both internal and external assessment, standardization,
clear guidelines and requirements, emphasis on the benefits of assessment, and
provision of adequate resources and support for assessment. Campus Three
documents pointed to a do-report-do-report response to assessment, highlighting
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development and implementation of assessment, a structured annual reporting
process, assessment as a response to calls for accountability and improvement, and
provision of adequate faculty development in assessment.
Reviewing the overall data from the document analysis to begin to answer the
research questions of this study completed the third phase of grounded theory
development: integrating and applying the data. This would lead to a preliminary
theory and point the way for identification of the need for additional data, as outlined
in the next section of this chapter.
Grounded Theory Development And Additional Data Requirements
Through document analysis, data were collected and analyzed to complete the
first step of the two step process on which this study has been based. Descriptive data
was collected and applied to the development of a grounded theory of instructional
assessment. Initial results highlight direct relationships among institution-specific
factors. Table 17 in the Appendix presents data for the grounded theory of
institutional assessment organized by process and development level. From these
results, it is fair to conclude that the current assessment framework that suggests an
accountability versus improvement distinction does not fully capture the reality of
institutional responses to assessment because this framework imposes a boilerplate
assessment model while overlooking the importance of campus-specific variables.
This analysis also points convincingly to the impact of the five institution-specific
factors (culture, leadership, organizational structure, data collection and use of results,
and campus community) on the shape and nature of assessment on each campus,
offering evidence that institutional location along the accountability-improvement
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location is more related to the influence of these factors than to pre-defined
parameters anecdotally associated with accountability, improvement and assessment,
pointing to the beginning formulation of a grounded theory of institutional assessment
where the inputs are these factors tempered by conceptual framework and
institutional background, and the outputs are the answers to the research questions
that guide this study. As in any effective grounded theory research, these initial data
results must be re-evaluated and re-applied to both integrate the results more fully and
apply them more directly to the research problem at hand. Step two of this research
begins with the collection of explanatory data through one-on-one interviews with
representatives from the three campuses in the study and continues with the
application of interview response to the initial grounded theory and to the research
question. Particular emphasis was on collecting data relevant to the preliminary
finding of the importance of institution-specific factors over generic accountabilityimprovement parameters in determining campus response to assessment. This
research, and the results of this research, is described in Chapter V of this study.

CHAPTER V
INTERVIEW DATA
Introduction
This chapter presents the methodology and results of the interview research
conducted for this study. As discussed in Chapter III, interview research adds to the
research base developed from the literature review and the document analysis conducted
for this study and forms the third leg of a triangulated data collection process. This
chapter begins with a summary of research to date, a description of the interview
selection criteria and process used in this study, a review of how the interview research
was conducted, and a discussion how the resulting data were analyzed. Finally, this
chapter summarizes the data results, examines the findings from each of the three
institutions in the study, addresses the implications for the study and the research, and
adds to the development of a grounded theory of institutional assessment.
Summary of Research to Date
At this point in the study, two legs of the triangulated research methodology for
this study are complete: the literature review and the document analysis. Each method
generated relevant data for the study and provided a strong foundation for the final leg of
the process, the interview. The literature review for this study provided data in two areas:
(1) historical background and (2) assessment in practice.

The literature suggests that

assessment on college and university campuses has two faces: accountability and
improvement. As the literature also demonstrates, higher education faces the
accountability-improvement challenge today after two-and-one-half decades of internal
and external concern over the perceptions of diminishing quality, rising costs and reduced
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value. Within discussions over the whys and hows of assessment, there are five
\

recurring institutional factors that are discussed throughout the literature: culture,
leadership, structure, data collection and use, and campus community. Each of these
impacts the way assessment plays out on campus and the direction and results of campus
assessment programs.
Building from the literature review, the document analysis served as the second
leg in the triangulated research process. Document analysis for this study produced four
general groups of data: (1) background information about each of the three institutions in
this study; (2) data that describe the five institution-specific variables identified through
the literature review conducted for this study (culture, leadership, organizational
structure, data collection and use, and campus community); (3) data that position each
campus within the conceptual framework of this study; and (4) data that begin to answer
the research questions that guide this work.
The three institutions in this study are both similar and different. Each campus
offers an area for contrast and comparison of assessment on campus, with institutionspecific factors, conceptual framework and research questions factoring into the picture
of assessment that emerges from every college or university. The picture of each campus
is different based on which variables impact assessment on that campus yet a grounded
theory is emerging that encompasses and seeks to both utilize the similarities and explain
the differences. Table 18 in the Appendix summarizes the data at this point in the study.
As the document analysis was conducted, grounded theory development was
taken through each of levels of the analysis. Background information and category
coding provided a vehicle for coding and classifying data and for conceptualizing and
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matching data. Institution-specific factors offered the means to examine and compare
across campus. Awareness and use of the conceptual framework that guides this study
allowed for the identification of key concepts relevant to the study and to the grounded
theory. Finally, data collection to answer research questions provided a vehicle for
integrating and applying data and understanding to date. Application of grounded theory
development suggested that assessment is affected by institution-specific variables on
each campus, shaped by the role and position assessment holds on campus and the
interplay of internal and external forces; and placed along the accountabilityimprovement continuum in a location determined by the interaction and relative strength
of accountability and improvement at any school.
A summary of the research to date, within the context of grounded theory
development, revealed that additional data were required in each of four data areas:
background information, institution-specific factors; relationship to conceptual
framework, and answers to research questions. Additional data were collected through
one-on-one interviews with relevant individuals on each campus. These interviews were
specifically targeted, per grounded theory development, to fill in the gaps left in the data
from literature review and document analysis Data collection at this point becomes more
efficient due to the targeted nature of the research.
Interview Research
To support data collection and analysis from the literature review and the
document analysis, interviews were used in this study to learn more about assessment
programs and the members of each campus community who design, implement and
respond to these programs. The primary interview technique for this study was the
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participant interview. The participant interview in research is “a conversation wherein
the interviewer tries to obtain information from - and sometimes impressions about - an
interviewee” (Anderson et al, 1975, p. 214). Interviews were selected because face-toface interviews have a high probability of success in reaching all members of the
identified sample, high control over sample selection, and a high response rate (Dillman,
1978, 2000). This method lends itself well to items of higher complexity and open-ended
questions, allowing the researcher to delve more deeply into the themes and practices
identified through literature review and document analysis. Limitations of participant
interviews include difficulty in standardizing the interview situation and a lack of
anonymity for respondents.
Using participant interviews, data were collected and analyzed with qualitative
methodology and a category system developed from the interview transcripts and in
conjunction with the previously-identified document analysis categories, using a
grounded theory approach that derives the categories from the data collected in this study
(Gall et al, pp. 565). With this approach, questions produce responses that are translated
by the researcher into data. Analysis is made through interpretation of possible meanings
and through assumptions about what is being said.

Data collected in the interview are

brought back and compared against data from both the analysis of the literature and the
document analysis. The benefits and limitations of interviews and interview research as a
methodology for grounded theory development were discussed more fully in Chapter III
of this study.
Interview research in this study was used to collect data about each of the three
campuses and within the four data: (1) background information about each of the three
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institutions in this study; (2) data that describe the five institution-specific variables
identified through the literature review conducted for this study (culture, leadership,
organizational structure, data collection and use, and campus community); (3) data that
position each campus within the conceptual framework of this study; and (4) data that
begin to answer the research questions that guide this work. The next section of this
chapter looks at the selection criteria for interview participants.
Interview Selection Criteria
In the original research design of this study, interview selection was based on a
pyramid model, beginning with the campus Director of Assessment and broadening to
include participants in assessment at each stage of the process: design, implementation,
and evaluation. In practice, this proved to be more difficult than anticipated and the
sample selection criteria were reformulated to include convenience sampling, much as in
the document analysis. This modification produced favorable results in that interview
participants were more easily accessible and thus able to provide data for the study. The
negative aspect of this change was the limiting nature of who the researcher would talk
with and who would be omitted, raising the issue of a limited sample with a pre-disposed
bias. This bias is, however, acknowledged, and will be considered in all conclusions
arising from this study. The interview selection criteria included convenience and
accessibility, proximity to the assessment process, and participation in the assessment
process. Preference was given to the Director of Assessment and faculty members at the
institutions since these individuals work with and are impacted by assessment on campus.
The first level of selection criteria included individuals on campus with any
connection to assessment. The second level focused on individuals with direct impact on
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or authority over assessment. The third level looked at individuals who participated in
assessment projects. The fourth level centered on assessment office staff and faculty
members in the classroom. Table 19 in the Appendix summarizes these selection criteria.
The interview selection process used four levels of selection criteria and is described in
the next section of this chapter.
Interview Selection
Using the four-level process introduced in the previous section, the interview
selection process for the study began with a review of each campus in the study to
determine the active participants in assessment at each school. This review was
conducted using documents reviewed for this study and by word-of-mouth; i.e.,
contacting individuals on each campus to determine the most relevant participants for this
discussion. Eventually, from the results of this review, three members from each campus
community were selected to be interviewed.
In Level One of the interview selection process, the sample for the interview pool
included all three institutions in this study. By nature of this location, the sample was
convenient and reasonably accessible and formed an easy base from which to begin the
selection of interview participants. This sample was also identified as available and
willing to meet for an interview. This identification took place through informal
conversations with participants in the study, phone calls to campus offices and
community members, and anecdotal and intuitive sense of participant availability.
For Level Two of the interview selection process, the search for interview
participants was narrowed to include only those who organizationally, by job description
or by practical function, had a direct impact on assessment at their home campus.
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authority over assessment in general or at the course or program level, and the ability—
with or without assistance-to design and implement assessment projects. This step in the
selection process involved a review of organizational charts and job descriptions and
informal conversations to discuss the nature and scope of individual participation in
assessment.
Level Three of the interview selection process witnessed a further narrowing of
the sample, with a concentration on the extent to which individuals from each campus
participate in formal assessment projects, whether on a voluntary or required basis.
Actual participation, the opportunity to participate, and the requirement to participate
were applied to those individuals who remained in the sample
The fourth—and final—level of selection for interview participation pinpointed
staff who worked in the assessment office or faculty members involved in classroom or
program assessment initiatives. The rationale for this level was to ensure that those
individuals who were eventually chosen for the interviews had direct and relevant
experience—positive or negative—in assessment and its role on campus.
With the completion of Level Four of the interview selection process, three
individuals from each campus where chosen: the director or coordinator of assessment
on campus and two faculty members on each campus who had recently conducted
assessment projects within their course or program. The next section of this chapter
looks at the interview process itself.
Interview Process
Interviews for this study began in June 2003 and continued through December
2003. Two 1-hour face-to-face interviews were conducted with each of the nine
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individuals in the study. Prior to the interview, participants were given copies of the
interview questions and the Informed Consent Letter to sign. Anonymity and
confidentiality of information was stressed before, during and after the interview, and the
terms of data collection and use were explained clearly prior to the start of each
preliminary meeting. Interviews were not taped but a hand-written transcript was kept by
the researcher and a typed transcript was sent to each participant after the interview for
verification of and agreement with the responses the transcript contained.
On the day of each interview, participants were met by the researcher at a location
of the interviewee’s choice, usually over lunch. Meal expenses were covered by the
researcher but there was no other compensation for participation in this study.
Following introductory small talk and casual conversation, the interview was conducted
using a list of structured interview questions as a guide. Depending on the personality of
the participant and the willingness to share information, the interview either stayed very
close to the question list or simply used the question list as a guide from which to expand
the discussion. In all cases, however, each of the questions was covered; it was simply
the order of the questions and the depth of the ensuing discussion that varied.
As mentioned above, each initial interview lasted approximately one hour.
Follow-up interviews were scheduled before the participant left the first interview.
Follow-up interviews also lasted about one hour. Follow-up questions depended on the
answers during the first interview and the extent to which additional data were needed to
clarify or expand on prior responses. Second interviews were not taped but a handwritten
transcription was again kept by the researcher. This transcript was typed up and sent to
the interviewee for verification of accuracy.
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During each interview, questions were asked and answered but discussion often
expanded beyond the initial question. Effort was made, however, to cover the questions
as completely as possible. This was particularly important because the questions had
been developed with an emphasis on filling in the gaps left from the literature review and
the document analysis. The two-tier nature of the interviews (a first interview followed a
few weeks later by a second interview) was helpful in that if certain questions were
missed or holes in the data remained, the follow-up interview could address those
deficiencies. Comfort level between interviewer and interviewee generally increased, as
well, from the first interview to the second, facilitating the conversation and the exchange
of information.
Interview questions
As discussed earlier in this chapter, questions for these interviews focused on both
generic assessment issues and campus-specific assessment. The interviews were
organized around the four data areas identified through literature review and document
analysis. The interview process and questions were tailored to these areas. Interview
One was designed to collect introductory data and Interview Two was structured to
collect follow-up data and to fill in any needs for additional or clarifying information.
Each interview was divided into four flexible segments, tied to each of the four data
areas. Fifteen questions were used each time, with three questions in each of the four data
groupings along with two opening questions and one concluding question.
In Interview One, the two opening and one concluding questions were used to
first set the tone for and the context of the interview and to obtain a general impression
and summary of the participant’s view toward and ideas about assessment, over all and
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on campus. In Interview Two, the two opening and one concluding questions were used
to introduce, then summarize, the more focused. In this way, data were collected across
institutions but also by institution.
To match the pattern that emerged from document analysis, interviews for this
study were structured to begin with the collection of background data using the document
analysis results as a guide. From the document analysis results, it is fair to suggest that
the three campuses in this study differed across historical and demographic variables,
served different student populations, varied by mission and stated goals, and placed
stronger emphasis on some academic programs than others. Yet as different as they are,
these schools also shared similarities: regional accreditors with emphatic and enforced
mandates for accountability and improvement; frequent reference in print to assessment,
improvement and excellence; formal assessment offices and procedures; and a
documented connection of assessment to strategic planning. Using these results coupled
with the base knowledge of assessment in practice formulated through the literature
review, questions were developed for this segment of the interview process to gather oral
testimony about campus history and demographics as well as the ways in which the
campus describes, explains and responds to assessment. Emphasis was placed on
soliciting specific examples to complement the more general examples from the
document analysis; i.e., if document analysis pointed to Campus One’s focus on
assessment in response to accountability mandates, is it possible to gather more specific
examples of how and when this process started at the institution. Questions in Interview
One were broader in nature to collect data to complement document analysis results;
questions in Interview Two sought to focus on collection of specific campus examples
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and areas where additional data were needed. Table 20 in the Appendix shows the
questions that were used in the background data segment of the interviews.
After expanding the data on campus background and history, questions for the
next segment of the interviews were structured to capture data about the role of
institutional factors at each of the three campuses and the respondent’s perception of the
impact of these factors on assessment at that institution. Document analysis supported
the hypothesis that campus specific factors play an important role in assessment at each
institution in the study. The culture, leadership, organizational structure, data use, and
campus community impacted the nature and face of assessment in individual, campusspecific ways. Using these results, questions were developed to obtain more specific
information about the role of these factors and their impact at each of the three schools.
Again, Interview One questions explored broader areas while Interview Two questions
looked at specific issues and sought specific examples, following up on Interview One
questions as related to the study. Table 21 in the Appendix offers a list of the questions
used in the institution-specific factors phase of the interview.
Questions to collect additional information in the third data cluster from the
document analysis were developed for this segment of the interview process both to
capture data in this grouping (conceptual framework) and to focus data that support the
differences and similarities of each campus as evident in preliminary document analysis
results. Document analysis results demonstrated that the three schools varied according
to the impact of external events and stakeholders, the importance of intervening
conditions (internal structure and events), and the actions and interactions that took place
on each campus in response to or because of assessment. Gaps in the data centered again
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on examples of specific occurrences, events, examples, and evidence. To address these
gaps, Interview One focused on general questions designed to support document analysis
results and Interview Two utilized more focused campus-specific questions. Table 22 in
the Appendix presents questions focused on the conceptual framework of this study.
Turning to the fourth data cluster of the document analysis—data providing
information for the research question and sub-questions on which this study is based—
results supported preliminary answers to these questions but once again lacked in specific
examples and highlights from practices. Looking at the primary question that guides this
study (Does the current assessment framework that suggests an accountability versus
improvement distinction fully capture the reality of institutional responses to
assessment?), it is clear from document analysis results that researchers and practitioners
must keep a broader perspective when looking at assessment on any given campus.

In

response to research sub-question one (How do internal and external events or incidents
frame assessment on campus?), analysis of the data suggests that both internal and
external events shape assessment to varying degrees, depending on the campus itself.
For research sub-question two (How do campus conditions and structure impact
assessment on campus?), results point to the overarching importance of campus
conditions and structure on the nature and face of assessment on any given campus.
Finally, for research sub-question 3 (In what ways does a campus respond to, manage,
and carry out this assessment?), analysis of the results show that the ways in which a
campus responds to assessment depends in large part on the manner in which it responds
to sub-questions 1 and 2. Interview questions were developed that both sought to expand
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the broad information as well as focus on the campus-specific examples.

Table 23 in

the Appendix shows the questions used in the research questions segment of the
interviews.
Application of Interview Data to Grounded Theory Development
At this point in the study, the interview research was conducted and the ground
theory development process re-started with the newly collected data. Background and
historical data from the interviews generated the first data cluster for this study and
contributed to the first step in the grounded theory development process: coding and
identifying conceptual labels and classifying into categories. This time through, however,
the categories were pre-existing from the first phase of the development process. This
both expanded the data base for this phase and provided a cross-check to see how well
the categories and codes continued to match the data. The second data cluster,
institution-specific factors, provided the opportunity to examine and compare both
document analysis results and interview results. Document analysis suggested the
importance of institution-specific factors on assessment at each campus; interview data
were compared with these results and examined to determine the extent to which this
suggestion held true. The third data cluster, data related to the conceptual framework of
this study, offered the opportunity to conceptualize the data and to match up interview
results with document analysis results. Finally, interview data were integrated into
document analysis data and applied to the central research question. At this stage it was
possible in the research process to continue the articulation of a grounded theory of
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institutional assessment. The next sections of this chapter discuss the interview research
results in detail by campus, by data cluster, and by application to grounded theory
development.
Interview Data
To supplement and expand on the data collected through literature review and
document analysis, interview data were collected using the selection process and criteria
described in earlier sections of this chapter. Approximately eighteen hours of interviews
were transcribed from handwritten field notes. Interviewees had final review of these
transcripts prior to transcript inclusion in this study. No changes were noted by any
respondent for any transcript. The following sections of this chapter summarize the
interview data. Each section introduces the interviews (ordered by campus), presents the
summaries, and offers an analysis in the context of relevance to this study.
Campus One
Assessment Director
Interviews on Campus One were conducted with the Assessment Director and two
faculty members. The Director of Assessment was a woman in her mid-forties who had
been working in higher education assessment and evaluation for twenty years. She was
well-known in her field, the author of several books and numerous articles, a sought-after
speaker, and respected among her peers. She had been in her current position for several
years after leaving a long-term position at another institution and was most recently a
founding member of a tri-state assessment organization made up of higher education
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professionals working in or interested in learning more about academic outcomes
assessment. Personable and eager to share information about assessment at her college,
this person responded to the interview questions openly and in detail.
Interview One took place over lunch, away from the Director’s campus. During
this interview with the Assessment Director at Campus One, standardized questions for
Interview One were used. The conversation began with a brief overview of Campus One
and assessment, with the respondent explaining the nature and structure of assessment at
her school. Campus One has a permanent Assessment Office and Director reporting to
the Provost for Academic Affairs. It is a small office with the full-time director and a
graduate assistant for support. Assessment Director One described her institution as a
“model for academic assessment since 1990, explaining that the initial push for
assessment had come from the college President. Since that time, the campus had created
principles of good practice, guidelines and standards for assessment plans, and
procedures for reporting on assessment efforts. She did explain, however, that by 2002,
assessment had lost some momentum on campus and needed revitalizing through a
review of the principles and standards and increased flexibility in the program.
Over the years, the issue with assessment on Campus one, according to this
respondent, became uncertainty rather than pressure to assess. Several of the original
guiding principles were felt to be unclear and faculty were uncertain how to interpret
them. She went on to say that these issues had been clarified with a re-write of the
guiding principles and standards to incorporate greater flexibility and freedom of choice
in assessment. When asked whether assessment was used more for accountability or
more for improvement, Assessment Director One responded that it was used for both,
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adding that “the faculty’s focus on teaching excellence tips the scale toward
improvement” but that state and federal mandates required the campus to be accountable
for student learning and success. She went on to describe assessment on campus as
impacted by the newly-revitalized more flexible assessment program, a campus culture in
which “each faculty member recognizes the need and the expectation” for assessment,
and support from the top administration down.
Explaining that the initial push for assessment that began in 1990 “established a
culture of assessment,” Assessment Director one added that faculty and administrators
both accept and support the need for assessment of teaching and learning. She further
described assessment as “embedded in the community.” When asked how assessment
was shaped by the campus culture, she stated that faculty at her institution had “a passion
for teaching excellence” and that the campus was exceptionally collegial and open to new
perspectives and ideas which, in turn, supported and promoted the idea of assessment to
improve and demonstrate success. She went on to say that assessment results were used
for state, professional, and national accreditation as well as for evaluation of programs
and faculty. Mostly, she asserted, assessment was used “to maintain the focus on
teaching excellence and student success.” She explained that resources were provided for
this effort, and that assessment data were considered by the administration when making
decisions related to planning and budgeting and allocation of resources. Assessment data
were also used for research on teaching and learning. In response to the question of
whether or not assessment “worked” on her campus, she stated that the number of annual
assessment projects was increasing every year and that evidence demonstrated faculty
support for the revitalization of assessment on campus.
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A second interview was held 3 weeks after the first interview to clarify and
elaborate on points raised during the first interview. This interview was in the morning
and was held in the Assessment Office on Campus One. Assessment Director One
continued to describe assessment on her campus as vital, evolving, and well-supported
within the college community. When asked to give an example of assessment working
on campus, she pointed out the number of annual assessment projects and the fact that the
administration supported and encouraged excellence in assessment through a series of
faculty rewards and incentive initiatives in recognition of outstanding assessment
projects. She also reiterated the support within the campus community for assessment
and evaluation and the acceptance by faculty that assessment was an ongoing part of the
academic and professional experience at the institution. Many of the points that came out
in the first interview were discussed again, with similar results and the overall results
from both interviews highlighted a collegial campus community who was doing
assessment and doing it well then using the data to improve what their were already
doing.
Faculty Member One
In addition to the interview with the Assessment Director at Campus One, two
faculty members were interviewed. The first faculty member was interviewed over lunch
away from this faculty member’s campus. This respondent was a man in his late-thirties
who taught in a social sciences department on this campus as a tenured faculty member.
He had a teaching load of three courses per semester and served on his school’s tenure
and promotion committee. Faculty Member one was also the principle investigator for
two nationally-funded grants and Director of a policy institute within his department. He
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had been involved in a number of classroom assessment projects during his tenure at this
campus, largely through requirement rather than choice. He was calm and polite during
the interview but not particularly outgoing or spontaneous in response.
When asked to describe his campus, this faculty member stated that it was a
medium-size state school with a national reputation for a number of its programs. It was
particularly known for teacher education and had an increasing number of graduate
programs across a varied field of disciple. He felt that there was an emphasis within the
school on teaching excellence. Faculty Member One for Campus One described
relationships on campus as collegial with communication both within and across
departments and programs. He reported that there was the “usual” tension between
administration and faculty but that overall relationships were good. This respondent
described students on the campus as diverse, in-state, and out-of-state with many coming
to study to be public school teachers while others came for various undergraduate and
graduate programs. Academic goals focused on teaching excellence and student learning
as well as career and professional outcomes.
When talking about the campus culture, this faculty member asserted that the
faculty and staff had “established a culture of assessment” where most faculty were
aware that assessment was “an expected part of life.” He felt, however, that what was
expected from faculty doing assessment was sometimes “unclear.” He added that while
many faculty saw the intrinsic benefit of assessment, some faculty still saw assessment as
something that “has to be done.” According to this faculty member, assessment was
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supported through expectations but “also through resources,” with reward and incentive
programs for faculty. Assessment results were used for evaluation purposes, for planning
purposes, and for improvement.
In response to the question of how campus history impacted assessment, Faculty
Member One replied that for the past ten years there was a focus on assessment from the
top that has “colored the way assessment has evolved.” He felt that assessment was used
for both accountability and improvement, adding that he sometimes felt as though he
were being asked to prove that he was an effective teacher. He believed that assessment
was used for planning decisions and but did not think that assessment data were used in
budget decisions or allocation of resources on campus. On the question of the evolution
of assessment on his campus, this faculty member stated that assessment had grown from
a smaller effort to a wider, broader, effort with an emphasis on assessing graduate and
assessing in a way that provides more in-depth information. Asked if he felt pressure to
assess, he said he “wouldn’t call it pressure but more of an expectation.”
In response to the question about what impacts assessment, Faculty Member One
said that state requirements for accountability data had a real impact on assessment, along
with administration requirements to demonstrate that students are learning and his own
desire to improve his courses. He added that he felt assessment worked on campus to the
extent that people are “doing it and not arguing about it” but said that the campus still had
a ways to go to more effectively use the data.
The second interview with Faculty Member One took place in the faculty
member’s office. This respondent was more open on this occasion and seemed more
willing to chat informally about the project. The second interview was used to clarify
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responses and to expand on the data from the first interview. When asked what was
unique about his campus, he replied that it was the campus’s ability to balance its status
as a state institution with its national reputation for excellence. In response to the
question of an example of positive or negative relationships on campus, this faculty
member used the concern over faculty teaching loads as one area that was causing some
friction lately. When discussing campus culture, he stated that he believed assessment
was “so embedded in the campus culture” it would be impossible to separate it out and
while he believed that tight state budgets might cause a reduction in financial support for
assessment on campus, he did not believe that that reduction would correlate to a similar
reduction in interest in assessment at the upper levels of administration. He reported that
the extent to which assessment data were used effectively depended on the person doing
the assessment, with some faculty members using it to improve their courses and some
simply filling out the paper work and sending it in. The community, he added, did what it
needed to do for assessment but he didn’t know whether that was support for assessment
or simply acceptance.
On the issue of accountability versus improvement, he used the example of the
administration documenting student progress for state and federal reports as evidence of
accountability and the fact that he used assessment data in his own classes as an example
of improvement. When asked how assessment might evolve on his campus, Faculty
Member One asserted that he saw it becoming more entrenched in faculty negotiations
about work load. He used his own classroom as an example of assessment being used to
demonstrate teaching and learning and felt that the institutional expectation for
assessment had made faculty and staff increasingly more aware of assessment. In
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response to whether he felt assessment was working on his campus, he replied that it
worked everyday for him as he collected data about student learning and used those data
to improve his class.
Faculty Member Two
Along with interviews of the Assessment Director and one faculty member at
Campus One, a second faculty member was interviewed. The first interview with this
second faculty member took place at lunch away from the faculty member’s campus.
This respondent was a woman in her late forties who was a tenured associate professor
and had been at the college for twelve years. Her field was in the physical sciences and
she had been involved actively in several professional accreditations on campus. She
expressed positive feelings about assessment and was very vocal about how she believed
assessment had helped her improve her teaching. Faculty Member Two was open and
friendly and seemed eager to discuss her work with assessment at the college.
When asked to describe the campus, Faculty Member Two described it as “a good
place to teach and to come to learn” with an open and relaxed atmosphere and a focus on
giving the best to students. She described campus relationships among groups as good
with the usual tensions but no major issues. Students were typical middle class students
with an interesting mix of both international and ethnically diverse students. The
academic goals driving the institution were “integrity, excellence, growth, career and
professional training and graduate education.” Faculty Member Two described the
campus culture as “collegial” with assessment as an accepted part of the culture. She
explained that people were used to doing assessment so there wasn’t the usual level of
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resentment and distrust that you might see at other institutions. She added that the
campus leadership expected and supported assessment and provided resources, awards
and recognition of excellence.
In describing the use of assessment on campus, she stated that assessment was
used to improve student learning, courses and programs, and to collect data for the
administration and the state. Asked to talk about the campus community’s response to
assessment, Faculty Member Two said that the community “accepts assessment” with
some individuals embracing assessment more than others. When asked about the impact
of campus history on assessment, this respondent said that because the campus had been
doing assessment for a while, assessment had become part of the culture, adding that the
history was there. She felt that assessment was used both for accountability and for
improvement and that there were resources from the administration to conduct
assessment projects and to make awards. She did not know if assessment data were used
in planning and budgeting beyond that. Faculty member two cited a new focus on
assessing graduate level programs that began with the new assessment director several
years ago. She stated that she did not feel any “pressure” to assess, just an expectation.
When asked what impacted assessment on her campus, she said that expectation from the
administration and from department chairs, adding that the culture supported assessment.
She said that she thought assessment was working on campus because the campus was
doing it, had been doing it, and did it pretty well. She ended by saying that the campus
always used at least some of what it found out from assessment efforts and that she saw
that as a good sign.
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The second interview with Faculty Member Two took place four weeks later in
the faculty member’s campus office. Again, Faculty Member Two was pleasant and
open and was happy to respond to all questions asked. She identified the one unique
thing about her campus as its flexibility and its desire to respond to changing
circumstances. She listed relationships between faculty as staff as one example of
positive campus interactions and described students as being of average readiness to
learn. When asked to give an example of how the campus culture impacted assessment,
she spoke of the support for the annual assessment awards and how faculty enjoyed being
involved in the event, saying that many faculty considered it a very positive thing to
receive one of the assessment excellence awards. She saw support for assessment by the
leadership as increasing over the next years with increasing accountability mandates and
the new assessment guidelines from the regional accreditation organization.
When asked if assessment was used effectively on campus this respondent said
that it was, for the most part, adding that there were still some pockets of faculty on
campus who did not see the value of assessment and for whom assessment was simply
more paperwork. Community response toward assessment was good and continued to be
good and that helped support the work of the program and its staff. When asked were she
saw assessment going on campus, Faculty Member Two replied that she saw it growing
and broadening out to include more programs—particularly at the graduate level—and
more resources to support assessment efforts. She was not able to give an example of
assessment used for planning and budgeting but did say that she felt assessment was
becoming more institution-based and possibly moving away from so many course-based
initiatives. When asked to give an example of assessment being used to demonstrate
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teaching and learning, this respondent answered that she saw it in her own classrooms
everyday. She added that she believed it was support from leadership and the expectation
to assess that drove the culture that most impacted assessment at her school. Asked to
give an example of assessment working successfully, she pointed to the fact that the
program had been ongoing for almost 15 years.
From the summaries of interview data from Campus One, assessment emerges as
focused on both accountability and improvement, on both external mandates and internal
expectations. Each of the interviewees spoke of assessment a fairly recent addition to the
culture of the campus but as becoming more embedded in that culture as time went on.
Each saw assessment as being used for both accountability and for improvement, with a
growing expectation from top leaderships that community member could and would
assess. Faculty were seen as accepting assessment but not necessarily committed to it.
Each interviewee described a collegial campus with good relationships across all units.
They also cited strong support for assessment from the administration in terms of time
commitments and resource allocation.

Describing a campus committed to teaching

excellence and student improvement, the interviewees described a mix of attitudes
toward assessment, with many faculty believing that assessment could improve teaching
and learning but with some faculty who saw assessment as only another required task in
an already busy schedule. Factors that impacted assessment were the history of the
campus, the push for assessment for accreditation and for improvement, and a campus
that was aware of external demands as well as internal expectations. Assessment was
seen as supported from the top down, with assessment data used for budgeting decisions
and strategic planning. The assessment process itself was described by each of the three
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interviewees as mostly clear, cyclical, and accepted. In many ways, the campus was seen
as a national leader in assessment and that, coupled with the recognition of excellence in
teaching by campus administration, supported the continued growth and evolution of an
assessment program that was described by ail interviewees as accepted, working well,
and evolving.
Campus Two
Assessment Director
As on Campus One, interviews were conducted with the Assessment Director and
two faculty members. In the case of Campus Two, however, the Assessment Director
interviewed was a former Assessment Director at the college, leaving the position two
years ago to return to a faculty role in business administration. The individual who
currently held the Assessment Director position had only been on the campus for a short
time and did not feel that she was capable of discussing the history and nature of
assessment on Campus Two with any degree of authority or accuracy. The former
Assessment Director had been a member of the campus community for many years and
her insight on assessment at Campus Two was deemed credible by a number of faculty
members who were asked, including the two who were interviewed for this study. This
individual was a woman in her mid-forties who had been in higher education since the
1980s. She had been working in assessment for about 10 years and while not well-known
nationally as was the director at Campus One, she had been a national presenter and was
considered by her peers to be well-versed in the field. She was open and friendly during
the interview, which took place over lunch on her campus. The interview began with
Assessment Director Two describing assessment on Campus Two as embedded,
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systematic and long-term, something that had been on campus since the college’s start-up
almost 40 years ago. She explained that assessment on her campus was a part of life,
integral and institutionally-supported.
When asked about the history of the institution in relation to assessment.
Assessment Director Two answered that the campus was “founded on the premise of
continuous improvement” and that this was still a guiding principle today. Assessment
had evolved through various forms over the years but was still an accepted part of the
college, with the college learning how to do assessment and do it well. She also indicated
that there was strong institutional support for and expectation of assessment and that the
resources were in place to support this effort. When asked about the pressure to assess,
Assessment Director Two responded that there was more an expectation than a pressure,
with a particular emphasis in recent years on external benchmarking. Assessment had
evolved over time from purely classroom-based to more formal and systematic program
and institution-wide assessment.
In responding to whether assessment was used more for accountability than for
improvement on her campus. Assessment Director Two explained that assessment was
used for both. National and state reporting required accountability of data but there was
also a focus on improvement and an emphasis on developing and measuring goals.
Assessment Director Two also described a campus impacted by regional and professional
accreditation and state and national reporting requirements as well as by the culture of
assessment that had been on campus since the college’s start. Adding that the campus
community accepted and recognized assessment to varying degrees of enthusiasm, she
explained that some members of the campus community see assessment as a chore while
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others see it as a vital and integral part of student success. Assessment Director Two also
stated that since faculty at the college were committed to teaching excellence and
improvement of student learning, assessment fit well with those goals. Campus-wide,
she added, assessment is a necessary part of campus life and required at the institution,
local, state and national levels.
/

When asked what assessment data were used for on campus, Assessment Director
Two explained that results were used for accreditation, for evaluation of programs and
faculty and to maintain the focus on teaching excellence and student success.
Responding to the question of whether assessment “worked” on her campus, Assessment
Director Two replied that it was working. All academic departments were required to
submit annual assessment plans on a three year cycle. In addition, a new emphasis on
program and institutional assessment had generated another vehicle for measuring student
success and teaching excellence. She reiterated that assessment was embedded in the
culture, accepted by the campus community, included in the strategic plan, and supported
by resources from the college.
A second interview was not able to be scheduled with this individual. Assessment
Director Two, who had returned to a faculty position, was leaving for a semester’s
sabbatical abroad. A second interview had been set up prior to her departure but was
cancelled twice due to inclement weather illness. Several attempts were made to contact
this participant to reschedule but these attempts failed and this individual left the area for
the sabbatical. A written list of second interview questions was also emailed to
Assessment Director Two without response.

Faculty Member One
As on Campus One, interviews were also conducted with two faculty members
from Campus Two. Faculty Member One was a man in his early sixties who had been at
the college since its start-up 35 years ago. He was a tenured professor in the humanities
and was open and friendly throughout the interview. Faculty Member One had been
involved in classroom-based assessment projects for a number of years but was openly
skeptical both about the results obtained through these projects and the ways in which the
data were (or were not) used on campus. He did express a significant interest, however,
in assessing the impact of attendance on student success in his courses.
The first interview with Faculty Member One took place in the cafeteria of the
campus. When asked to describe the campus, this respondent replied that it was “vital,
growing, and active,” attracting a mix of students for a variety of reasons. He also said
the campus was “modem, involved, and committed to excellence.” This respondent
found campus relationships to be good at all levels with some recent, but minor, tension
between administration and faculty over teaching load. He added that there was mutual
respect between groups and that cross functional teams in a variety of areas helped to
keep open the lines of communication. Students were diverse, ethnically, racially and
academically.”
When asked about the academic goals of the college, he responded that transfer
preparation and career preparation were the two main goals, with emphasis on excellence
in teaching and learning.

This respondent stated that he felt the campus culture lent

itself to the administration “continuing to seek better ways to assess student learning.”
He added that the faculty wanted be involved but they wanted to be involved in the what
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and how, as well. Faculty Member One said that expectations for assessment came
straight down from the top, and that assessment was one of the building blocks of the
institution that continues to be a strong force today.
In discussing the uses for assessment on campus, Faculty Member One replied
that assessment in one form or another had been at the college since the start-up but under
different names. He reported that faculty used assessment more for improvement and
that the administration used it for improvement but also for reporting. A lot, he stated,
had to do with the person in charge of assessment and that person’s attitude toward
assessment. This respondent said that the campus community had been doing assessment
for so long in so many different ways that the community not only accepted assessment,
the community expected assessment. He agreed that the history of the campus impacted
assessment, recalling that the first president of the college had used the systems approach
to assessment and evaluation. Over the years, he went on, there had been a big
administration push for assessment and lots of training in high level assessment.
When asked about use of assessment data, this respondent replied that the
administration used the data for some improvement but mostly reporting but he did not
know whether assessment data were used in planning and budgeting. This respondent
felt that because of the campus culture, there was pressure to assess and the expectation
to assess. Some individuals saw assessment as beneficial but others saw it as an
administrative nuisance. Still others saw assessment as potentially dangerous. When
asked what impacted assessment, this respondent listed the history of the institution, the
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support of the administration for assessment and the way assessment was accepted and
expected by the campus community. He asserted that assessment “worked’ for him but
that he couldn’t answer for others.
The second interview with Faculty Member One took place in the faculty
member’s office about 3 weeks later. When asked to describe what was unique about the
campus, this respondent replied that he thought the campus location was unique, halfway
between two major metropolitan areas. This led, he felt, to attracting a wider range of the
most highly educated and degreed areas of the country. There was a cross section of
students at all levels of preparation. When asked whether assessment would increase in
the next year, this respondent said that it would, particularly with the support for above.
Assessment data, he added, were sometimes used and sometimes not used., effectively
and not effectively but the community did accept assessment because assessment was so
ingrained into the culture. When asked about accountability and improvement, this
respondent felt that assessment was used for accountability through the teacher
evaluation process and teaching improvement projects but for improvement within their
own classrooms. He believed that assessment would continue to grow and evolve and
that the only pressure for assessment was to complete the outcomes assessment report at
the end of every academic year. This respondent added that the focus on the institution
on measuring and evaluating everything has impacted assessment on campus. He saw
assessment working when a faculty member uses assessment to improve courses but not
working when assessment was not taken seriously.
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Faculty Member Two
The second faculty member to be interviewed for Campus Two was a woman in
her late thirties who was a tenured assistant professor in the mathematics department.
She was open and friendly and eager to talk about her work and about assessment.
Faculty Member Two had been involved in assessment projects since starting at the
college and was very vocal about the success she had had using assessment data to
improve teaching and learning in her courses. This interview took place in a small
restaurant adjacent to the faculty member’s campus.
When asked to describe the campus, Faculty Member Two spoke of it as “diverse,
evolving, vibrant, committed to quality and excellence, and growing at a rapid rate.” She
said that campus relationships were mostly good across all areas. Students were mixed,
some just out of high school and looking to transfer to a four year school, students
wanting career preparation, older students learning new skills, and adults taking courses
for pleasure. The academic goals of the institution, according to this respondent, were
career preparation and preparation for transfer, academic excellence and quality, and
meeting the academic needs of a diverse population. When asked if assessment was
shaped by the campus culture, she replied that not only was assessment shaped by the
campus culture, assessment “shapes the campus culture itself.” Leadership offered
complete support for and expectation of assessment.
In discussing the uses for assessment on campus, Faculty Member Two described
assessment as a “thorough process,” a really refined system of assessment. In her
discipline, she stated that they never stopped assessing and trying to improve student
learning, to evaluate student progress, and to assess all areas. She continued by adding
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that curriculum and programs had changed based on assessment results. She believed,
however, that everyone had to be on the same page and willing to use the results to
change. She used assessment results to explore new questions and to benefit the teaching
and learning process but she added that it was particularly important to know what was
being measured and why, and where assessment was going.
In responding to a question about community response to assessment, Faculty
Member Two replied that it depended on what area you looked at. Some areas valued
assessment more than others. She described it as very “department-specific.” She did
add, however, that campus expectations about assessment were “very clear” from the
beginning. She also reported that the history of the college had a strong impact on
assessment, describing the campus as “build on assessment.” When asked whether
assessment was used more for accountability or more for improvement, she replied that it
was used more for improvement, adding that the college was always looking at its
constituencies and at what the market needed. Accountability factored into it, too, since
the college needed to demonstrate that it did what it said it would do. She stated that
assessment was so “heavy” at the college because the focus was on being productive and
increasing productivity. This respondent said that assessment data were used for
budgeting and for reputation. Changes were made across campus based on results.
Facilities, curricula, courses. She added that there was now a higher level of expectation
on campus with an increased workload. In addition to teaching improvement projects,
there were outcomes assessment projects and promotion projects. She did say, however,
that the college was getting better at assessment over time. Asked whether there was
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pressure to assess, she saw it more as a commitment to demonstrate outcomes than a
pressure. She then said that faculty knew coming in they would be expected to assess so
should not complain about it. The expectation was to assess and to keep on assessing.
When asked what had the most impact on assessment on campus, this respondent
said that it was the hi story of the institution with its strong focus on assessment and
evaluation since the beginning. That In response to whether assessment “worked” on
campus. Faculty Member Two replied that the campus needed to look more at the global
picture. The college did assessment well individually but now had to put it all together.
Maybe offer more training. The college also needed, in this respondent’s opinion, to
assess facilities, climate, and student services across the board.
The second interview with this faculty member took place in her office
approximately four weeks later. She was still open, friendly and eager to share her view.
When asked what was unique about the campus, she said it was the fact that they were a
two year institution founded on the principle of continuous quality improvement and
ongoing academic assessment. As a result, the college had been doing assessment for a
long time and doing it well. In addition, the college had a greater than average
percentage of graduating high school seniors and was located in one of the richest but
most diverse counties in the country.
When asked to give an example of positive or negative relationships on campus,
Faculty Member Two pointed to the fact that the faculty were not unionized as one
indicator of positive relationships between administration and faculty. Cross-functional
teams with representatives from all areas helped, in her opinion, to ease the borders
between groups. Asked to describe student readiness to learn at the college, she said it
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varied, from top high school graduates to developmental students. As an open-access
school, the student body reflected the process. In addition, she believed that the colleges
commitment to prepare students for employment and for higher education demonstrated
the college’s goals of career and transfer preparation.
In responding to a request for an example of how the culture of the college
impacted assessment, this respondent pointed to the long standing commitment to and
track record on assessment. She believed that campus leadership support for assessment
would continue to be strong and to emphasize continuous quality improvement. She did,
however, state that some areas of campus were more effective in using their assessment
data than others but that an institution wide effort to connect assessment at all levels
should help with consistency. Campus response to assessment was widespread
acceptance, if not welcome. When asked to give an example of how assessment data
were used on campus, she said that the data were used for accountability in state
reporting and accrediting needs but were used for improvement at the program and
course level where results informed curriculum decisions and course content. She
pointed to the new effort to tie assessment together at all levels as one way that
assessment was used for planning purposes; all new assessment projects were asked to
connect to existing strategic and general education goals. She saw assessment as
evolving to become stronger and more institution based and pointed to the 35 year history
of assessment as an example of assessment “working” on campus.
From the summaries of interview data from Campus Two, assessment emerges as
something on which the campus was built and which continues to piny a strong and
integrated role on the campus. Each of the interviewees spoke of assessment as
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embedded in the culture, a part of life on campus, and expected from the top. Each saw
assessment as being used for both accountability and for improvement but reported that
some used assessment data effectively on campus while others did not. The leadership
was seen as supporting assessment for accountability for state reporting requirements and
for improvement with an emphasis on developing and measuring goals. The campus
community was described by each of the interviewees as accepting and recognizing
assessment, although some members of the community saw assessment as a chore while
others saw it as a vital and integral part of student success.
After leadership and community, the interviewees described a faculty committed
to teaching excellence and student improvement, assessment was seen as fitting in well
with the academic goals of the institution. The fact that assessment was embedded in the
culture, that it was accepted by the campus community, that it was included in the
strategic plan and that it was supported by resources from the college were presented as
evidence of the importance of assessment on campus. The campus itself was described
as open, evolving and active with good relationships and lines of communication at all
level. The open nature of the campus was seen as contributing to ease of assessment and
willingness to share and use assessment data. The administration was described as
continuing to seek better ways to assess student learning and faculty were described as
wanting to be involved but in their own ways.
According to Campus One respondents, factors that impacted assessment were the
history of the campus, the push for continuous quality improvement, and the campus
focus on measuring and evaluating. Described as an expectation more than a pressure to
assess, assessment was seen as working on campus when data were used for
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improvement. The assessment process was described by each of the three interviewees as
thorough, systematic, focused and supported from the top. There was some sense that not
everyone was always on the same page and that response to assessment really depended
on who was in charge of assessment and which department was doing the assessment.
Campus expectations, however, remained very clear, with a focus on being productive
and increasing productivity. Changes in facilities, curricula and courses were seen as
made across campus in based on results. One area that came up in each of the interviews
was a need to focus more on the global picture and to connect assessment more
consistently across all areas of the campus. The institution was described as doing
assessment well on an individual basis but needed to place more emphasis on bring all
the data together and assessing areas beyond just academics.
Campus Three
Assessment Director
As with Campus One and Campus Two, interviews for Campus Three were
conducted with the Assessment Director and two faculty members. The Assessment
Director at Campus Three was a young woman in her early thirties who wore the dual
hats of Director of Institutional Research as well as Assessment Director. She was
relatively new to the field of assessment and evaluation and was learning on the job as
well as through professional development initiatives and conference participation. She
had a Masters degree in Art History but did not hold a faculty position. She claimed to
understand the value of assessment in institutional research but was less sure when
applying assessment to classroom or program examples. She was friendly and open, and
was willing to discuss the ups and downs of assessment on her campus.
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Interview One took place in the afternoon in the Assessment Office on Campus
Two. Assessment Director Two began by describing the history of the institution which
had been founded by a religious order and which had a tradition of silence and secrecy
associated with the nature of the religious who administered the school. She described a
setting that was closed, restrictive and somewhat inflexible but that was opening up with
the influx of a new lay president and new administrators. Assessment had begun on
campus almost 10 years ago with the start of the institution’s self-study and the
realization that there were little, if any, data to support the results the school was
expected to demonstrate for re-accreditation. Assessment Director Two described an
institution wide assessment cycle that was not yet part of the culture and that was mostly
seen as paperwork by members of the campus community. The institutional
research/institutional assessment office was small, with a full-time Director and Assistant
Director, a Research Assistant, and a graduate student. The office handled the bulk of
data collection and analysis for the campus and was responsible for processing all state
and federally mandated reports. The focus on assessment that began with the re¬
accreditation process was developing into an emphasis on enrollment, budget and
planning, and accountability. Pressure to assess was sporadic, with the professional
schools and accredited disciplines more familiar with the process. There was a push
within her office and from top administrators to move assessment from simply
accreditation-focused to looking more at what the school was doing with its students once
they enrolled.
During the interview, Assessment Director Two spoke of assessment as both
accountability and improvement-driven, with the accredited disciplines using assessment
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more for accountability and the faculty who were committed to assessment using it more
for improvement. Factors impacting assessment on campus were regional accreditation,
the overall climate, personality and the era from which an individual came. She also said
that leadership and planning were important to the assessment process. When asked
about the response of the campus community to assessment, Assessment Director Two
responded that it varied by area and program, adding that the culture of a religious
tradition was not big on data sharing and use but that the new administration was
changing that. She also stated that assessment data were used for accreditation and
program review, and for planning and budgeting in some departments. When asked if
assessment was working on her campus, she answered that for people who were using
assessment and who had seen its benefits, assessment was working, adding that in general
assessment was good and the process worked but that use of the results needed
improvement.
Interview two was held three weeks after the first interview, over lunch and away
from the Assessment Director’s office. The purpose of this interview was to clarify and
expand up points raised in the first interview. Assessment Director Two was again
friendly and open but little new information came out during the conversation.
Discussion continued around the impact of the religious culture on assessment and data
collection and sharing, and the importance of the new lay President and administrative
officers. The importance of regional accreditation to driving assessment and the impact
of an institutional research institutional assessment shared function were also discussed.
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Faculty Member One
As on Campus One, interviews for Campus Two were also conducted with two
faculty members on campus. The interview with Faculty Member One on Campus Two
took place in the faculty member’s office on campus. The respondent was a woman in
her mid-forties who was Chair of a social sciences department and a tenured full
professor. She had been at the institution fifteen years. Her approach was friendly yet
reserved and her responses were measured and careful. She professed to having been
involved with assessment for a number of years and to understanding the importance of
collecting and using assessment data for reporting and improvement. Her most extensive
exposure to academic outcomes had come through her department’s recent professional
accreditation review.
When asked what she thought was unique about her campus, Faculty Member
One responded that it was the fact the school was founded by a religious organization,
which she felt colored and shaped the schools goals, mission, approach and outcomes.
Campus relationships, according to this respondent, were very hierarchical, due largely,
she felt, to the religious order that founded it. There was more flexibility between faculty
and staff but faculty remained suspicious of the administration. The hire of a new lay
president was helping this tension somewhat. This respondent identified students as
ranging from top of the line to ill-prepared and remedial. Academic goals centered on
service and excellence and students were encouraged to give back to the community as
well as to take their education from it.
When asked how the culture impacted assessment, she replied that for many
years, it was “don’t ask, don’t tell” on campus. As a result, assessment data were not
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shared and members of the campus community were afraid to share findings because of
the threat of retribution from the leadership. Faculty Member One felt that the leadership
had become increasingly support of assessment since the last regional self-study and she
expected that support would continue to increase as accreditors seemed to be placing
more emphasis on assessment.
In responding to whether she felt assessment data were used effectively on
campus, this respondent said that some people used the data and some didn’t and that she
felt there needed to be a more effective system of accountability for assessment projects.
Along with that, she added, there would need to be more of a sense that it was okay if the
results weren’t “good.”

Community response, according to Faculty Member One, was

mixed. Assessment used to be very “hush-hush” but now faculty were sharing their
assessment projects and results at the end of the year campus research fair and discussing
results among themselves. When asked how the history of the college impacted
assessment, this respondent said that the religious had led to a sense of secrecy in
assessment and a concern over sharing the data. However, since the new lay president
started several years ago, there was a push for more “openness across campus. This, she
added, had been reflected in the assessment projects themselves.
On the issue of accountability or improvement, Faculty Member One stated that
assessment data were used for accountability in the regional self-study but for
improvement in faculty courses when the data were used to modify courses and teaching
methods. She was not familiar with assessment data being used for planning and
budgeting but did see assessment becoming more open and flexible with faculty members
more comfortable in collecting data and sharing results. She felt that assessment was
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used “all the time” in certain classrooms, including her own, and that it was used for
tenure and promotion in some departments. When asked whether assessment “worked”
on her campus, she stated that it works successfully in some courses, particularly when
the data are used to improve course content and student learning.
The second interview with Faculty Member One took place in the faculty
member’s office. This respondent was less measured than in the first interview and
seemed more comfortable sharing her views about assessment on campus. The second
interview was used to clarify responses and to expand on the data from the first interview.
When asked what was unique about her campus, Faculty Member One replied
that it was the religious tradition of the institution. In response to the question of an
example of positive or negative relationships on campus, this faculty member used the
history of secrecy and an unwillingness to share data across units as contribution to
strained relationships in some areas. When discussing campus culture, she stated that she
believed assessment was not part of the culture of the campus and that it would be “a
long time” before assessment was fully integrated. She believed that the extent to which
assessment data were used depended on the person doing the assessment, with some
faculty members using it in their courses and other faculty members either filing the data
with their assessment report and forgetting about the results or simply ignoring the data
as if never collected. The community, she added, did the required minimum for
assessment, for the most part, but no more.
On the issue of accountability versus improvement, she stated that assessment had
begun with the self study and was primarily driven by the regional accreditation agency.
When asked how assessment might evolve on campus, Faculty Member One asserted
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that she hoped assessment would become more widespread and be a positive force in
achieving improvements in teaching and learning.

In response to whether she believed

that assessment was working on campus, Faculty Member One replied that it worked for
her because she understood the value of assessment data, but that she doubted the
majority of others on campus would consider assessment as “working.”
Faculty Member Two
A second faculty member was also interviewed on Campus Two. This interview
took place in the faculty member’s on-campus office. This respondent was a woman in
her mid forties who was a tenured associate professor in a social science department. She
had been at the college for almost 15 years and was openly supportive of assessment and
of the use of assessment data to improve teaching and learning. Her manner was open
and friendly and she was willing to share information about the campus and about
assessment on campus.
When asked to describe the campus, Faculty Member Two said it was sheltered,
small, faith-based” and set on preparing students for entry into the world. She added that
although it was somewhat “closed and steeped in history” the college was becoming
more forward looking. Campus relationships, according to this respondent, were
historically tense, particularly between faculty and administration but there was hope that
with the relatively new president and vice president for academic affairs this would
change. She stated that although relationships in the past had been based on “secrecy and
some distrust” relationships were becoming more open and trusting now.
In discussing the students who attended the college, Faculty Member Two said
that there were many international students, students who were looking for a small and
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quiet campus, and students who were not accepted at their first choice of colleges.
Overall, students were reasonable well-prepared and the college’s new graduate programs
were attracting “first-rate” students from a wider geographic area. This respondent
described the academic goals of the institution as career preparation, personal
accomplishment, and service to the community.
When asked how assessment was shaped by the campus culture, she referred to a
system of structure rewards and constraints and added that the leadership had become
more supportive of assessment since the regional accreditation self-study. She felt that
small pockets of faculty did assessment “well” and used the data and that everyone else
might use assessment but not always for the “right reasons” or effectively. She added
that the assessment effort needed “more energy.” Assessment was not on the “radar
screen” of most members of the campus community, who did not perceive assessment as
relevant to their work. Data was still not being shared very much.
In describing the impact of campus history on assessment, Faculty Member Two
answered that the restrictive and secretive nature of the campus over the years impacted
assessment in tone. Testing was a big issue, as was the punishment and reward approach.
She believed that assessment was used for accountability more, particularly for the
regional accreditation and mandated reports. In the classroom there was an
accountability to make sure students “mastered” the material. In response to the question
of whether or not assessment data were used for planning and budgeting, Faculty member
two responded that she did not know. When asked if assessment had evolved over time,
she said that there was not much new in the last 10-20 years and that the campus needed
to evolve more and to implement a more systematic form of assessment. She said there
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was no pressure to assess and that no one really cared if students were learning, no one
ever asked about learning. She did not think that assessment really “worked” campus but
that they might get there “one day.” The campus was, in her Opinion, collecting data but
not using it. No time, no resources.
The second interview with this faculty member took place about 4 weeks later in
the same office. When asked to identify something unique to the campus, this respondent
answered that the college’s religious identity was unique as well as the large percentage
of international students who attended. She used the course evaluation process as an
example of the tense relationships between administration and faculty, calling the
instruments no more than a “personality contest” to see who the students liked more.
One area where the academic goals of the institution were well-exhibited was in the
required internship program for all junior or senior students, emphasizing the goal of
career prepared and service to the community. When asked to give an example about
how the campus culture impacted assessment, Faculty Member Two referred back to the
culture of secrecy and how that made sharing assessment data and results more difficult
and less productive. The faculty that campus leaders did not designate specific resources
showed that their commitment to assessment was more words than substance and that this
also contributed to the ineffective/lack of use of assessment data on the campus. When
asked to give an example of assessment used to demonstrate teaching and learning, she
replied that she used it in her own classes for that reason but knew of others who did not
use assessment at all. Historical secrecy and a culture of distrust had, according to this
respondent, the most negative impact on assessment.
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In reviewing the interview data from Campus Two, an overall picture of
assessment at this institution becomes clearer. Founded on a religious tradition with a top
administration that only recently became lay, the culture of this institution was that of
secrecy and reluctance to share data and information. Because of this aura of secrecy,
distrust between different constituencies across campus was common. This in turn
produced unease in collecting data and using the results of this data collection.
Each of the individuals interviewed from Campus Three spoke of this culture of
secrecy as having the most impact on assessment but each also felt that the culture was
changing under the new lay administration, which was encouraging more open
communication and data sharing. Each of the respondents also reported that assessment
on campus was accreditation driving with the biggest push for assessment coming from
the last regional accreditation in the 1990s. The three spoke of a new push from the top
to move assessment away from being accreditation-driven to more emphasis on using the
data for improvement and curricula revision, although each still saw assessment as both
accountability and improvement.
Factors that impact assessment on campus were identified by respondents as
regional accreditation, the overall climate, personality and the era from which the person
doing the assessment came. Leadership was also highlighted as important to assessment
on campus but each of the respondents felt that a more systematic process of assessment
was needed. According to the interview data from Campus Three, moving from a “don’t
ask, don’t tell” culture was not easy and data continued to be closely held in many cases.
Some individuals on campus use assessment data and others don’t with community
response being described as “mixed.” However, while assessment used to be very hush-
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hush,” more faculty were beginning to share their projects and results as the new
administration demonstrate support for a more open and accepting approach. The three
interviewees saw assessment as working in some places on campus and not working in
others. Historically tense relationships were becoming more open but years of secrecy
and restriction continued to impact the campus community. Accountability still had a
primary place in assessment, with a push to demonstrate that students mastered course
material. Overall, the three interviewees felt that assessment had evolved only slowly,
with little change since the reaccredidation and that more energy was needed.
None of the individuals interviewed felt that assessment really “worked” on
campus but the campus was moving toward more effective use of assessment. Some
areas of campus were doing assessment better than other areas. The fact that the
administration did not allocate sufficient resources for assessment was also seen as
having a negative impact on assessment on Campus Three. Overall, some members of
the campus community used assessment while others did not use assessment at all,
creating an uneven, unbalanced approach.
As described earlier in this section, interview research was conducted with nine
individuals, three from each of the three campuses in this study. Over eighteen hours of
interviews were transcribed from handwritten notes. Text summaries of these transcripts
were presented in this section. The next section of this chapter summarizes the data by
campus and by interview.
Summary of Interview Data
This section of the chapter summarizes and interprets the interview data,
organized by the four data groupings that have guided this study: background
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information, conceptual framework, institutional factors and research questions. Table
24 in the Appendix presents key descriptors of salient background facts.
When interpreting the interview data, Campus One appears as more prominent
than either Two or Three, with a national reputation for some of its programs. All three
campuses have a mix of students and Campus One and Campus Two emphasize
excellence in teaching and learning. Campus Three places less emphasis on teaching and
learning and more on history and tradition. The cultures of One and Two are similar and
are describe as fostering good relationships, vibrant, evolving, open and flexible.
Campus Three stands in contrast as previously closed and secretive though now emerging
into a more flexible outlook.
Assessment stands out most strongly on Campus Two, embedded from the start of
the institution . Campus One follows, with a fifteen year history of effective assessment
and a culture where assessment is seen as a “part of life.” Campus Three again differs in
that assessment is relatively new, the culture is not built on data sharing, and there is a
history of strained relationships among various groups on campus. Campus history
emerges as an important institutional factor and is described in the background data as
relevant to and impacting on the nature and scope of assessment on each campus.
Campus culture also stands out as important in that Campus One and Campus
Two have open, accepting, flexible cultures that lend themselves easily to accepting
assessment while Campus Three has a secretive, closed culture that does not support easy
access to data or trust in sharing results.

In the case of background information, history

of the institution and institution-specific factors play key roles in the model of assessment
on each campus.
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Table 25 in the Appendix presents interview data by conceptual framework by
campus. In looking at the first component of the conceptual framework, history and
external events stand out as two key influences on the nature and scope of assessment on
each campus. As mentioned above, history on all three campuses shape assessment. One
Campus One and Campus Two, this is a history of measurement and evaluation, a history
of an open and supportive culture focused on continuous quality improvement. On
Campus Three, it is a history of a closed and secretive religious order and distrust and
strained relationships between groups point to the impact of history on assessment.
External events in the form of regional and professional accreditation are also raised as a
key indicator for assessment. Campus Three is accreditation driven and assessment
started up as part of that process. Campus One and Campus Two also place emphasis on
the role of accreditation in assessment though assessment is not described on either
campus as being accreditation-driven.
As the second component of the conceptual framework, intervening conditions
also play an important role in the nature and scope of assessment but in different ways on
each of the three campuses. A focus on teaching excellence on Campus One and Campus
Two have supported over the years an effective and broad assessment program.
Competing demands and a structural system based on rewards, punishment and
constraints have contributed to a more closed approach to assessment, with some units
slow to adapt and come on board. Embedded assessment and assessment as a way of life
support the growth and expansion of formal and efficient assessment systems. A
restrictive culture with limited assessment and a focus on accountability and accreditation
have restricted and limited the growth and breadth of assessment on Campus Three.
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Finally, the third component of the conceptual framework, campus actions and
interactions again show the differences among the three campuses. Date from Campus
One and Campus Two demonstrate leadership support for assessment and provision of
resources for assessment, an expectation on both campuses that faculty will assess, and a
use of data that allows the feedback circle of assessment to be completed. Emphasis on
testing for accountability, a lack of energy and an assessment program that lacks
consistent and financial support for its work contribute to a campus that is struggling
with many issues and not just assessment. An energetic approach comes out in the
interview data from Campus One and Campus Two, with each being described as open,
vibrant, evolving, alive, etc. Campus Three is described and needing more energy and
this is reflected in what seems to be a half-hearted approach to assessment on that
campus. From this it is clear that the overall attitudes and approach a campus takes in all
its initiatives directly impacts the role and scope of assessment on any given campus.
Table 26 in the Appendix presents interview data by institutional factor by campus.
Comparing the three campuses in this study generate intriguing results.
■ Campus One emerges with a strong emphasis on culture, leadership and community
with an ongoing and effective structure and use of data for both accountability and
improvement.
■ Campus Two data demonstrate similar results to Campus One, with a strong culture
supportive of assessment, ongoing support from leadership and the campus
community, and effective use of both structure and data results.
■

Campus Three results show the importance of culture here as well, with the lack

of a strong leadership support for assessment and a weak assessment structure directly
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impacting the way assessment plays out on campus. This is also seen in the weak support
from the campus community for assessment due to a lack of communication among units
and an overall lack of trust.
These data again underscore the importance of institutional factors on the shape
that assessment takes on any given campus. Table 27 in the Appendix presents interview
data by research questions by campus. When looking at the research questions, external
events play a role in assessment on each of the three campuses. Accreditation stands out
as a particularly strong external influence. However, the extent to which the external
event dictates assessment on each of the three campuses is mitigated by both campus
conditions and campus response and actions on assessment. For instance. Campus One
interview data suggest that accreditation is an important factor that impacts assessment on
that campus. However, accreditation is not the only factor or event; campus conditions
in the form of culture, relationships, leaderships and structure all factor in and modify
assessment based on these input variables. Campus response and actions play a similarly
key role in the form of reward and incentive programs, use of data in planning and
budgeting, and clarification of expectations.
The impact of campus conditions and campus response on actions to modify and
minimize the effect of external events such as accreditation or mandates is also seen on
Campus Two, where external events are softened and reshaped within the culture and
community of the campus. On the other hand, external events play a much more
important role on Campus Three, with assessment being described as accreditationdriven. A weak campus community and lack of trust between groups coupled with an
historical culture not supportive of research and evaluation fail to soften the strong and
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unrelenting impact of accreditation on shaping assessment. Thus, assessment becomes
more externally than internally driven for Campus Three, while internally motivated for
Campus One and Campus Two. This observation is supported by the extent to which
assessment is accepted or not accepted on each of the three campuses in this study.
Interview Data and Grounded Theory Development
Reviewing the overall data from the interview sections of this study adds to the
data collected through literature review and document analysis to answer the research
questions of this study. These interview data also complete the development of a
grounded theory of assessment begun with the literature review and the document
analysis data. Table 28 in the Appendix matches the grounded theory development
process to the interview data. Initial results highlight direct relationships among
institution-specific factors that impact the location of a campus in relation to
accountability and improvement. From the data, it is possible to conclude that the current
assessment framework that suggests an accountability versus improvement distinction
does not fully capture the reality of institutional responses to assessment. The results of
this study, instead, point more convincingly to the impact of the five institution-specific
factors (culture, leadership, organizational structure, data collection and use of results,
and campus community) on the shape and nature of assessment on each campus. Results
also indicate that the context (history and external events) in which assessment develops
and evolves is key to each campus assessment model. Interview results, coupled with
document analysis support the assertion that institutional location along the
accountability-improvement location is more related to the influence of institution
specific factors than to a pre-defined accountability or improvement boilerplate model.
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These results, in turn, contribute to the formulation of a grounded theory of institutional
assessment. In this theory, the input variables are the institution-specific factors
discussed in this study, shaped by conceptual framework of each institution, and the
output variables are the answers to the research question that guides this study illustrated
through institutional placement along the accountability-improvement continuum.
Conclusion
Chapter V has offered a description of the third leg of the methodology of this
study_the interview—and has presented the selection criteria, selection process, and
interview data for this study. Interviews have been summarized by campus and by
interview, in both text and table format. Results have been analyzed and conclusions
drawn—again by campus and across all three—within the four data groupings that have
structured this study: background information, conceptual framework, institutional
factors and research questions. These results were then fit into the grounded theory
development process. Chapter VI brings each of the three methodologies—literature
review, document analysis, and participant interviews—together and presents a final
analysis and discussion of results, by campus and across all three. Chapter VI also draws
conclusions in response to this study’s research questions, presents the grounded theory
of assessment developed as part of this study, discusses implications for assessment
policy and practice, and offers suggestions for future research to build on this work.
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CHAPTER VI
ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of this study has been to identify institution-specific variables that
impact assessment on campus and to describe the ways in which these variables influence
campus approach to assessment. The importance of this study lies in its ability to inform
assessment policy, to influence assessment practice, and to support assessment research.
Results from this study provide broader parameters within which to discuss assessment
beyond the traditional accountability or improvement model. Results also offer a
structure for systematic campus self-analysis and to inform potential changes in
assessment policy and practice by facilitating intentional campus specific review of
assessment.
Research for this study was conducted using case study analysis of three
institutions to collect and classify data, to describe the data, and to make inferences about
what the data reveal. The design of this study allowed for an emphasis on in-depth
descriptive research, with a focus on providing a descriptive background within which
the research questions were examined. Answers for the research questions were collected
through development of a grounded theory of institutional assessment within a three point
conceptual framework of assessment. From the results of this study it is fair to conclude
that assessment on campus is shaped and influenced by an interplay of variables unique
to each college or university. This research also suggests that campus leaders have the
opportunity and the ability to make informed and intentional decisions related to
assessment policy and practice by exploring the nature and focus of the interplay of these
campus-specific variables. The findings from this study point to significant policy and
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practice implications wherein a campus may identify the forces that impact campus
response to assessment and design interventions to make assessment more effective vis a
vis the institution-specific framework in which assessment evolves on each campus.
This study grew from the researcher’s belief that assessment in higher education
is not an either-or accountability-improvement model. This study suggested then
demonstrated that assessment is an open-ended response to institutional priorities and
mandates that would benefit from a more clear understanding of the impact of these
variables on assessment policy and practice. The central research question of this study
was whether the current assessment framework that suggests an accountability versus
improvement distinction fully captures the reality of institutional responses to
assessment.

A triangulated methodology consisting of literature review, document

analysis, and participant interviews was used to explore the central research question.
The literature review provided data for the development of the original conceptual
framework that guided this study.

Document analysis formed the second leg of the

triangulated data collection process and offered an opportunity to apply the conceptual
framework to campus-specific examples. Interviews were selected as the third leg of the
data collection process for this study to build on data collected through literature review
and document analysis and provided emergent data that suggested a redesign of the
conceptual framework of this study. The following sections of this chapter revisit the
original conceptual framework that guided this study, introduce the revision of that
framework, and discuss the implications for assessment policy and practice inherent in
this redesigned model.
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An Emergent Framework
One of the characteristics of qualitative research is the degree to which the
research process and the results are emergent (Rossman & Rallis, 2003) and the ways in
which the research results evolve as the research process continues. The emergent nature
of qualitative research is one of the benefits of using qualitative methodology and
provides the researcher with the flexibility to explore the research questions within a
conceptual framework that is “modified, changed, or refined” (p. 11) as the research
continues. The ability to adapt the research to emerging data and questions has played a
key role in this study, as seen in the evolution of the conceptual framework developed for
this study. Figure 4 depicts the original conceptual framework designed for this study.
In this original framework, assessment on campus is located along a continuum between
assessment for accountability and assessment for improvement. Three conceptual areas
impact the location of a campus along the continuum: context (external events),
intervening conditions (internal structure), and actions/interactions (campus response to
assessment). The purpose of this framework was to present assessment as a campusspecific response to factors that push a campus toward accountability or toward
improvement. This framework was developed for this study to offer more flexibility than
the traditional accountability-improvement framework in describing and talking about
assessment on campus.
Some of the data collected for this study (see Chapters III and IV) supported the
original conceptual framework illustrated in Figure 4. Other data, however, underscored
the emergent nature of the research and the need for a redesigned framework with
effective assessment at the core of the framework and the campus-specific variables
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that impact effective assessment feeding into and shaping that core on each campus.
This study, however, suggests an alternative method of exploring assessment while
acknowledging the importance of accountability and improvement as an overarching
reality of assessment in higher education. This alternative approach asserts that
consideration of institutional factors enrich the data gathered through a polarized
accountability-improvement approach and bring it more in line with what is, in reality,
occurring with assessment on campus.
Using a conceptual framework that envisions assessment as a continuum that is
defined by assessment for accountability and assessment for improvement, this
framework suggests that there are institution-specific factors that influence the position of
individual colleges or universities along this continuum. Specifically, three components
have been identified that broaden the traditional accountability-improvement framework:
r‘

context (external events); intervening conditions (internal conditions and structure); and
actions/interactions (campus response). Each of these components contributes to creating
a new conceptual framework for assessment that at once acknowledges the importance of
accountability and improvement factors while also recognizing the need to address the
institution-specific variables.
The original conceptual framework designed for this study shows assessment on
an individual campus as occurring at some point along the continuum between
accountability and improvement. Location on this continuum is determined by the input
variables of context, intervening conditions, and actions/interactions. As described
earlier in this chapter, the ways in which each variable impacts assessment is important in
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any discussion about assessment, either historically, in the literature, or as part of the
current and ongoing research in the field.
While acknowledging accountability and improvement as key descriptors for
assessment, it was clear from the data that the discussion about assessment had to move
beyond the accountability-improvement framework and that there were other, equally
important, variables that impact assessment. Broadening the parameters of the framework
beyond accountability and improvement allowed for even greater consistency in the
model. This expansion of parameters also provided room for increased flexibility when
examining both internal and external campus specific inputs and outputs to support
assessment policy and practice on campus.
In redesigning the framework based on the emergent data, a definition of
effective assessment was built from the data collected for this study and merged with
standing definitions of effective assessment in the literature (Walvoord, 1996; Banta,
1996). This model uses the closed feedback loop discussed in the literature (Walvoord;
Banta; Anderson, 2002) to define effective assessment and adds institutional variables
derived from this research as important determinants of assessment on campus. Figure 5
redefines the original framework by removing the accountability-improvement
continuum and replacing it with a continuous assessment loop wherein assessment occurs
in a cycle within which assessment opportunities, requirements, or demands are
identified, measured, analyzed, and responded to before the cycle begins again.
Data collected for this study support this definition of effective assessment. As
seen in the data from Campus One and Campus Two, there was a continuous cycle of
assessment that was part of the campus culture, supported by the campus leadership,
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embedded in the campus structure, a key part of the campus data collection process, and
accepted and utilized by the campus community. Assessment was designed, data
collected, and results used—completing the feedback loop for effective assessment. Both
document analysis and interview data from Campus One and Campus Two described
campuses where assessment was taken seriously, was part of the strategic planning
process, and was used in campus decision making. On Campus Three, on the other hand,
assessment was not part of the campus culture, did not have a consistent level of support
from leadership, was not built into the campus structure, collected and used data only
sporadically and inconsistently, and was not accepted or taken seriously by the campus
community. These conditions, in turn, described an assessment program that was
ineffective, at best, and where the feedback loop remained open.
After establishing the definition for effective assessment used in the new
framework, data analysis was also used to address the question of whether accountability
and improvement as endpoints of the assessment continuum fully represent the nature and
scope of assessment on campus. The findings from this study illustrate that assessment is
not linear and cannot be forced into a linear model with pre-determined endpoints and
parameters along a fixed continuum. While a focus on accountability might limit
assessment on one campus (Campus Three), this focus might prove highly productive on
a second campus (Campus One) when tempered by other institution-specific variables
and factors (supportive culture, active leadership, etc.). Conversely, emphasizing
improvement over accountability might produce a highly effective assessment program
on one campus (Campus Two), but leave a second campus open to problems with federal
and state reporting requirements or accreditation studies.
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It became clear in later analyses of these data that accountability or improvement
were not the key determinants of effective assessment and therefore did not belong as
critical endpoints along an assessment continuum.

Analysis points to the greater

importance of institutional framework, institution-specific factors, and institutional
response in determining an “effective” assessment program for any campus. The changes
to the conceptual framework, based on these findings and illustrated in Figure 5, facilitate
greater flexibility in describing and discussing effective assessment on campus and
support a primary goal of this study—avoiding the accountability-improvement
stereotype of assessment and focusing on institution-specific configurations that emerged
as a result of this study. These changes also provide answers to the question of whether
there is a “right” form of assessment. Through the newly redesigned conceptual
framework, “right” assessment becomes assessment that evolves within the institutional
framework, operates through institution-specific factors, and produces institutional
response that facilitates completion of the assessment cycle (i.e., closing the feedback
loop in a way that is most effective for that campus).
The original model developed for this study (the impact on assessment of external
events, internal conditions, and campus actions/interactions) was derived from the
literature and offers a starting point for discussing assessment on campus. However, this
model ignored the importance of institution-specific factors and institutional options for
response that is demonstrated by the research conducted for this study. The literature and
current thinking about assessment suggest that the original model is an accurate
framework within which to observe and describe assessment on campus. In practice,
however, as demonstrated through this analysis, the multifaceted nature of assessment on
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campus demands a model that takes into account more than the traditional linear
variables as defined by a linear accountability-improvement framework. In the new
multi-dimensional framework derived from this study, context retains its importance but
is broadened to include the impact of external events, internal conditions, and historical
context under the umbrella of institutional framework. Intervening conditions become
institutional factors in the new model and allow the opportunity to identify and evaluate
the role of institution-specific factors on campus. Finally, actions and interactions are
redesigned as institutional response, which takes the form of proactive response, reactive
response, or status quo response. Proactive response and reactive response are defined in
Chapter I of this study and occur when an institution acts independently to assess and
improve its programs (proactive) or acts in response to an internal or external call for
assessment data and results (reactive). Status quo response, as defined for this study, is
response in which an institution continues along a predetermined assessment course and
does not significantly alter course as a result of a desire to improve or because of calls for
accountability. Accountability and improvement, in this redesigned model, no longer
define assessment on campus but become options for institutional response in the
effective assessment loop.
In addition to defining effective assessment and restructuring the original
framework to take into account evidence emerging from this study, the new framework
provides campus leaders greater flexibility and opportunity for making consistent and
informed decisions about assessment on their campuses. The results from this study
support an intentional decision-making process about assessment on campus using the
new framework. The original conceptual framework described assessment and the
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factors that impact assessment- This new framework engages campus leaders in an
intentional campus-specific analysis of and decision-making process about outcomes
assessment on campus. Three analysis and decision-making steps are suggested by this
new model:
1. KNOW your institutional framework
2. EVALUATE your institution-specific factors
3. DEVELOP your institutional response based on knowing your framework and
evaluating your factors.
In this process, die first step is for leaders on campus, when exploring assessment
policy snd practice, to kna* the institutional framew ork within which assessment
evolved on their campus Data from this study show dial three questions are
-rr-j— fn

^ step: 11) What are the external events mat impact assessment on

canons? (2 What are the internal conditions that affect assessment on campus? (3)
is the historical context of assessment on campus? Each question plays a key
role k: —

evahnekm arid analysis of assessment on campus. For example, a

campus

a foflg history' of assessment f Campus Tw o) will find a campus that

erpeett

rwnrf understands assessment, and accepts assessment A campus with

a prtitu eefena pmfc for assessment from accrediting bodies or state legislatures
Car' s e. Tar*> wJJ he forced to develop an assessment program to comply with
By b*7»t*z

framework, campus leaders can systematically

identify aid assess vari**>k* that support effective assessment or that inhibit
effort've

The second step in this process is for leaders on campus to evaluate the
institution-specific factors that impact assessment on their campus. Both the
literature on assessment (Chapter II) and data collected for this study show that there
are five key institution-specific factors that impact assessment on campus: (1)
culture; (2) leadership; (3) organization; (4) data; and (5) community. A conscious
and intentional effort by campus leaders to evaluate the impact of each of these
factors on assessment will build on step one (knowledge of the institutional
framework) and highlight areas of strength and weakness as these institution-specific
factors relate to effective assessment on each campus. Questions to ask about these
factors include the following: (1) How does the culture of the campus support or
inhibit assessment? (2) How does campus leadership encourage or undermine
assessment? (3) How does campus organization and structure facilitate assessment?
(4) How does data collection and use contribute to assessment on campus? (5) How
does the campus community react to or respond to assessment? Understanding how
each factor impacts assessment provides a foundation from which to build or expand
an effective assessment program. For example, a campus with a strong culture
supportive of assessment (Campus Two) will find it easier to develop and implement
effective assessment programs because barriers to effective assessment (such as
faculty resistance) are reduced by the supportive culture. A campus with a lack of
strong support for assessment from leadership (Campus Three) will find it difficult to
motivate the campus community to develop and conduct effective assessment. In
either case, campus leaders can build on the area of strength (strong culture) that
supports effective assessment or address the area of weakness (unsupportive
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leadership) that inhibits effective assessment. By first knowing the institutional
framework and evaluating institutional factors, campus leaders can highlight areas of
strength and work on areas of weakness in developing, implementing or modifying an
effective assessment program.
The third step in the intentional decision-making process suggested by the model
in Figure 5 is for leaders on campus to determine the institutional response to
assessment through policy and practice, as developed from step one (knowledge of
institutional framework) and from step two (evaluation of institution-specific factors).
Three options, discussed in the literature (Chapter II) and supported by the data from
this study, offer campus leaders intentional response options for assessment: (1)
proactive response to assessment; (2) reactive response to assessment; and (3)
continuing (status quo) response to assessment. Determining response might mean
reactively responding to external mandates for accountability in student learning
(Campus One and Campus Three) in reactive response, or proactively responding to
an internal push for improvement (Campus Two) in proactive response. The third
option, status quo response, might arise under conditions where leaders are satisfied
with, or reluctant to change, current assessment policy and practice, or where external
or internal calls for assessment are not strong enough to warrant institutional change.
Step three builds from knowing and evaluating and offers structured response options
for campus leaders struggling with assessment on campus. Three questions guide
determining institutional response to assessment: (1) How can assessment be used to
improve programs and outcomes on campus? (2) How can assessment be used to
respond to external or internal calls for documentation of outcomes on campus? (3)
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Should the current approach to assessment on campus be continued? Figure 6
illustrates this three-step process. The next section of this chapter discusses the
implications of applying this model on campus.
Implications
As discussed earlier, data collected for this study suggest that any model of
institutional assessment must take into account institution-specific factors that both
impact assessment and that factor into the nature and role of assessment on any campus.
Analysis of data suggests that the accountability versus improvement distinction welldocumented in the literature must be modified to incorporate institution-specific factors
(context, intervening conditions, and actions/interactions) to more fully capture the reality
of institutional responses to assessment. As discussed in Chapter Two of this study, prior
research on the topic of assessment has been framed in most cases by boilerplate
distinctions between assessment for accountability and assessment for improvement.
Results from this study demonstrate that there are many variables that factor into the
shape and focus of assessment on campus and that any one institution’s approach to
assessment is different from another institution’s approach as impacted by the variation in
these institution-specific factors. Moving away from the boilerplate accountabilityimprovement discussion, use of the conceptual framework model that emerged from this
study offers expanded opportunities for systematic and measured evaluation of and
response to assessment on campus. Analysis of these results suggests significant
implications for policy, practice and future research in higher education, as discussed in
the next sections of this chapter.
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Figure 6:

Three-Step Process to Effective Assessment on Campus

Policy
Policy debate and development are critical activities on any campus. Effective
and successful institutions hold comprehensive policy discussions and make measured
and reasoned policy decisions based on facts and evidence. The emergent conceptual
model developed from this study has the potential to facilitate and improve assessment
policy debate and development in three ways. First, by identifying institution-specific
factors that impact assessment, this model gives higher education practitioners a newlydefined glossary of terminology with which to describe and explain assessment on their
campuses. Second, by developing a conceptual framework model that emphasizes both
internal and external factors in assessment, this research sets out for higher education
practitioners a standardized list of variables around which to focus examination of
assessment on their own campus. Finally, by producing a systematic tool from the data
results and applying that tool to real-world cases, this study provides a model that may
be applied to any institution and interpreted within the institution-specific variables and
framework that are unique to that campus.
Using the emergent conceptual model, assessment specialists and higher
education administrators can begin with institution specific factors, identify the extent to
which and the ways in which each factor impacts assessment on that campus, and make
decisions about whether or not the balance of institution-specific factors is optimal for
maximum institutional assessment effectiveness. Policy can then be adjusted as
appropriate until a more optimal institution-specific response to factors is reached. These
policy alterations, in turn, will produce changes and improvements in assessment practice
in order to achieve the optimal balance.
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Practice
In addition to informing policy debate and choices, the results of this study may
be used to improve assessment practice on campus. By providing an emergent model
through which campus assessment may be analyzed and measured and by which policy
debates may begin and conclude, these results support changes in practice to match
changes in policy. In this way, if campus leaders determine that campus response is too
focused on accountability as a response or too much on improvement as a response to
assessment and are able to identify the institution-specific factors that push assessment on
campus in a less effective direction, practices may be modified or developed to address
these changes. New practices can be applied, assessment re-defined, and the institution
can move closer to a best practice model. By having a pre-defined set of institutionspecific variables that impact assessment, a college or university can look at each variable
in turn to determine which, if any, should be changed, and why. Using this model, an
informed and engaged leadership will be able to identify strengths and weaknesses in
assessment practice on campus, highlight those that are producing institution-specific
benefits and those that are not, focus on the areas and practices that can and should be
changed, and intentionally structure the assessment process on campus to achieved the
desired institution-specific results. Changes in practice implemented by increased
awareness of where an institution is on assessment and where it should be coupled with
intentional alterations in practice to reflect changes in policy not only support measured
and systematic increases in institutional effectiveness, but also open areas for new
research about assessment in higher education.
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Research
Implications for research on assessment that derive from this study center on two
issues: assessment policy and assessment practice. Results of this study demonstrate that
it is possible for an institution to identify the impact of selected institutional variables on
assessment practice and policy and to adjust those variables in order to modify
assessment for greater institutional effectiveness. The case study analysis discussed in
this study points to five institution-specific factors, a conceptual framework that
encompasses internal and external variables, and research questions that point to the
importance of understanding assessment on campus and utilizing that understanding
intentionally and methodically. The results from this study open a number of different
research paths to both test this model and to fine tune its parameters.
Future research is possible in at least three different areas: (1) testing the model by
applying it to other campuses; (2) testing the relevance of the institution-specific factors
and the conceptual framework outside this study; and (3) testing other factors and
variables to see how they enhance the model developed through this study. In this way,
research both validates this model and builds from it by increasing the reach and the
scope of the model. Results from future studies will inform assessment policy and
practice and increase the ways in which this model, or variations of it, may be used to
improve institutional assessment through more effective and efficient assessment policy
and practice. Limitations that impacted the outcome of this study also may be addressed
in future studies to maximize the effectiveness of the research.
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Conclusion
This study began with the researcher’s concern that discussion about assessment
too often focused on an accountability-or-improvement boilerplate and with the belief
that any effective discussion about assessment had to move beyond that boilerplate to
look at institution-specific factors and variables. This research evolved over a period of
several years from exploring the factors that impact institutional assessment to looking at
where institutions fall along an accountability-improvement continuum framed by those
factors. A revised conceptual framework model emerged from the data results that
updated the original accountability-improvement framework with a more holistic
approach suggests a new way of looking at assessment on campus—a way that facilitates
intentional decision-making policy and practice related to assessment. What initially
began as a study to describe institutional placement along the continuum grew into the
development of a grounded theory of assessment, wherein institutional factors impact
assessment at different colleges and universities in different ways, and spurred the
development of an emergent model for campus analysis of and response to assessment.
The central research question of this study asked whether the current assessment
framework that suggests an accountability versus improvement distinction fully captures
the reality of institutional response to assessment. The research results from this study
suggest that the current assessment framework does not fully capture this reality and
point to an institution-specific framework that utilizes both external and internal variables
and explores the individual impact of these variables on assessment at any given
institution.
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Analyses of the results from this study point to the benefit for each institution in
examining its assessment program and results and intentionally selecting an institutionspecific optimal location between accountability and improvement that will maximize the
effectiveness of assessment at that institution. The results from this study provide
institutions with a tool whereby campus leaders can identify optimal location along the
continuum, choose factors to help achieve that location, and implement policy and
practice changes to begin the shift. What this study demonstrates, then, is that a college
or university7 can choose its position on assessment and use that choice to improve and
maximize institutional systems of evaluation and effectiveness.
The results of this study are useful to colleges or universities in two main ways.
First, these results provide a framework and a tool for self-evaluation and a better
understanding of an essential campus process. Second, these results demonstrate to
colleges and universities that informed choice in assessment is possible to maximize
institutional effectiveness.
Using the emergent model developed from this study, institution-specific inputs
may be applied to the model to obtain institution-specific location along the
accountability-improvement continuum. This model provides a new tool for intervention
and a better understanding of assessment, and supports campus policy and practice in
assessment. Using this model, campus leaders can identify institution-specific variables
that impact assessment, evaluate the impact of these variables on their campus, and
develop a campus specific responsive that maximizes the effectiveness of assessment
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policy and practice. In this way, the model adds a new level of intentionality to
assessment on campus and suggests greater connections to and implications for
assessment in higher education.
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APPENDIX
TABLES

Table 1
Documents Selected to Support Conceptual Framework by Document Type and Institutional Factor

Conceptual
Framework

Institutional
Factors

Context

Culture

Leadership

Intervening
Conditions
Organizational
Structure

Document Type
■

Description of the college or
university

•

Admissions
brochure

■

Internal and external
benchmarks and/or indicators

•

Benchmarks and
indicators

■

Internal or external
constituent documents to
address a specific concern or
issue

•

Professional
accreditation
requirements

•

■

Overview of the purpose and
intent of the institution

Regional
accreditation
requirements

■

Regional and state
performance and or
benchmarking documents

•

Self-study
documents

•

State requirements
and mandates

■ Campus catalogs or program
brochures

•

Campus mission
statement

■ Campus marketing or
admissions publications

•

Campus goals and
objectives

■ Description of institutional
research and institutional
assessment offices on campus

•

Campus fact book

•

Campus
organizational chart

•

IR/IA office
description

•

IR/IA office
mission

•

IR/IA office staff

■ Mission, goals and strategic
plan

Data Collection
and Use
■ Campus assessment plan and
related forms and documents

Actions and
Interactions

■ Description of institutional
research and institutional
assessment activities on
campus
Campus
Community

Documents Identified
for Analysis

■ Reward and support programs

Campus strategic plan
Campus assessment plan
Campus program review
plan
Examples of classroom
based assessment
Faculty development
Reward and support
programs
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Table 2
Documents Selected that Link to Research Questions and Institution-Specific Factors, by Document Type
Research

Institutional

Questions

Factors

How do external
events and
expectations frame
assessment on
campus?

•

Admissions brochure

•

Internal and external
benchmarks and/or
indicators

Benchmarks and
indicators

•

Internal or external
constituents documents to
address a specific concern
or issue

Professional
accreditation
requirements

•

Regional
accreditation
requirements

Overview of the purpose and
intent of the institution

•

Self-study documents

•

State requirements
and mandates

Campus catalogs or program
brochures

•

Campus mission
statement

Campus marketing
publications

•

Campus goals and
objectives

Description of institutional
research and institutional
assessment offices on
campus

•

Campus fact book

•

Campus org chart

•

IR/IA office
description

Mission, goals and strategic
plan

•

IR/IA office mission

•

IR/IA office staff list

Campus assessment plan and
related forms and
documents

•

Campus strategic
plan

•

Campus assessment
plan

•

Campus program
review

•

Classroom based
assessment

•

Faculty development
plan

•

Reward and support
programs

Description of the college or
university

Culture

Leadership

Documents Identified
for Analysis

Document Type

Regional and state
performance and or
benchmarking documents
How do campus
conditions and
structure impact
assessment on
campus?

Organizational
Structure

Data Collection
and Use

In what ways does
a campus respond
to, manage, and
carry out
assessment?

Campus
Community

Description of institutional
research and institutional
assessment activities on
campus
Reward and support
programs
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Table 3
Documents Selected by Level of Access and Document Type
Level

Document Type

Documents Identified for
Analysis

of Access
Hard Copy

On-Line

✓

✓

✓

Description of the college or university

•

Admissions brochure

S

Internal and external benchmarks and/or
indicators

•

Benchmarks and
indicators

V

S

Internal or external constituents documents
to address a specific concern or issue

•

Professional accreditation
requirements

V

✓

Overview of the purpose and intent of the
institution

•

Regional accreditation
requirements

✓

✓

Regional and state performance and or
benchmarking documents

•

Self-study documents

•

State requirements and
mandates

✓

✓
✓

✓

✓

Campus catalogs or program brochures

•

✓

Campus marketing or admissions
publications

Campus mission
statement

•

Description of institutional research and
institutional assessment offices on campus

Campus goals and
objectives

•

Campus fact book

Mission, goals and strategic plan

•

Campus organizational
chart

•

IR/IA office description

•

IR/IA office mission

•

IR/IA office staff
directory

•

Campus strategic plan

•

Campus assessment plan

•

Campus program review
plan

•

Examples of classroom
based assessment

•

Faculty development plan

•

Reward and support
programs

✓
✓

S

✓

S

✓

✓

Campus assessment plan and related forms
and documents
Description of institutional research and
institutional assessment activities on
campus
■

Reward and support programs
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Table 4
Documents Selected for Analysis Listed by Campus

■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

About “Campus One”
Mission Statement
Vision Statement
Strategic Plan 00-05
Office of Assessment Intro
Assessment at “Campus
One”
Assessment Process
Guidelines for Assessment
Make Use of Assessment
Strategies for Quality
Strategies to Record Quality
Schedule of Program Review
Faculty Council By-Laws

■ Faculty Council Minutes (5)
■ Faculty Resource Committee
■ Info and Resources for
Faculty
■ Assessment Fellowships
■ Assessment Reports (3)
■ External Review of
Programs
■ Format for Program Reviews
■ Assessment Time Line
■ Assessment Report Outline
■ Best Practice Awards
■ Examples of Best Practice
■
■
■
■
■
■

(4)
Office of IR Intro
Enrollment Statistics
OIR Mission
Peer Institutions
Standards for Assessment
Assessment Awards

Campus
Three

Campus
Two

Campus
One
■
■
■
■
■
■

Presidents Welcome
Mission Statement
Vision Statement
Strategic Plan 2003-2004
About “Campus Two”
Quick Facts

■
■
■
■
■
■

■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Governance
Assessment Handbook
Assessment at “Campus Two”
Office of Assessment Intro
Guidelines for Assessment
Faculty Assessment of Process
Faculty Forum Minutes (2)

■
■
■
■
■
■
■

President’s Welcome
Mission Statement
Strategic Plan
Campus Facts
Accreditation
Assessment
Services/Resources
Assessment Handbook
IA Publications (3)
Gen Ed Assessment
IR Website
Course Evaluations
About Program Assessment
About Classroom
Assessment
Current Projects
Assessment Newsletters (3)
Alumni Outcomes

■ Assessment Advisory Comm.
■ Current projects
■ External Graders

■
■
■

■ Project Formats (3)
■ Report Template
■ Assessment Reports (4)

■ About IR
■ What is IR
■ Quick Facts

■
■
■
■

■
■
■
■

Stipends for Assessment
Office of IR Intro
Commission of the Future
Values and Beliefs

Reporting
Benchmarking
Planning Process
Examples of Assessment

■ Peer Institutions

(3)
■ Enrollment Statistics

■
■
■
■
■
■

■
■
■
■
■
■

External Benchmarking
Institutional Benchmarks
State LOA Report
State Outcomes Report
Campus Catalog
Campus Admissions Brochure

■ Assessment Resources
■ Campus Catalog

■ Tenure and Promotion Policy
■ Enrollment Statistics

■ Campus Admissions
Brochure
■ Tenure and Promotion Policy
■ Convocation Address

■ Convocation Address
■ Regional Accreditation Handbook
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Peer Institutions
Campus Catalog
External Review
Assessment Mission
Vision Statement
Tenure and Promotion
Policy
■ Convocation Address
■ Faculty Council Minutes
(3)
■ IR Newsletters (3)

Table 5
Document Analysis Using Documents by Category
Campus

Number of
Documents

44

Campus 1

Documents
that
Describe

Documents
that
Explain

49%

26%

Documents
that
Respond

66%

Source of Documents

On
line

Hard
copy

Interview*

85

15%

2%

10%

5%

18%

4%

%

41

Campus 2

50%

30%

30%

90
%

43

Campus 3

28%

58%

19%

82
%

*Totals over 100% represent duplicate data.
Table 6
Document Analysis by Conceptual Framework
Framework
Context

Campus One

Campus Two

Campus Three

34%

20%

29%

74%

48%

37%

97%

43%

75%

(External Events)
Intervening Conditions
(Internal Conditions and
Structure)
Actions/Interactions
(Campus Response)
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Table 7
Document Analysis by Category and Framework
Framework

Documents that

Documents that Explain

Documents that
Respond

Describe

Context
(External
Events)
Intervening
Conditions
(Internal
Conditions
and
Structure)
Actions/
Interactions
(Response)

Cl*

C2

C3

Cl

C2

C3

Cl

C2

C3

75%

67%

69%

42%

44%

39%

17%

33%

29%

73%

63%

57%

23%

32%

30%

27%

37%

32%

58%

67%

52%

73%

39%

60%

35%

42%

39%

Table 8
Document Analysis by Word Pattern and Conceptual Framework

What is Assessment?

FW
Context
(External
Events)
Intervening
Conditions
(Internal
Conditions
and
Structure)
Actions/
Interactions
(Campus
Response)

How Do We Do

What Does Assessment

Assessment?

Mean?

Cl

C2

C3

Cl

C2

C3

Cl

C2

C3

24%

8%

14%

19%

8%

22%

25%

13%

45%

42%

49%

47%

49%

50%

49%

36%

46%

37%

32%

43%

39%

32%

42%

29%

38%

41%

18%

*C=Campus, therefore Cl = Campus One
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Table 9
Document Analysis by Institution-Specific Factors
Institutional
Factor

Campus
One

Campus
Two

Campus
Three

Culture and
climate

37%

48%

52%

Leadership

29%

39%

24%

Organizational
Structure

23%

39%

33%

Data Collection
and Use

40%

61%

79%

Campus
Community

29%

32%

45%

Table 10
Institution-Specific Data by Document Category
Responding
Documents
C3
C2

Cl*

C2

C3

Cl

Explaining
Documents
C2

Culture and climate

22%

50%

18%

24%

14%

15%

29%

14%

12%

Leadership

24%

36%

15%

11%

23%

12%

22%

09%

15%

Organizational
Structure
Data Collection

41%

41%

18%

19%

18%

21%

19%

09%

18%

27%

55%

18%

24%

41%

24%

24%

41%

18%

Campus
Community

24%

50%

18%

16%

23%

15%

14%

18%

09%

Institutional
Factor

Describing Documents

*C=campus, therefore Cl=Campus 1
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C3

Cl

Table 11
Institution-Specific Factors by Conceptual Framework
Institutional
Factor

Context

Intervening Conditions

Actions and Interactions

Cl*

C2

C3

Cl

C2

C3

Cl

C2

C3

8%

32%

0%

27%

47%

14%

29%

09%

27%

Leadership

33%

23%

13%

27%

33%

23%

26%

05%

07%

Organizational

58%

18%

13%

38%

33%

23%

26%

05%

33%

58%

23%

07%

7%

33%

14%

38%

27%

33%

42%

36%

13%

31%

53%

14%

23%

09%

27%

Culture and
climate

Structure
Data Collection
and Use
Campus
Community
*C=campus, therefore Cl- Campus 1
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Table 12
Document Analysis by Research Question

Category

Framework
•

How do external
events and
expectations frame
assessment on
campus?
C2
C3
Cl

Research Questions
How do campus
conditions and
structure impact
assessment on
campus?
Cl
C2
C3

In what ways does
a campus respond
to, manage, and
carry out
assessment?
Cl
C2
C3

Context

22%

38%

67%

56%

31%

34%

34%

15%

0%

Intervening

20%

0%

7%

80%

56%

86%

0%

44%

7%

0%

12%

0%

0%

44%

29%

10%

44%

71

Context

17%

63%

100%

50%

25%

0%

34%

13%

0%

Intervening

0%

0%

0%

33%

50%

100

67%

50%

0%

0%

23%

0%

0%

23%

67%

100

54%

25

Context

100

46%

100%

0%

31%

0%

0%

23%

0%

Intervening

0%

0%

0%

50%

14%

50%

50%

86%

50

0%

25%

0%

10%

50%

0%

90%

25%

100

Documents
Conditions
that
describe

Action/
Interaction

Documents
that
explain

Conditions
Action/
Interaction

Documents
that
respond

Conditions
Action/Inter
action

*C = Campus, therefore Cl = Campus One
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Table 13
Category Data by Campus

Describing

Explaining

Responding

Campus Three

Campus Two

Campus One

Category

Campus

Programs

Climate

Assessment

Community

Program assessment

Assessment

Role of assessment

Assessment process

Approach to assessment

Institution and state

Role of assessment

Impact of assessment

Campus leadership

Assessment examples

Results of assessment

Program needs

Table 14
Document Analysis of Institution-Specific Variables by Campus

Culture

Leadership

Campus Three

Campus Two

Campus One

Category
■

Comprehensive

■

Dynamic

■

Foster

■

Required assessment

■

Creative

■

Development

■

Teaching focus

■

Challenges

■

Peer

■

Learning environment

■

Innovative

■

Excellence

■

Excellence

■

Values and beliefs

■

Preparation

■

Structure

■

Involved

■

Partnership

■

Representative

■

Core work

■

Common

■

Constituencies

■

Policies

■

Contribution

■

External relationships

■

Procedures

■

Standards

■

Shared

■

Implementation

Campus community

Organizational
structure

■

Relationships

■

Ownership

■

Support

■

External

■

Responsibility

■

Commitment

■

Future agenda

■

Positive force

■

Development

■

Stakeholders

■

Nurture

■

Tradition

■

Stakeholders

■

Agile

■

Interactive

Review and
evaluation

■

Responsive

■

Partnership

■

Empowering

■

Model

Assessment structure

■

Improvement

■

*

Accountability

Planning and budget

■

Accountability

■

Ongoing

Allocation of
resources

■

Integral

■

Strategic

Outcomes

■

■

■

Research

Strategic initiatives

Measure

■

■

■

Measures

Requirements

Change

■

■

■

Action

Non-punitive

■

Non-punitive

■
■
■

Data collection and
results

■
■

Master plan

Strategic
planning

Table 15
Document Analysis Results by Conceptual Framework by Campus

Category
Context

Campus Two

Campus One

Campus Three

■ Campus-wide

■ Student goals

■ Accreditation

■ Requirements

■ Community leader

■ Certification

■ Certification cycle

■ Partnerships

■ External reporting

■ Accreditation

■ External input

■ Peer institutions

■ Masterplan

■ External opportunities

■ External reporting

■ Self-study analysis

■ Service

■ National databases

■ External reporting

Intervening
conditions

■ Institutional

■ Faculty roles

■ Standards

■ Assessment climate

■ Process/cycle

■ Review and evaluation

■ Involvement

■ All levels

■ Structure for assessing

■ Benchmarking

■ Institutional

■ Campus governance

■ Value-driven

■ Planning

■ Ideas exchange

support

practice
■ Strategies and
plans
Resources
Interactive model
Search for data

Actions and
interactions

Tools and strategies

Community

■ Methods

Innovations

■ Principles of assessment

Improvement

■ Reward and recognition

Experimentation

■ Institution-wide

Communication

■ Accreditation requirements

Accountability
Continuous improvement

Assistance and
services
■ Benefits of
assessment
■ Faculty
development
■ Effective response
■ Accountability
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Table 16
Document Analysis Results by Research Questions by Campus

How Do
External Events
and Expectations
Frame
Assessment on
Campus?

Campus Two

Campus One

Category

•

Align with

•

constituencies

Contribute to

Campus Three

•

Regional and

community

professional
accreditation

•

Master plan

•

Vibrant partnerships

•

Regional self-study

•

Model of excellence

•

External reporting

•

Certifications

•

Input from external

•

Peer institutions

•

“Premiere” institution

groups

•

External comparisons

•

Broad support for

•

Accountability to state

•

National databases

•

Institution-wide

•

Students first

assessment

•

Academic excellence

•

Assessment office

teaching and learning
How Do
Campus
Conditions and
Structure Impact
Assessment on
Campus?

•

Assessment office
assists faculty/staff

•

•

“Climate” for

•

Classroom assessment

assessment

•

Scholarship of

governance

•

In What Ways
Does a Campus
Respond To,
Manage, and
Carry Out
Assessment?

assessment

Strong shared

•

•

Assessment cycle
with feedback

Defining and
benchmarking

Committee review of

support and resources

•

Institutional

assessment

•

Agile organization

•

Involved stakeholders

•

Bold improvements

•

Annual review

•

Best practice

•

Internal and external

•

Faculty development

•

Reward and
acknowledgement

•

•

workshops

assessment

•

Standardized

•

Development and
implementation

handbook

Review and

•

evaluation policies

•

Assessment guidelines

Campus-wide

•

Assessment benefits

response to calls for

for campus

accountability and

Resources/supports

improvement

standards

•

partnerships

Ongoing process

•
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Assessment in

Table 17
Grounded Theory and Document Analysis Data

Campus One

Campus Two

Campus Three

Overlay

Compartmentalization

Integration

Centralized

Closed

Organic

Established

Traditional

Flexible

Vertical

Vertical

Horizontal

Data

Balance of
accountability and
improvement

Accountability

Tipped toward
Improvement

Community

Central core, outer
ring

Closed circle

Expanding circle

Extemal/Intemal
focus

External Focus

Internal
Focus

Intervening
Conditions

Structured but open

Closed Compartments

Process-oriented

Actions &
Interactions

Proactive

Reactive

Formative

Structured framework

External framework

Internal framework

Focus on cycle of
assessment

Focus on
accountability

Do-reviewacknowledge-rewardrecycle

Do-report-do

Focus on
performance and
improvement
Support-doimplementimprove-redo

Grounded Theory Process
Code and Classify
Describing
Categories
Explaining
Responding
Examine and Compare
Culture
Institutional
Factors
Leadership
Organization

Conceptualize and Match
Conceptual
Context
Framework

Integrate and Apply
Research
Question 1
Questions
Question 2

Question 3
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Table 18
Summary of Data from Literature Review and Document Analysis
Campus
Campus
One

Category Data
■

■

■

Assessment

■

Institution
Factors
Required

description

■

Structured

■

Requirements

■

Accreditation

Explanation

■

Stakeholders

■

Faculty roles

■

Assistance,

of approach

■

Resource

■

Structured

allocation

■

Tools and

■

Involvement

strategies

■

Shared

Response
to results

Campus
Two

■

■

■

■

■

Conceptual
Framework
Campus-wide

■

Research
Questions
Master plan

External

support

relations

■

Methods

■

Best practice

Program

■

Dynamic

■

Goals

■

Contributions

description

■

Involved

■

External input

■

Partnerships

Explanation

■

Agile

■

Standards

■

Institution-

of role

■

Accountability

■

Process

Leadership

■

Ownership

■

Community

■

CQI

■

Innovations

■

Internal and

response

wide

external

Campus
Three

■

■

■

■

Guidelines

Climate

■

Fostering

■

Accreditation

■

Accreditation

description

■

Partnership

■

External

■

External

Explanation

■

Interactive

of process

■

Ongoing

Response

■

Supportive

■

Strategies and

■

Students first

plans

■

Accountability

■

Development

through

■

Accountability

examples

■

Formal
process
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reporting

reporting

Table 19
Selection Criteria for Interview Participants
Criteria

Level
Level One

Level Two

Level Three

Level Four

Convenience and accessibility
■

Located at one of the three institutions in the study

■

Available and willing to meet for interview

Impact and Authority
■

Direct impact on assessment at the sample institution

■

Authority over assessment in general or assessment at the course level

■

Ability to design, development and implement assessment projects

Participation
■

Direct participation in assessment projects at the sample institution

■

Opportunity to participate in assessment projects at the sample institution

■

Requirement to participate in assessment projects at the sample institution

Position
■

Assessment office staff

■

Faculty members involved in assessment project
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Table 20
Interview Questions by Background Data

Interview One
How would you describe this campus?

Interview Two
What is one thing that you could identify as unique
to this campus?

What is the relationship between administration and

Can you give an example of either a positive or

faculty? Administration and staff? Faculty and

negative relationship between administration and

staff?

faculty? Between administration and staff?
Between faculty and staff?

Who are the students who attend this school?

How would you describe students readiness to learn
at this institution?

What are the academic goals that drive this

Can you give an example of the campus culture

institution?

impacting assessment?

Table 21
Interview Questions by Institution-Specific Factors

Interview Two

Interview One
How is assessment shaped by the campus

Can you give an example of the campus culture

culture?

impacting assessment?

How does the leadership of this campus respond

Do you think that campus leadership support for

to or support assessment?

assessment will increase or decrease in the year
ahead?

What are some of the uses for assessment on this

In your experience, are assessment data used

campus?

effectively on campus?

How does the campus community respond to

Can you give an example of campus community

assessment?

response to assessment?
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Table 22
Interview Questions by Conceptual Framework

Interview Two

Interview One
Does the history of this institution impact

How has campus history shaped assessment on this

assessment on this campus?

campus?

Do you feel that assessment is used for

Can you give an example of assessment being used

accountability, improvement, or both?

for accountability? For improvement?

Are assessment data used for allocation of resources

Can you give an example of the ways in which

or planning and budgeting?

assessment data are used for campus planning and
budgeting?

How has assessment on this campus evolved over

Where do you see assessment going in the future

time?

on this campus?

Table 23
Interview Questions by Research Questions

Interview One

Interview Two

Is there pressure on campus to prove that faculty

Can you give an example of assessment being used

are teaching and students are learning?

to demonstrate teaching and learning?

What impacts assessment and the way it is

How has the institution and its structure impacted

structured on this campus?

the nature and structure of assessment on this
campus?

Does assessment work on this campus?

Can you give an example of assessment working
successfully, or not working, on this campus?
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Table 24 Key Descriptors of Salient Background Data by Campus
Campus 1
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

National recognition
Good place to teach and learn
Diverse students and faculty
Good relationships among faculty, staff and administrators
State school
Professional and career emphasis
Middle-class
National reputation
Out of state students attracted by reputation
Teaching excellence as goal
Overall collegiality
Adequate to high readiness to learn

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Vital, growing, active community
Good relationships among faculty, staff and administrators
Diverse students
Diverse, vibrant evolving culture
Variety of student preparation levels
Career preparation
Two year institution
Founded on principles of CQI
Ongoing academic assessment
Open access
Unique location in highly educated area
Level administrative structure
Excellence in teaching and learning as goal
High quality faculty
Focus on excellence
Model for academic assessment
History of assessment
Market considerations

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Small, faith-based
International students
Reasonably well-prepared students
Career preparation
Focus on personal accomplishment and service to community
Religious organization
Hierarchical
Culture not big on data sharing
Strained relationships
Forced assessment
Assessment for accreditation
Short history of assessment

Campus 2

Campus 3
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Table 25
Interview Data by Conceptual Framework
Campus
Campus 1

Context
External accountability
History of assessment
Assessment for regional and
professional accreditation
History of assessment
Focus on assessment from the
top
Collect data for administration
and for state
Improvement of teaching
Assessment accepted part of
life
Issue of teaching loads may
impact assessment

Intervening Conditions

Actions and Interactions

Accountability and
improvement

Reward and incentive

Teaching excellence

Required assessment

Expectation from
administration

Recognition of excellence

Resources for awards

Long history of assessment

Assessment for planning

Expectations

Faculty accept assessment

Formal assessment program

Assessment as part of life

Improvement expectations

No pressure to assess but it is
required

Use some of the data we
collect

State accountability

Impact of tight state budgets
in rising tuitions

Accreditation
Improvement

Data about students learning
turns into improvement in
class

Administration must account
for student learning and
progress

Research on teaching and
learning

Close ties to the assessment
movement

Allocation of resources
based on assessment data

National leader in assessment

Support for assessment from
top down

Strong campus relationships
and mutual respect
Assessment used for budgeting
decisions
Resource support from
administration
Campus 2

Assessment since start-up of
college

Accountability and
improvement

•

Assessment for
improvement

Ongoing administrative
support

Straight down from top

•

Assessment for
accountability

State and federal
accountability

Lots of training

•

Improve learning through
clear goals

•

Formal assessment program

•

Expectation to assess

•

More institution-based

•

Curriculum decisions and
course content

•

Teaching improvement
projects

Commitment to assess

•

Teaching evaluations

Tradition of assessment from
beginning

•

Don’t know how not to
assess

Meet needs of key
constituencies

•

Assessment growing and
increasing

•

Use data to improve
teaching and learning

•

Research on teaching and
learning

•

Allocation of resources
based on data

•

Ongoing assessment cycle

Career preparation
Assessment as part of culture
Accountability
Improvement
Build on assessment
Market needs

Improvement and reporting

Regional accreditation
Budget and planning
Part of life
Embedded assessment
Accept and expect assessment
Embedded in culture
Focus on improvement

Doing assessment for 35 years
History of assessment
External accreditation
Tight budget
School build on evaluation
External reporting
Teaching improvement
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projects

Incentives for faculty

Thrust from the top

Report requirements

Founded on premise of quality
and improvement

Demonstrate teaching and
learning

Expectation to assess
Must demonstrate success
Strong relationships
Excellence in teaching and
learning
Support
Campus 3

Punishment and reward

Top down approach

Testing

Accountability

Restrictive culture

Accreditation drives
assessment

Assessment for planning

Formal but weak assessment
program

History of not sharing data

Not much new in 20 years

Structural rewards and
constraints

Needs more energy

Not much evolution over time
History of accreditation and
self-study

Competing demands

Sporadic pressure to assess

Past history of secrecy

Accredited programs use
assessment for accountability

Some units slow to adapt
Accreditation
Accountability
Religious tradition
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In the past, did not use or
share data
More use and sharing of
data under new leadership
Trying to link to strategic
plan
Focus on self-study

Table 26
Interview Data by Institutional Factors

Campus

■

1
■

■
■

■
■
■

Culture of
assessment
Culture
supports
assessment

Intrinsic
benefit
Has to be
done
Focus on
excellence

■

Accepted

■

Embedded

■

■

■

■

Top down
assessment

■

Support for
assessment

■

Expected
part of life
Long
history of
assessment

Impossible
to separate
assessment
from
culture

Structure

Leadership

Culture

Campus

■

■

■

■
■

■

Support
with
resources

Provides
resources
for
assessment
Expectation
for
assessment
Tight state
and local
budget
Need to
demonstrat
e
excellence
Accountabi
lity

■

■

■
■
■

■

■

■

Ongoing
improveme
nt
Financial
support

Emphasis
on external
benchmarki

■

■

ng

Campus

■

2
■

■

Culture of
assessment

■
■

Seek better
ways to
assess
Top down
assessment
Focus on
improveme
nt
Pressure to
assess
Open and
data
sharing
Expectation

of

■

Top down
Pressure
and
expectation
to assess
Support
through
funding
and
resources
Fully
supports
assessment
Ongoing
improveme
nt
Planning

■

■

Data Use

Community
Expects to assess

Assessment
office and
director

Planning and
budgeting

Formal
assessment
program

State and
regional
accountability

Top down
push

Recognize
excellence

Commitment
varies by
individual

Resources

Reporting
requirements

Good relationships

Wider
effort
underway
Vital cycle
of
assessment
projects

Improvement

Need to use
more
effectively
Some use,
some don’t

Formal and
systematic
assessment

Depends on
effectiveness
of assessment
person

Classroombased
program
and unit
review

Some simply
fill out the
reports and
forget about
them

Trying to
connect to
institutional
level

Self study and
accreditation

Assessment
integrated
into
structure

Formal and
well
organized
assessment
program
Assessment
director
Cycle of
annual
assessment
projects

Part of life
Has to be done

Administration-led
effort
Do what supposed
to do
Support or simply
acceptance
Focus on
excellence
Open
Flexible
Embedded in
culture
Budget constraints

Program
review
Faculty
promotion
Research on
teaching and
learning
Improvement
Accountabilit

Supports
assessment

y

Expects to assess

Reporting

Focus on
excellence

Accreditation
Planning and
budgeting
Effective
Allocation of
resources

Written
into
strategic
plan

Teaching
improvement

Strong
program

Faculty
promotion
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Supports
assessment

Program
review

Part of life
Culture of CQI
45 annual
assessment
projects
History based on
evaluation
Embedded in
culture

assessment
Embedded
in the
culture

■

Emphasis
on external
benchmarki

Part of the
central
structure of
the org

ng

■

Application
for quality
awards

■

Don’t use
data to the
extent they
should

Financial
report in
budget

Supports
assessment
Organizatio
nal
excellence
driving
force
Accepted
Support
from top
Long
history of
assessment
Systematic
Recognitio
n and
rewards

Campus

Religious

3

Secretive
Driven by
regional
accreditatio
n
Suspicious
Don’t ask,
don’t tell
Increasing
support for
assessment
since last
self-study
Reluctant
to share
data
Closed
climate

Require
assessment
for
accountabil

■
■

ity
Historical
tension
between
admin and
faculty

■

■

Providing
more
support for
assessment
New
leaders
equals new
focus on
assessment

■

Assessment
office
Formal
assessment
program
Varying
success in
administeri
ng program
Driven by
self-study
and
accreditatio
n
Assessment
by unit

Trying to
make
culture
more open
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■

Some faculty
use data some
don’t

■

Accreditation
and reporting

■

Used more for
accountability

B

Some use for
improvement

No overall
commitment to
assessment
Lack of
communication
among units
Closed community
Small community
Varying degrees of
commitment to
assessment

Table 27
Interview Data by Research Questions by Campus
Campus
Campus 1

Campus 2

Campus 3

External Events
Accreditation
and self study
Regional
accreditation
State
accountability
State and
federal
mandates
Professional
accreditation
Tight state and
local budgets

Regional
accreditation
Professional
accreditation
State reporting
Self-study
Quality
applications
External
accountability
Key
constituencies
Market factors
Budget
constraints
Driven by
regional
accreditation
Accountability
Sense of
secrecy
Concern of
sharing data
Self-study
prompted
changes
State reporting
Professional
accreditation

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Campus Conditions
History of
assessment
Culture supports
assessment
Expectation by
leadership
External bodies
require assessment
Tension over
teaching loads
Cross-functional
interaction
Flexible
Open
Accept assessment
Support from top
Good relationships
Openness and
collegiality
Good relationships
Expectations from
leaders
Culture of
assessment
Excellence and
improvement
Favorable to
assessment
Use data to
improve
Resources provided
History of
assessment
Encourage
assessment
Restrictive
Reduced
communication
No culture of
assessment
Religious tradition
inhibited openness
Hierarchy inhibited
data sharing
Assessment not
part of the culture
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•

Response and Actions
Reward and incentive
programs
Doing assessment for a while
Use data in planning and
budgeting
Conduct assessment projects
Broaden to include other
programs and units
More open and flexible now
Clarification of assessment
expectations
Enrollment and budget
planning
All academic offices required
to submit annual assessment
plan
Revitalization of assessment

Formal assessment
Support with resources
Expectation to assess
Pressure to assess
Use data in planning and
budgeting
Use data for improvement
Reporting to campus
community
Stronger and more institutionbased
Evolving to meet campus
needs
Data inform decision making
Data for accreditation and
accountability
Course evaluations
Formal assessment
Some resources
Some don’t take assessment
seriously
More open and flexible now
Accountability in self-study
Increased support from admin

Table 28
Grounded Theory Process and Interview Data
Grounded Theory Process

Campus One

Campus Two

Campus Three

Open Excellence

Founded on
Assessment

Secretive Slow to
Change

Accepting

Expecting

Closed

Supporting

Expecting

Changing

Hierarchy

Horizontal

Vertical

Balance of
accountability and
improvement
Willing

Tipped toward
improvement

Accountability

Accepting

Unwilling

Extemal/Intemal

Internal

External

Flexible

Open

Structured

Proactive

Formative

Reactive

External events less
important

Internal events more
important

External events
more important

Question 2

Importance of history
and culture

Importance of history
and culture

Religious tradition
shapes everything

Question 3

Reward, broaden,
clarify, support

Formal, embedded,
stronger, evolving.

Impose, insist,
inconsistent, punish

Code and Classify
Background
Information
Examine and Compare
Culture
Institutional
Factors
Leadership
Organization
Data

Community
Conceptualize and Match
Conceptual
Context
Framework
Intervening
Conditions
Actions &
Interactions
Integrate and Apply
Research
Question 1
Questions
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